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This is a reproduction of a library book that was digitized  
by Google as part of an ongoing effort to preserve the  
information in books and make it universally accessible.

https://books.google.com
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THRUPP.

"O, then, I see Queen Mab has been with you,

Drawn with a team of little atomies,

Her Waggon spokes made of long spinners' legs ;

Her Chariot is an empty hazel-nut,

Made bythe joiner squirrel, or old grub,

Time out o' mind the Fairies ' Coachmakers."

Romeo andJuliet, Act 1. Scene 4

with numerous ILLUSTRATIONS.

LONDON:

KERBY & ENDEAN, 190 OXFORD STREET.

NEW YORK : THE "HUB " PUBLISHING COMPANY .

1877.
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124 AMERICAN COACHMAKING .

The company builds for its own use about thirty 'busses

each year ; the average weight of an omnibus is 24 cwt.

Most of the vehicles are now provided with brake

retarders, which are set in action by the foot of the

driver, and check the speed down hill, or help to stop

the omnibus to take up a passenger without so much

strain upon the horses as formerly.

In Vienna the public omnibuses are longer, and are

divided into two compartments, entered by separate

doors ; they carry twelve inside and six outside . The

speed is rather slow and the appearance of most very

shabby. In summer other omnibuses are also used,

which are constructed without sides or windows, and

in hot weather are agreeable from the free admission

of air without draught.

American stage coaches began in 1786. As early

as 1697 an innkeeper, named John Clapp, at the

Bowery, New York, kept a hackney coach for the

accommodation of the public ; and in 1699 a law was

made forbidding fast driving of " slees " through the

streets of New York. The first private coach owned

there appears to have been in 1745 by a Lady Murray.

In 1786 there were but three Coachmakers' factories

in New York : Mr Steel, in Pine Street, Mr Jones,

and James and Charles Warner, in Broadway.

In 1789 six more factories had been opened in the

coach trade, and five livery yards had begun to keep

hackney coaches. In 1790 a coach was built in Phila-

delphia for eight hundred dollars, and there were eight

Coachbuilders in that city. But the usual vehicle

was a sort of wheel chair upon wooden springs, and
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THE STAGE-COACH BUSINESS IN THE 
HUDSON VALLEY* 

Transportation is a major theme in the history of New York 
State, influencing and interpreting all other phases of its life and 
growth. Indeed the position which the Empire State today holds 
is due very largely to its fortunate situation in respect to natural 
routes of trade and travel. It is therefore but right that in chroni
cling its history we should have much to say of steamboats, canals, 
railroads, terminals, harbors, ocean shipping, lake tonnage, high
ways and airports. Not only should their factual history be de
tailed, but attention should be directed to the subtle and far
reaching changes, the social and economic shiftings which ac
company changes in transportation. For all great inventions and 
innovations to a degree create a characteristic civilization of their 
own, since they force readjustments in all departments of life. 
Few innovations produce more far-reaching reverberations than 
those which improve man's means of getting about and of sending 
his word to others. Before words were hitched to electricity it will 
be remembered that communication was dependent upon trans
portation, so that the latter served a dual role. Even yet, travel 
and transport facilities, necessary as they are for the exchange of 
first hand contacts and experiences as well as more material 
things, remain a major index of the character of a civilization. 

In all America, and therefore in New York State, there has 
been first an era of travel by foot, next a period of horse and rider, 
and afterwards in succession a stage-coach age, railroad age, and 
motor age, with an age of air travel apparently full upon us. We 
who have witnessed the introduction of the automobile and the 
airplane have first hand knowledge of the widespread transforma
tion in economic, social, and even cultural life which these agencies 
have brought about. The future historian will consider them among 
the profoundly significant causative factors of the age. The rail
roads at the time of their introduction produced changes no less 
revolutionary, changes which no historian has yet adequately 
analyzed. The stage-coach and the horse and rider symbolize 
earlier stages of development so well because they in great measure 
helped to produce the conditions of life which existed. Each type 

*Paper read before the New York State Historical Association at Newburgh, 
September 25, 1930. 

231 
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232 OLIVER W. HOLMES 

of communication directly determined the tempo of American life 
for the period of years in which it was dominant. Consider the 
stage-coach then, not as an antiquarian curiosity, but as a living, 
creative agent, shuttling back and forth across the face of our 
state, carrying news, mails, packages and people into nearly every 
community and binding all communities together into a patterned 
civilization partly of its own determining. 

The first important stage line to be established in New Yark 
was set up in June 1785 along the east side of the Hudson River 
between New York City and Albany. The proprietors were Isaac 
Van Wyck, John Kinney and Talmadge Hall, tavern-keepers 
respectively of Fishkill, Kinderhook and New York.1 Staging had 

1Their first advertisement, dated Apr. 17, 1785, appeared in the New York 
Packet for Apr. 25, 1785. According to this advertisement the stage was "to 
commence running the 2d day of June next." 

Isaac Van Wyck (1755-1811), the leading proprietor, was a worthy repre
sentative of a well-known Fishkill family. He was an ardent patriot, signing 
the Articles of Association in 1775, and serving several terms in the Revolu
tionary army, the second time with rank of captain. A part of the army, while 
encamped at Fishkill, was quartered on his farm. After the war, in addition 
to being a tavern-keeper and stage-coach proprietor, he served as postmaster 
at Fishkill until the Postmaster General in 1793 decided that it was improper 
for one person to be both a mail contractor and postmaster. He was a leading 
incorporator of the Highland Turnpike Company (post), and between 1794 and 
1811 served four terms in the State Assembly. He is described as a "medium 
size man, very social, pleasing and popular in his manners, and held in much 
respect in the community." [T. V. Brinckerhoff], Historical Sketch and Direc
tory of the Town of Fishkill (1866), p. 95. See also A. Van Wyck, Descendants 
of Cornelius Barentse Van Wyck (1912), pp. 51, 77, 87, 122, and the Post
master General's Letter Books (in Federal Post Office Building, Washington, 
D. C.), letters to Col. Bauman, Mar. 4, 1793, and to Egbert Benson, Mar. 8, 
1793. 

Talmadge Hall, a native of New Fairfield, Conn., had a long and adventur
ous career in the Revolutionary army, winning the rank of lieutenant, and be
ing twice wounded in the storming of Stony Point under Wayne. In October 
1784 Hall became proprietor of the New York end of the newly established 
New York and Boston stage line. The next May he announced that he had 
taken "the elegant House on Haerlem Heights of Isaac Ledyard, Esq., for 
the accomodation of his eastern and northern stages" and "provided himself 
with ready and obedient servants, and the best fare the country affords." 
This house, then known as the Roger Morris Mansion, had been alternately 
the headquarters of both Washington and the British General Clinton during 
the Revolutionary fighting on Manhattan, and was destined to become further 
famous as the home of the merchant Jumel, and later of his widow. When 
advertised for sale in 1788 the mansion and outbuildings were described as 
"probably not exceeded in this State, for elegance and spaciousness, and the 
prospect from the house is the most commanding on the island." See adv. in 
the New York Packet, Mar. 18, 1788; see also W. H . Shelton, The Jumel 
Mansion (1916) . Financial difficulties seemingly forced Hall to give up the 
Morris Mansion early in 1787, for in June he was located at "no. 49 Cortlandt 
St., leading from Oswego Market, to Powles-Hook ferry, being the first brick 
house on the left hand from Broadway." (Adv. in the New York Journal, 
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HUDSON VALLEY STAGE-COACH 233 

developed somewhat in the colonies before the Revolution, especi
ally around Boston and Philadelphia, but not in New York, 
although mention should be made of lines running across New 
Jersey between New York City and Philadelphia.2 The reason is, 
probably, that in all other directions there existed excellent facili
ties for water transport connecting New York City with nearly 
every town of importance in the colony. No better highway for 
serving the state could have been made to order than the broad, 
deep Hudson, extending far inland through the heart of the settled 
area of that period. 

Yet the Hudson was frozen in winter when mails and passengers 
must journey by land. Even when the river was open the sloops 
of the day must not be thought as swift and comfortable as the 
steamboats of a later generation. With luck a passage to Albany 
could be made in two days but four days was the average, while a 
journey might at times extend to a week.1 Nor was the trip in 
the small vessels, often heavily laden with freight, without its 
dangers in case of sudden squalls on the river. To the timid it 

June 21, 1787). By September 1787, he had given up his stage lines and in 
becember he was forced to sell his tavern and make an assignment to his 
creditors, after which he disappears from sight. His tavern was taken by 
Christopher Beekman, and in 1789 Beekman was succeeded by Mrs. Fraunces, 
who ran this house while her husband was steward in the President's household. 
The tavern remained the starting point of both the Boston and Albany stages, 
and Cortlandt Street remained the staging center of New York City until the 
1850's. For Hall's connections with the Boston line see 0 . W. Holmes, "Levi 
Pease, the Father of New England Stage-coaching" in Journal of Economic 
and Business History (Feb. 1931), 3:241-6.3. 

Of John Kenney nothing further is known. 
1For movements across New Jersey to Philadelphia in colonial times see 

W. H. Benedict, "Travel Across New Jersey in the Eighteenth Century," in 
New Jersey Historical Society Proceedings, new series (1922), 7:97-119. There 
were two colonial stage lines on Long Island, one to Jamaica, advertised in the 
New York Mercury, June 8, 1767, and the other to Sag Harbor, advertised in 
the New York Journal, May 28 and July 9; 1772. It is not known whether 
these lines existed in other years, but these were the only notices found in 
going through files of the Mercury, Journal, and other newspapers for the dec
ade previous to the Revolution. There was also an attempt in 1772 to set up 
a stage line between New York and Boston, which failed after making several 
journeys. See advertisements in the New York Journal, Mar. 5 and June 25, 
1772; Boston Gazette, June 1, 1772; Boston Evening Post, July 6, 1772; and 
S. A. Drake, Old Boston Taverns, p. 68. 

1John Maude, who made the journey by sloop in 1800 wrote in his Visit to 
the Falls of Niagara (1826), p. 19: "Our passage of four days may be considered 
a long one, at this season of the year . . . The shortest passage ever made on 
this River was by this same Sloop and Captain; he made it in sixteen hours 
and six minutes ... The passage often takes a fortnight to perform it .... " 
Fare for the trip was usually S2. Passengers paid extra for bed and board, 
the charge in Maude's case being $4.50. 
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The Pennsylvania Gazette (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) ·  Thu, Apr 30, 1761 ·  Page 4

https://www.newspapers.com/image/39390647 Downloaded on Nov 15, 2023
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The South-Carolina Gazette; and Country Journal (Charleston, South Carolina) ·  Tue, Nov 22, 1768 ·  Page 3

https://www.newspapers.com/image/605387416 Downloaded on Nov 15, 2023
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The Independent Gazetteer (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) ·  Sat, Aug 31, 1782 ·  Page 4

https://www.newspapers.com/image/39983270 Downloaded on Nov 15, 2023
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Poughkeepsie Journal (Poughkeepsie, New York) ·  Wed, Apr 18, 1787 ·  Page 4

https://www.newspapers.com/image/114453304 Downloaded on Nov 15, 2023
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Dunlap and Claypoole's American Daily Advertiser (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) ·  Tue, Sep 16, 1794 ·  Page 4
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74 Acts, 1796.— Chapter 42.

Incorporated.

D. Merrit,
Esq. to issue
warrant.

the Islands contained within the lines described on the

plan of number Six, drawn hy Osgood Carleton and de-

posited in the Secretary's Office ; together with the Inhab-

itants within said lines & on said Islands, be & hereby are

incorporated into a Town by the name of Addison ; with

all the privileges & immunities which other Towns in this

Commonwealth do or may possess or enjoy.

A7icl be it further Enacted hy the authority afore-^aid,

that Daniel Merrit Esqr. l)e and he hereby is authorized

and directed to issue his Warrant to some principal In-

habitant of the said Town of Addison, requiring him to

warn the Inhabitants thereof to assemble at some proper

time & place to be expressed in said Warrant, for the

purpose of choosing such Town Officers, as Towns are by
law empowered to choose in March or April annually.

Approved February 14, 1797.

Ferrymen to

be licenBed.

1796. — Chapter 43.

[January Session, ch. 9.]

AN ACT FOR REGULATING FERRIES.

Sect. 1. Be it Enacted hy the Senate & House of
Representatives in General Court assembled and by the

authority of the same, that no person or persons whatever
shall keep a Ferry within this Commonwealth, so as to

demand or receive pay, without a special licence first had
and obtained from the Court of General Sessions of the

Peace of the County wherein such Ferry may be ; and the

said Court is hereby empowered to grant such licences to

such person or persons as shall be judged suitable for

Fare regulated, such scrvicc by the sauic Court ; and to state the Fare or

Ferriage at each Feriy, for Passengers, Horses & other

Creatures, Carriages, Waggons, Carts, Teams and other

things there transported, always having regard to the

breadth and situation of, and the more or less passing

at, any Ferry; in all cases taking bond, with sufficient

sureties, of each Ferrjmian, for the faithful performance of

the duties and services of his place, excepting however all

such Ferries as are already stated and settled by the Court
or Town to whom they appertain.

Sect. 2. Be it further Enacted, that all ferrymen at

the several ferries in this Commonwealth, as well those

stated and settled as aforesaid, as others, shall keep a good
Boat or Boats in good repair, suitable to the water they

Bond to be
required.

Exception.

Ferrymen to

lieep boats.
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Acts, 1796. — Chapter 42. 75

are to ferry over, and give ready and due attendance on

Passengers on all occasions, for the times and according to

the regulations established at any Ferry ; and the keeper

or keepers of each Ferry, for every neglect of such attend-

ance shall forfeit and pay one Dollar ; and for every Penalties for

neglect in keeping such a Boat, Twenty Dollars; one
'^'"^'

moiety thereof in each case, to the use of the Common-
wealth, and the other moiety to him or them who shall

inform and sue for the same ; and be further liable, to pay
in an Action on the case, all such special damages as any
person shall sustain by such neglect.

Sect. 3. Be it further Enacted, that if any person or unauthorized

persons shall keep a Ferry or transport Passengers over omcutear*''

or across any stated Ferry, so as to demand or receive ferrymen.

pay, having no right or authority so to do, he shall forfeit

and pay for every such offence. Four Dollars : one moiety
thereof to the Commonwealth, and the other to him or

them who shall inform and sue for the same : and be

further liable in a special action on the case, to pay such

damages as may or shall accrue to the person or persons

assigned and authorized to keep any such stated Ferry or

Ferries.

Sect. 4. Be it further Enacted, that whenever the Towns to pro-

Court of General Sessions of the Peace of any Count}" in under c"rt^n°

this Commonwealth shall judge it necessary, to set up a
<="c"™8tanceB.

ferry for the convenience of passing any river or waters,

and no person shall appear to keep the same for the

stated profits thereof, the Town or District wherein such

Ferry may be, shall take eilectual care to provide suitable

person or persons to keep and attend the same at such

place and in such times of the year as the said Court
shall judge necessary ; which person or persons shall he

licensed by such Court as aforesaid. And the said Court
shall take bonds with sureties of such persons for the

faithful performance of the duties and services of their

places ; and state the fiire or ferriage to be demanded
and received at such Ferr}' ; having regard to the breadth

& situation of, and the more or less passing at the same.

And the person or persons so a|)pointed Ferrymen at any
Ferry so set up, shall keep a good boat or boats in good
repair, suitable to the waters they are to ferry over; and ^^Ixectlt^

on failure, at any time, so to do, shall forfeit & pay Ferrymen.

Twenty Dollars for each neglect ; and shall also give

ready and due attendance on all passengers ; and for each
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76 Acts, 1796.— Chapter 43.

Towns each
side a river
alternately
to provide
Ferrymen.

Penalty for
neglect to pro-
vide Ferrymen.

Former laws
repealed.

neglect so to do, shall forfeit & pay one Dollar— one
moiety thereof in each case to the Town or District

wherein such Ferry may be, and the other moiety to him
or them who shall inform and sue for the same.

Sect. 5. Be it further Enacted, that if any such
Ferry so judged necessary shall be over any river or

water, when one Town or District joins thereto on one
side, & another Town or District on the other side ; in

such case the said Towns and Districts shall, either jointly

or alternately, provide such person or persons to keep
such Ferry as the said Court shall order.

Sect. (3. Be it further Enacted that any Town or

District neglecting to provide suitable persons to keep
ferries as aforesaid, shall forfeit & pay Forty Dollars for

each month's neglect ; one moiety thereof to the use of

the Commonwealth, and the other moiety to him or them
who shall inform and sue for the same. And all the for-

feitures aforesaid which may be incurred, shall be re-

coverable in an action of Debt, with costs of suit, before

a Justice of the Peace or Court of Common Pleas of the

County wherein the Ferry may be, according to the

amount of the Forfeitures to be recovered.

Sect. 7. Be it further Enacted that this Act shall

take effect, and be in force on and after the first day of

July next ; and that three Acts relating to the subject

matter of this Act; one passed A.D. Sixteen hundred &
ninety four for regulating Ferries ; another in addition

thereto, A.D. Seventeen hundred &, twenty-six, and a

third A.D. Seventeen hundred & sixty relating to Ferries

& continued in force to the iirst day of November next,

shall on & after the said first day of July next be re-

pealed, and cease to operate— excepting, however, they
shall remain in force for the purpose of recovering any
forfeitures that may accrue by virtue of them.

xi2)proved February 14, 1797.

Persons incor-
porated.

1796. — Chapter 43.
[January Session, ch. 10.]

AN ACT TO incorporate JOSHUA THOMAS ESQR. AND OTHERS
FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONVEYING FRESH WATER BY PIPES
IN THE TOWN OF PLIMOUTH.

Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representa-
tives in General Court assembled, & hy the authority of
the same, that Joshua Thomas, William Davis, James
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IY C A 8 4 N D L A4 IV S.

Exclufion A&. Rights of Confcience, in Religion, &c.

ACTS and LAWS,
Made and paffed by the General Court or Affembly

of the State of Conne6licut, in America, holden at
Hartford, in faid State, oti the fecond Thurfday of
May, Anno Domini, 179 r.

An Aft to exclude certain perfons, holding Offices under the au-
thority of the United States, from being Members of the Le-
giflature of this State.

B E it enaled by the Governor, Council and Reprefentatives in General
Court afembled, and by the authority of the fame, That from and af-
ter the ftcond Thurfday of May next, no perfon holding an Office

under the authority of the United States, which would render him in-
capable of being a Member of the Congrefs of the United States, fhall,
while holding faid Office, be a Member of the Legiflature of this State.

An Aa, in addition to, and explanation of an Aa, entitled, "An
A6L for fecuring the Rights of Confcience, in matters of reli-
gion, to Chriftians of every denomination in this State."

BE it enafled by the Governor, Council and Repr efntatives in General
Court affenbled, That to give legal effeat to any Certificate which

fhall hereafter be given to any perfon who claims to be a Diffenter from
the ecclefiaftical Societies eftablithed by Law within this State, it fhall
be neceffary that fuch Certificate be figned by two of the Civil Autho-
rity living in the town where fuch Diflenter dwells, or by one only, i i
cafe but one fuch officer lives in fuch town; which authority fhall duly
examine the claims of fuch Difflenters; and if he or they fhall judge the
f'ame well fbunded, he or they fhall give to fuch perfon a Certificate of
the following import, viz.

" Me, having examined the claims of - , whofays he is a Di en-
ter firom the ecclefiaflical Society of - , and hath joined hirlJelf to a
Church or Congregation of the name of - ; and that he ordinarily
attends upon the public wo:jip offuch Church or Congregation; and that
he contributes his Jhare or proportion towardsJfuppcrting the public wor-
flip and miiflry thereof, do upon examination find that the above fafs are
true, Dated Juftices of Peace."

R r r Which

403

Perfons holding
offices under the
United States,
not eligible, &c.

Certificates to
be given to dif-
fenters from,&c,
by whom.

The form.

• , I ill i w l I ! I I
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Z C T AND LAWS.

Oath. Cities. Ferries. 40

An A&, for repealing a Law of this State, entitled, "An Af
enjoining an Oath of Fidelity to this State."

BE it ena fed by the Governor, Council and Houfe of Reprefentatives in
General Court afembled, That the fiid Aft be, and the fame is here- A& zpak.

by repealed.

An A(1, in addition to the Powers of the feveral Incorporated
Cities within this State.

.BE it ena 7ed by the Governor and Council, and Reprefentatives in General ower toctrt affen;bled, That the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council .t ,
of each Incorporated City within this State, fliall have power, and the refaraining hor-fes,&c from go-

fame is hereby given to them, to make Bye-Laws relative to reitraining iog aarge.

Horfes, Cattle and Sheep from going at large in the flreets and high-
ways within the limits of their retpe&ive Cities; and that faid Bye-Laws
when approved of and publifled as is provided by Law in refpe& to
the Bye-Laws of f£id Cities fmll have the full force and effea of the
Bye-Laws of their faid Cities refpeaively.

An A , in addition to an A6, entitled, " An Aa for regulating
Ferries.

BE it enacted by the Governor, Council and Reprejentatives in General
Court affembled, That the town of Milford, in the County of New-

Haven, have licence and authority, and licence and authority are here-
by granted to faid town to have, ule and keep the Ferry onOufatonuckor
Stratford river, between faid town, and the town of Stratford, in the Coun- Stratford fcrry

ty of Fairfield, commonly called Stratford Ferry, on the eaft fide of faid regulat.d.
river, and to take and receive all the emoluments, profits and fare which
may arife from the tranfportation of paffengers, and of any and ever thing
neceffary to be tranfported acrofs faid Ferry, from the eaft fide of faid ri-
ver, to the weft fide thereof; to the fole ufe and benefit of faid town of
Milford, for, and during the fpace of fifteen years, from the riling of this
Affembly; and after the expiration of faid fifteen years, during the plea-
fure of the General Affembly. And that faid town of Stratford have
licence and authority, and licence and authority are hereby granted to
faid town, to have, uii and keep faid Ferry, on the weft fide of faid river,
and to take and receive all the emoluments, profits and fare which may
arife from the tranfportation of paffengers, and of any and every thing
neceffary to be tranfported acrofs faid Ferry, from the weft fide offaid ri-
ver, to the eaft fide thereof; to the fole ufe and benefit of laid town, for,
and during the fpace of fifteen years, from the rifing of this Affembly,
and after the expiration of faid fifteen years, during the pleafure of the
General Affembly.

And that the fare for the aforefaid tranfportation from the eaft fide of
faid river, to the weft fide thereof, fhall be the fame as is now eftablifhed
by law, fbr fuch tranfportation : And that the Fare for the aforefaid tranf- Fare flated.

portation from the weft fide of faid river, to the eaft fide thereof, hall be
as follows, viz. For man, horfe and load,fix-pence, for a man, three-pence,
for a led horfe, four-pence, for an ox or other neat kine, eight-pence, and
for theep, fwine or goats, one-penny-half-penny. And that the Fare for
every two wheel carriage, with one man and draft horfe, fhall be double,
and for every four wheel carriage, one man and draft horfe, treble the
Fare, for a man, horfe, and load, as ftated as aforefaid, and that for e-
very additional perfon or horfe, or other beaff, the Fare hall be the
fame as Rtated as aforefaid, for fuch fingle perfon, horfQ or other beaft.

Adlways
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iCrS AND LAWS,

4o6 Ferries.

Provifo. Always provided, And it is to be undetftood that the aforefaid licence
or authority to faid towns refpe&ively, is to be on the following condi-
tions, viz. That in addition to the boats already required by law, faid
towns do jointly, and at .equad expence, in a reafonable, and convenient

rlats or rtow to time, build a good fiat or fcow, fit and proper for the tranfportation of
be Wilt, & fur. wheel carriages, and all forts of neat kine, as well as every other thing
nished with oaf beft adapted to be tranfported in each flat or fcow, aerofs faid Ferries.

Dweln - And that they furnifh: faid flat or fcow, with oars, and other neceffary
Drenter-hot implements for. the aforefaid tranfpbrtation. And that faid town of Mir-for entertain.

tiient of tae1. ford do keep and maintain a dwelling-houfe near aid ferry place, on the
, COr.bde 

thekrPt eaR fide of faid fiver, in good repair: and that faid town do alfo accom-
wharves to be modate faid houfe to the good entertainment and reception of travellers.
,r ird,, aop, And that in reaconable and convenient time, faid town do repair the twoor flairs to be

=nad, &c. wharves on the eaft fide of faid river, and make fReps or. flairs to the
fame,.fo as to make it convenient- to go on board of any boat, flat or fcow,
from Iaid Wharf or wharves, and to land frorh any boat, flat or fcow on
the fame.

And that 'aild town of Stratrord, do in a reaf0onable' and convenient
Weilide, whar" time rep~air the wharf, on the weft fide of faid river,, and the path
and highway to
be raifed, and way or highway leading to the fame: And that faid' town do raife faid
Icept in repair. wharf and way, to fuch a height in every part of the fame, as not to be

overflowed by the tides : And that when the fame hall have been raif-
ed as aforefaid, that faid town do keep the fame in go6d repair : And
that faid town do build and provide fteps or flairs to Ifiid wharf, fo as

- to make it convenient'to go on board of'any boat, flat or fcow from the
fame, and to larid from, any fuch boat, flat or' fcow on the fame.
And' tha't if faid towns refpe&ively (hall not in fuch reafonable and

licence, &c. to . perorceafe, .ifthe a- cunvenient time as the General Affembly fhall determine,, perform
bove regulations each and every part of (Md condition as belongs to faid towns refpe&ive-

arniot rompI. 1y to'an
wi oth. ly to perform; fcid licence autiority or grant, and every and all former

licences, authorities or grants to them, to keel faid Ferry, hall ceafe
and be void, fo far as refpeas faid town, which (hall fail to perform that
"part of faid condition which belongs to (fid town to perform as afore-
faid.

An At, in alteration of an At * entitled, "An At'for regulat-
ing Ferries."

_,E it enatted 4y the Governor, Council and Reprefentatives in General
Court affeinbled, and by the authority of the fame, That the Fare'of

-Fare of Derby Derby Ferry, at the Narrows, formerly called Stratford Ferry, at the
Ferry at the nar- Narrows, for the future (hall be as follows, viz. For a man, horfe and

!Vows, regulated. m hrianload, three-pence,'footnhan, one pennt , led horfe one-penny.ha/f penny, an ox,

or any other neat kine, our-pence, heep, fwine or goats, one half-penny,
for every two wheeled carriage, with one man and draft horfe, fix-pence,

'for evfiry for wheeled carriage, one man and draft horfe, nine-pemc, and
for *very additional perfon, horfe or other beaR, the fame as is Above
Rated in like cafes, for ever ox-team and load) oneflhl ng and fx- ece,
and for a waggon, horfes and load, onefhilling.
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r 100 ]

Governor to accept of the servires of any volunteer company or compa-
accept of ies (not exceeding three thousand as aforesaid) who ihalt
the services tender their services within such time, and for such tern,
of volunteer
companies & not exceeding fix months, as the Governor in his discre-
to commissi tiow, fhall proclaim and appoint. And the Governor (ball
on officers defignate and commiffion for that purpoie, all officers ne-

ceffary and proper for the command ot such volunteers.
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That all volunteer officers,

non-commiffioned officers, muficians and privates, whose
service may he tendered and accepted under the provifions
of this a&, ihall, at such place or places ofredezvous as the

Volunteers to Governorihall appoint within this ifate, be entitled to re-
to receive mo ceive in advance, the sum of ten dollars, to be taken and
nsyin advance confidered as a part oftheir pay.

Sec. 4. Be itfurther enacted, That the forces to be raised
and organized, as provided by this ad, fhall be disposed of
according to the discretion of their Governor (that discretion

Forces when subjed only to the requisitions of the general government)
raised how to and fhall be liable to be marched to any place, and engaged
be diposed of in the service of the U. States, as the exigencies of the pres-

ent war may, in the opinion of the executive, require.
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That the governor of this

TheGovernor commonwealth, for the purpose of carrying into effect theauthorized to third section of this ad, fhall be authorized to draw from the
draw money Treasury of this flate, any sums of money that may befrom the trea tsury or bor necessary therefor; or in case of deficiency in the public
row from funds, to borrow from any Bank or individuals, upon the
bhnks beft terms he can obtain such additional sums as may be

necessary for the purpose aforesaid.
Sec. 6. Be it furtber enacted, That the powers vested in

.the Governor by the firft and second sedions of this ad,
(hall be exercised and carried into effed by him to such ex-
teat, and in such a manner and time, as his own discretion
and the emergency of public affairs may didate.

CHAP. LXXXIX.

XN ACTto prevent persons in thbi Commonwealth from
'wearing concealed Jrms, except in certain cases.

Approved, February 3, 1813.
S E it enacted by the general assembly of the corn-Sec. 1. ronwealth of Kentucky, That any person in

this commonwealth, who fhall hereafter wear a packet
pistol, dirk, large knife, or sword in a cane, concealed
as a weapon, ualess when travelling on a journey, 1hall be
fined in.any sum, not less than one hundred dollars i which
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may be recovered in any court having jurisdiction of like
sums, by action of debt, or on the presentment of a grand
jury-and a prosecutor in such presentment ihall not be
neceffary. One half of such fine ihall be to the use iof the
informer, and the other to the use of this commonwealth.

This act fhall commence and be in force, from and after
,he firil day of June.

CHAP. XC.
A4N ACT to amend the Militia Law.

Approved February 3, 1813.
Sec. I. E it enacted by the General Asembly, of theS Comincnealtb of Kentucky, That if any

vion-commiffiored offi,.er, musician or private, failing to
march, or furniffing ,n able bodied subilitute in his place, Persons fail
when ordered and lawiully called on, or leaving the ser- ing to per
vice without a discharge from the proper officer, fhall be form tour of
*onfidered as adeserter, & treated as followeth, to wit- Any duty consider
person may apprehend such deserter, and deliver him to ed a deserter
the olfficr commanding such detachment, or any recruiting
officer within this commonwealth, and take his receipt for
the same ; whicti receipt fhall describe the name or such
deserter, and the length of time he was to serve, and by
,whom he was delivered-which receipt fhall be affignable ;
and the reward for taking and so delivering such deserter,
as aforesa:d, fhall be a credit for a tour or tours of duty for
the length of time such deserter was btund to serve ; and
said deserter fhall serve out the term of time aforesaid be-
fore he Ihall be discharged, in addition to the time he was
to serve, if such term of time is then required ; otherwise
fhall serve said tour or tourG, when required so to do. And
any person holding such receipt, when he is called on to
perform a tour or tours of duty, and producing the saate
to the captain calling on him, it fhall be the dut-r of said
captain to receive the same, and give the owner thereof a
credit for as many tours as is therein cnfained.

Sec. 2. And where any delinquent miltin-fman f.fli he-
long to any society who hold a community of prop. y,
the fheriff hall call on the agent or superificdr c," the
commini flock, or firm of said society, or cunpact, "for t',:
sane ; and if he fails to pay the same as before descr; ,
the fhcrifffhall make diflre~s, and sell so ,riCh of Ie th
perty belon-ting to said flock, as will satisfy "the fine, cOf.
&c. as is before'diredrede in

Sec. 3- lindbeit furtbh.,r enacted, That brigade in C; qiuar
fors and brigade quarter masters, when not taken froal ti;.

hae ' chach 5e ct;ted the 'ran'.. piy, and emanurde:i5 }7. a r
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CHAPTER XXIHI.

AN ACT to pohibit the wearing of corcea
ed 7oeapons.

APPROVED, January 14, 1820.

SEc. 1. BE it enacted by the General
Assembly of the State of Indiana, That
any person wearing any dirk, pistol, Perons
sword in cane, or any other unlawful cealed weap.
weapon, concealed, shall be deemed lb indicLa.
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on convic- ble
tion thereof, by presentment or indict-
ment, shall )e fined n any sum not ex-
ceeding one hLindred dollars, for the use
of county seminaries: Provided however, Proviso
that this, act shall not be so constued as
to affect travellers

CHAPTER XXIV.

AN ACT supplemental to "an act for the
fppointment of County Surveyors.

APPROVED, January 14, 1820.

SEc. 1. BE it enacted: by the General
Assembly of the State of Indiana, That County sur.
whenever hereafter avy dispute may veyor inter-
arise about the division of any land emed ii par.
within this state, wherei the county [ition circuit
surveyor of the county where the lands 'n" se

lie, may be a party, or in any manner or
interested, it slall be lawful for the Cir-
euit Court on application of either par-
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ty, to Rppoint some suitable person in
said county, wrhose duty it .shall be to
proceed to divide the same, for which
service, the: person so appointed, shall
be entitled to the same fees as county
surveyors are entitled to, for similar ser-
vices.

CHAPTER XXV.

AN ACT authorizingsthe arrest and secur-
ing jkgitives from Justice.

APPROVED,. Januairy 14, 1820.

SEc. 1. BE it enacted by the General
Assembly of the State of Indiana, That
if any person. shall commit any crime
in any of the United States, or the ter-
ritories thereof, and shall flee into this
state, it shall be lawful for any Judge of
the Supreme or Circuit Court, or justice
of the peace, within this state, on the
oath or aftirmation of any person charg-
inig such fugitive with a crime, to issue
his warrant, and cause such fugitive to
be arrested, and brought before him,
and after hearing the proofs and allega-
tions for and against such fugitive, if in
the opinion of such Judge or justice, the
proof is evident, or presumption strong,
as to the guilt ofthe person charged, it
shall be the duty of such Judge or Jus-
tice, to commit such fugitive from jus-
tice, to the common jail of the county,
where such arrest may be made, for any
length of time, not exceeding one month,

Digitized from Best Copy Available
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qqdty in .lis state, where 'any person or persons talcethebeeo
aIy be surrendered by his or their bail in discharge fit of prison,

may ~c y hi orthei bal i rules.
of themselves, Jt shall and may be lawful for the per-
son or persons so surrendered to take the benefit of
the prison rules of the county, under the same rules,
regulat ions, and restrictions prescribed for the -ben-
clit of defendants arrested and in custody under a writ
of capias ad satisfaciendtun.

JAMES FENTRESS,
Speaker of the House of Reprcscntatives.

W. HALL,
Speaker of the Senate, pro tene

October 18, 1S21.

CHIAPTER XII.
da A~ct prescribing certain duties of Sheriffs in this state.

Be it enacted by the General Assenbly of the Slate Sheriff to.
of Tennessee, That hereafter it. shall not be law- aoiont not'more than t.wo
ful for any sheriff within this state to appoint more deputies. N6
than two deputies within the county foi which he Justice to Wi
shall have been appointed sheriff, nor shall it be law- deputy.
ful for a Justice of the Peace to act as deputy sheriff

,ring his continuance in office : Provided nothing
hereirT shall be so construed as to apply to, or prohib-
it special deputations on u'rgent.occasions, and depu-.
fatiois for the purflose of holding elections.

JAMES FENTRESS,
Speaker of the House of-Representatives.

W. HALL,
Speaker of the Senate, pro tent

elober 19, 1821.

CHAPTER XIII.
n La cl toprevent the wearing of dangerous and unlainfu2

veapolns.

Be it enacted by the Genral .*ssenbly of. the State rife fr r

of Tennessee, That from and after the passage of pons,
this P Ct, each and every .person so degrading himself,
by carrying a dirk, sword cane, French knife, Span-
ish stiletto, helt or pocket pistols, either public or
private, shall pay a'tine of five dollars for every
such offence, which may be recovered by warrant
bfore any Justice of the Peace, in the name of the
county and for its use, in which the offence may have
been committed ; and it shall be the duty of a Justice
to issue a warrant ol the application on oath of any

Digitized from Best Copy Available
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person applying; and that it shall be the duty of
every-Judge, Justice ofthe Peace, Sheriff, Coroner
and Constable within this state to see that this act

Exept.on shall have its full effect : Provided nevertheless, That
td travel. nothing herein cofitained shall affect any person that

lers and the miiny iarry a knife ofadny size in a conspicuous man-
atrop of a shot tier on the strop of a shot pouch, or any person that

may be on a journey to any place out of his county or
!state. .

JAMES FENTRESS,
Speaker'of the House of Representatives:

W. HALL,.
Speaker of the Senate, Pro te)19

eOtober 19, 1821..

CHAPTER XIV.
q.Ict directing the proceedihgs in..cases of forcible entry

and detainer.
Sc. 1. 'BC it enactcd by the - (General Assehbly of the

State of Tennessee: That no person or. persons-shall
enter upon or into any lAnds, tenements or other pos.
sessions, and detain or hold the same but where
entry is given by law, and then only in a peaceable
manner,

What shall SEc. 2. Be itenacted, That itany person shall enter
lis a forbible upon or into any lands, tenements, or other posses'
entry and do. sions and detain and hold the same with force or
iner, strong hand, or with weapons, or by breaking open

the doors, windows or other part of a house whether
any person be in it or not, or by any kind.of violence
whatsoever, or by threatening to kill, maim, or beat
the party in possession, or by such -words, circum-
stances or actions as have a natural tendency to ex-.
cite fear or apprehension of danger, or by putting out
of doors or carrying away the goods of the party in
possession, or by enteripg peaceably, and then turn-
ing by force or frightening by threats or other cir-
cumstances. of terror, the party out of possession,
in such case every person so offendingshall be deem.
ed guilty of a forcibly entry and detainer, within the
meaning of this act.

Whatever Src. 3. Be it enacted, That no person who shall
inwkes an en- lawfully or peaceably enter upon, or into any lands,
rkeforcib tenements, or other possessions, shall hold or keep
ainer forci- the same unlawfully, and with force or strong hand,

ble* or weapons, or violcnco, or menaces, or terrifying
Woids, circumstances or actions aforesaid, and it is

Digitized from Best Copy Available
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and all the lovely people 

who have made it what it is. 
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10 : : : A M E R I C A  W A L K S  I N T O  A  B A R

including one run by a Robert Sedgewick of Charles-Towne.   15    As soon as 
these breweries were up and running by the 1630s, colonists had their 
consumption back up to an estimated six gallons of absolute alcohol per 
year. The average American drinks about half that now.   16    

 The variety of drinks made from that six gallons was pretty impres-
sive, too, and a testament to the creativity of the settlers. Beer itself was 
made out of birch bark, sassafras, spruce, and even twigs, which were 
boiled and added to malt, roots, pumpkin, or apple, and fermented. 
According to a ballad that dates roughly to 1630, known simply as “Our 
Forefather’s Song,” colonists complained about “New England’s annoy-
ances” but consoled themselves with this: “We can make liquor to 
sweeten our lips; of pumpkins, parsnips, of walnut-tree chips.”   17    In some 
places,  metheglin —a Welsh name derived from the words “healing” and 
“liquor”—was very popular. Essentially, this was mead enhanced with 
spices like lavender, cloves, chamomile, and nutmeg. 

 While the cocktail as we know it (with ice, liquor, and an alteration in 
flavor produced by bitters and sugar) wasn’t invented until the early 
nineteenth century, there were a number of mixed beverages in colonial 
times—with names such as the Calibogus, Bombo, Whistlebelly and 
Cherry Bounce—that might be described as proto-cocktails. Being both 
powerful—by percentage alcohol—and served warm, these concoctions 
would probably not suit contemporary tastes, but their names make 
them ripe for rediscovery. Topping the list, surely, would be the Rattle-
Skull, another colonial favorite, made from brandy, wine, port, nutmeg, 
and lime.   18    

 Modern molecular mixology is foreshadowed by the libation known as 
the “Bellowstop.” One Canton, Massachusetts, tavern-owner seems to 
have been the author of this particular version of “flip”—a colonial favor-
ite, typically made with strong beer, dried pumpkin, molasses, and rum. 
His version involved four “huge spoonfuls” of a rich mixture of cream, 
eggs, and sugar added to a nearly full quart of bitter beer and rum. He 
then “thrust the iron poker into it,” and whisked up another freshly beaten 
egg in order to “get the froth to gush over the top of the mug.”   19    The 
December issue of the 1704  New England Almanac  suggests its popularity:  

 The Days are short, the weather’s cold, 
 By tavern fires tales are told, 
 Some ask for dram when first come in, 
 Others with flip and bounce begin.   
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“Dram” is easy enough, deriving from a Scottish measure for a little over 
an ounce of whiskey, or whisky, as it was spelled there. For its part, 
“bounce” was made by infusing fresh cherries in rum for a full year until 
they were completely dissolved. In addition to flip and bounce, colonists 
might have enjoyed a Meridian (brandy and tea), Sangaree (Madeira, 
sugar, and nutmeg), or the slightly vile-sounding Sitchell, which com-
bined whiskey, water, molasses, and vinegar. 

 Cider (originally spelled  cyder  or  syder ) was a common drink in the 
mid- to late 1600s and, before long, people had worked out how to make 
the stronger applejack and cider brandy by distilling the fermentation. 
The earliest incarnation of this was known as hard cider or, occasionally, 
“winter wine,” which was concocted by freezing cider and removing the 
top layer of nonalcoholic ice, revealing a pool of potent applejack liquid. 
Before that innovation, colonists might have enjoyed a “Stonewall,” or a 
“Stone-Fence,” which was cider fortified with rum and thought to have 
been named for its kick, as in how drinking one might have the same 
effect as running headlong into a wall. By contrast, Samuel Sewall 
(1652–1730), notable traveling justice, Salem Witch trial participant, 
and diarist who was so kind as to supply social historians with minute 
details of his day-to-day life, went the other way with his cider. Rather 
than trying to make it stronger, he mellowed it out with sugar, nutmeg, 
and cream, transforming it into “sillabub” or syllabub, a traditional 
English dessert dating back to the late fifteenth century, originally made 
with wine or ale and raw milk freshly squeezed from the cow’s udder 
into an ale pot. In that Sewall was noted for his somewhat anomalous 
sobriety, this was likely less popular. 

 The improvisational creativity of their keepers meant that taverns 
began to assume the same role originally filled by the Roman  tabernae . 
In addition to accommodating travelers, they were also helping sate 
locals’ desire for diversion with a night of flip and bounce. Without tav-
erns, the colonies’ trade routes and government regulation would sim-
ply have shut down, or never taken root in the first place. And, as in 
Roman times, distance was again measured in taverns and routes deter-
mined accordingly. 

 Yet for all the functions the tavern provided, it also produced one in-
evitable and undesirable problem, namely drunkenness. Although this 
would seem a predictable result for a population that per capita annually 
consumed an average of six gallons of alcohol, drunkenness was not gen-
erally considered an acceptable outcome. Or, as sober and thoughtful 
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Puritan minister and politician, Increase Mather, once said: “Drink is, in 
itself, a good creature of God, and to be received with thankfulness, but 
the abuse of drink is from Satan; the wine is from God, but the drunkard 
is from the Devil.” 

 This is not a uniquely Puritan take on the paradox of drinking. There 
has been a prohibition on extreme drunkenness since the Bible, starting 
with Noah—not merely the savior of humanity and all those pairs of 
animals but also the inventor of wine. Pleased with his innovation, as 
the story goes, Noah proceeded to get a little tight one night, then passed 
out cold—and naked. When his son, Ham, found Noah in this undigni-
fied state, he and his brothers helped cover him up. Japeth and Shem 
were careful not to look but Ham, it seems, sneaked a peek. For this, 
Noah doled out a curse on Ham’s son, Canaan, that he (and all Canaan-
ites thereafter) should live a life of servitude.   20    

 This is not the only biblical caution against drunkenness. There are 
passages warning that drink will lead to sloth, poverty, and violent 
behavior. “Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging: and whosoever is 
deceived thereby is not wise,” says Proverbs 20:1. And Leviticus 10:9 
warns that drinking in the “tabernacle of the congregation” might even 
result in death. Puritan settlers, trying to be faithful to the word of King 
James, faced the tough task of maintaining the indispensable institution 
of the tavern while simultaneously limiting the devil’s influence. They 
tried to walk this fine line with legislation regarding taverns that fell 
into two main divisions—laws designed to encourage the institution of 
taverns and the laws designed to control them. 

 In 1637, the General Court of Massachusetts, the highest authority 
next to the governor, decreed that each town was to choose a respon-
sible community member to sell “wine and strong water lest the public 
suffer from lack of public accommodations.” Connecticut followed 
with a 1644 decree that ordered one “sufficient inhabitant” per town to 
set up an ordinary, since “strangers were straitened” when they wanted 
to get a little less straight. One Dutch visitor to Hartford in 1639, noting 
this “straitening,” remarked that the difference between his culture 
and that of the English was that the latter were very sober, “drinking 
but three times at a meal.” It’s hard to know if this was said tongue-in-
cheek or not, since this same visitor also said of the punishment: “When 
a man drinks to drunkenness, they tie him to a post and whip him as 
they do thieves in Holland.”   21    It’s likely no sarcasm was intended. Dutch 
settlers in New Amsterdam didn’t seem to need laws to encourage the 
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institution of taverns, since one of every four buildings was already 
dev oted to the sale of liquor or tobacco. 

 Back in Massachusetts, the county courts decided in 1656 that they 
could not only legislate the  necessity  of a tavern but fine the residents of 
offending tavern-free towns.   22    This was no idle threat, either. Concord 
was hit with a fine in 1660 and Newbury was twice docked before a valiant 
local by the name of Hugh March before it? finally opened a public house. 

 Often a condition was attached to a license, regulating, for instance, 
where a tavern was to be located or what secondary purpose it should 
serve. In 1651 Boston, a John Vyall was granted a license, “provided he 
keep it neare the new meeting house,” from where, none other than 
Increase Mather preached.   23    In 1636, in Cambridge, Deacon Thomas 
Chisholm opened his own tavern next door to his parish. Taverns were 
almost certainly used for the occasional religious service, especially on 
those winter days when the frigid meeting-house failed to warm up, 
even with members carrying foot-stoves with live coals. Taverns, always 
warm with the body heat of its inhabitants, definitely accommodated 
chilled worshippers in the noon break between morning and afternoon 
services. It was also typically used for “seating the meeting”—when it 
was decided in which row each member would sit, according to social 
rank. It was not considered blasphemous or indecorous for important 
church business to take place in a tavern, since antipapal religious re-
formers rejected any suggestion that some houses were more legitimate 
than others. God was present in all of them. 

 When the tavern wasn’t being used as a de facto meeting-house, it 
often doubled as a courthouse. And even when a dedicated courthouse 
already existed, many towns granted licenses for tavern-keepers to open 
up next door so that trials could be held there on cold days and small 
disputes settled “out of court.” 

 Tavern court chambers were small rooms that held roughly twenty 
people. The fanciest ones, mainly in well-populated urban areas, often 
had elevated judges’ benches. In Boston, there were two major courts—
John Turner’s Tavern and George Monck’s Blue Anchor. And while both of 
these provided respectable and well-run chambers, there were numerous 
examples of miscarriages of justice arising from the informality of the 
general set up. On occasion, there’d be a clear conflict of interest. One 
such case involved a Virginia hostler (another word for tavernkeeper) 
named Charles Hill, who allowed patrons to run up huge bills on credit. 
When patrons failed to pay, Hill, who also happened to be the county 
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14 : : : A M E R I C A  W A L K S  I N T O  A  B A R

jailer, would arrest and lock them up in the tavern, now doubling as a jail. 
From there, patrons would frequently “escape,” prompting Hill to turn to 
the county court for reimbursement for his unpaid tabs. Naturally, his arg-
ument would be that it was the  county jailer’s  fault the debtors had 
escaped.   24    

 It wasn’t at all uncommon for people to hold multiple offices as Hill 
did. A colonial tavernkeeper might also be the deacon, the constable, 
the surveyor, a selectman or tithing man. The latter made for a curious 
double role, since it was the tithing man’s job to root out unlicensed 
drinking houses and fine tavernkeepers for serving drunken patrons. 
David Conroy, another tavern historian, has unearthed tales of justices 
who held both offices in colonial Massachusetts, where there were no 
laws barring the practice. In Watertown, one individual who was both a 
selectman and tavernkeeper for twenty-seven years was found to dis-
play a very “tolerant attitude toward drinking,” since he dismissed 
almost all of his cases of public drunkenness.   25    While simultaneously 
selling alcohol and enforcing public drinking laws would seem an ob-
vious conflict of interest, few jurisdictions attempted to legislate against 
the practice, despite the occasional critique like this one: “Drunkenness 
is decried from almost every pulpit, but what justice punishes drunken-
ness?”   26    

 Although little effort was put into fixing this problem, a good bit of 
legislation aimed at improving the quality of accommodation was 
enacted, so that circuit-riding judges weren’t subject to the colonial 
equivalent of the flea-bag motel. Complaints about some taverns ranged 
from raucousness, to having to sleep on the floor, to being nearly “eat up 
alive with buggs.” One step up from sleeping on the floor was shared 
accommodation, when taverns with more lodgers than beds simply 
assigned two or three strangers to a single bed. Traveling memoirist 
Francois Jean de Beauvoir, the Marquis de Chastellux, summed it up 
thusly: “After you have been some time in a bed, a stranger of any condi-
tion (for there is little distinction), comes in to the room, pulls off his 
clothes, and places himself, without ceremony, between your sheets.”   27    

 Then there was the food. Sarah Kemble Knight, an early diarist, wrote 
of the many and varied taverns at which she stayed, often complaining 
of atrocious meals. Once, she reported she was served a “twisted thing 
like a cable, but something whiter.” Whatever it was, the serving woman 
laid “it on the bord, tugg’d for life to bring it into a capacity to spread. 
The result was “served in a dish of Pork and Cabage.”   28    
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 Having been regularly exposed to similar conditions in the line of 
duty, traveling magistrates were instrumental in standardizing tavern 
beds and fare, requiring, for example, that Maryland tavernkeepers have 
at least four “good feather beds” and “in any place where the county Crt 
is kept, eight ffeather or fflock beds at the least  . . .  and that they shall 
suffer noe drinking or gaming upon the Sabbath Day.”   29    

 Then, of course, there was the concern over the amount of alcohol 
consumed before, during, and after judicial proceedings and whether it 
might mar judgment. In some places, where the bottle was passed 
around freely and tankards of cider were readily refilled, there were 
those who were distressed that a justice might become “mellow in his 
cups,” since, as alcohol historian W. J. Rorabaugh explains, drunken 
juries led to a greater rate of acquittals.   30    If John Turner’s in Boston was 
any indication, though, few paid much attention to quantity control. 
There, witnesses and justices were served wine in quarts, despite a law 
prohibiting wine served in any quantity more than half a pint at a time.   31    

 The fact that so much important civic and divine business was held in 
taverns meant that legislation typically specified that a respectable 
member of the community be there to run it. And, in order to keep things 
operating on the up and up, incentives were used in many regions. In 
Virginia in 1677, it was decreed there could only be two taverns per 
county—thereby guaranteeing lucrative monopolies. In Maryland, land 
grants, tax exemptions, and monopolies were given to upstanding com-
munity members who ran the ordinaries that had been deemed so se-
verely lacking in 1662. In all states, tavern legislation was involved and 
constantly changing. In Virginia after 1638, there was more law on the 
books regarding the licensing of taverns than there was on “roads, land 
titles, care of the poor and general law and order.”   32    

 Many laws were less favorable to the tavernkeeper, such as those 
meant to keep order and discourage drunkenness. As early as 1633 in the 
Massachusetts Bay colony, before taverns were declared vital, fines and 
other punishments were imposed upon publicans “in whose howse any 
were found or suffered to drinke drunck,” just as it still is illegal to serve 
people to the point of intoxication. (Early settlements in New England 
look positively quaint in comparison to Virginia, where ministers were 
singled out and forbidden from giving themselves to “excesse in drinkinge 
or riot.”) In addition, they were warned against “spendinge their tyme 
idllye by day or night,”   33    indicating another aspect of concern over the 
emerging Puritan drinking problem—that there was almost as much 
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cultural anxiety regarding what wasn’t being done (namely, work) as 
there was over the drunken “rioting” that taverns occasionally produced. 
Later, toward the close of the seventeenth century, Nathaniel Saltonstall 
of Haverhill would complain that those who cried “povertie” spent much 
time and “their entire estate at such blind holes,” and, further, that 
taverns were plagued with “pernicious loitering” and the foolish “firing 
and shooting off of guns.”   34    In a preamble to a 1637 law regulating tav-
erns, Puritan leaders expressed worry over the “waste of good creatures 
of God” and the “mispense of time.” 

 Even before legislation, there were recorded incidents of tavern 
loafers and drunkards being punished, generally by shaming. Early tav-
ern historian Alice Morse Earle tells of a James Woodward of New-Towne 
(now Cambridge, Massachusetts) who, in 1632, after having been caught 
“drunke,” was “sett in the bilbowes,” a handcuff device similar to “stocks,” 
allegedly conceived in design capital Bilbao, Spain. When attached to 
both feet and hands, bilbowes managed to cause both humiliation and 
pain.   35    For the following year, there’s record of a Robert Coles being 
fined ten shillings (roughly a hundred dollars today) and forced to stand 
with a sheet of paper on his back with the word “Drunkard,” written 
large, for the crime of “abusing himself shamefully with drinke.”   36    The 
1633 “drinke drunck” legislation, therefore, had seemed a necessary 
response to Massachusetts Bay colonists such as Woodward and Coles, 
who had been “distempering themselves” with drink, selling to servants, 
and even selling to people who were already distempered, “thereby 
causing much disorder, drunkenness and misdemeanor.”   37    Not that the 
legislation had much effect on behavior. In 1638, the courts fined one 
William Reynolds for having got so drunk that he “lay under the table” 
and vomited “in a beastly manner” at his host’s home.   38    

 Some of the anxiety about it all had to do with concerns over sex out-
side of the confines of marriage, which was, then as now, a lot more 
likely to happen with alcohol. Punishments here were often harsh. In 
1639 in Ipswich, Massachusetts, a man was whipped for copping a feel 
under a “girles coat.” In another instance, also in Ipswich, Margery Rugs 
was lashed for having convinced George Palmer to “commit folly.” It’s 
interesting to note that Palmer wasn’t punished. Perhaps pleading a case 
of the “drinke drunck,” he maintained that he’d been unable to resist 
Margery’s allurements.   39    

 We can imagine the many debates surrounding what constituted the 
state of “drinke drunck.” Drunkenness, after all, remains contentious 
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even though we’ve achieved an understanding about blood-alcohol con-
tent. Maryland, apparently undaunted by ambiguities, forged ahead 
and defined the actual state. In 1638, its legislators agreed that drunken-
ness was characterized by a “noticeable perturbation of any organ of 
sense or motion.” In Massachusetts, an attempt at a more refined defini-
tion was made in 1646: “And by Drunkenness is understood a person 
that either lisps or faulters in his speech by reason of overmuch drink, or 
that staggers in his going, or that vomits by reason of excessive drinking, 
or cannot follow his calling.”   40    

 To prevent any of this from happening, patrons’ attempts at getting 
“glaiz’d” were thwarted (or, at least made more of a challenge) by some 
of the country’s very first drinking laws. In 1646 in Plymouth, Mas-
sachusetts, the maximum amount of wine that could be served at any 
one time was a half-pint. By today’s standards, that seems fairly gen-
erous—roughly a third of a contemporary wine bottle—another indica-
tion of the volume consumed in the colonial era. Closing time was also 
set at nine in the evening, except for people who were visiting from 
somewhere else. Out-of-towners were free to imbibe for as long as they 
wished; locals were banned from drinking for more than an hour at a 
time.   41    (Talk about your happy hour.) Then again, they probably consid-
ered themselves lucky since they’d previously been allotted only thirty 
minutes. (Talk about your happy half-hour.) 

 At one point in Boston, residents were fined if they were found 
drinking in local taverns at all, part of an attempt to reduce the number 
of houses of entertainment from twenty-six to ten. The same rationale 
had led the Romans to divide the  deversoria  from the  meritoria  and was 
clearly an attempt to ensure taverns were used primarily for business, 
not pleasure. It was also surely the birth of the road trip. 

 Keeping track of who was from abroad and who was local and, 
among the latter, whose time was up, was the tavernkeeper’s job. 
Neglecting to do so, or allowing patrons to get inebriated on premises, 
would result in a fine assessed per drunken patron or, in the worst 
cases, a revoked license. One tapster in Dorchester, Massachusetts, 
was caught serving patrons to the point of inebriation and as punish-
ment ordered to surrender two gallons of his “stronge water” for the 
“benefit of the poor.”   42    On top of that, starting in 1670, lists of problem 
drunkards were in circulation and tavernkeepers were required to 
refuse service to those “habitual tipplers,” even if their tippling had 
occurred elsewhere. 
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 One group automatically granted honorary membership on this list 
were Indians. Later the list would gradually be extended to include 
other racial groups, as well as indentured servants, sailors, and, eventu-
ally, women. The laws that would bar most of these from taverns were 
justified by the generally accepted view that these groups were unusu-
ally prone to becoming drunk. 

 This is not to say that the upstanding were always sober and the 
downtrodden always drunk. Far from it. Along with the many individual 
accounts of people vomiting under the table, set in bilboes, or forced to 
wear the scarlet letter “D,” the extensive legislation governing drunken-
ness suggests that it occurred across the board. Increasingly though, 
there developed a fictional divide between those who had mastered the 
art of drinking well and drunkenness, which happened mainly to 
Indians, sailors, and other marginalized groups, but never to white men 
of high social standing. (We realize the use of the term “Indian” is prob-
lematic. However, since the legislation of the time refers to Indians, it 
seems confusing to switch back and forth to Natives or First Nations’ 
Peoples. In addition, in a later section, there is an antidrink movement 
begun by a political group that called itself Natives or Nativists, refer-
ring to second- or third-generation British settlers. To avoid further con-
fusion, therefore, we will employ the term used most frequently in the 
contemporary records.) 

 Indians, in particular, were nearly always portrayed as drinking to 
drunkenness and, once drunk, behaving raucously. In 1636 Plymouth, it 
was made illegal to sell alcohol to Indians unless as medicine and, by 
the end of the 1660s, many communities had similar laws on the books. 
Punishments for noncompliance ranged from the confiscation of spirits 
(since any alcohol an Indian possessed was, by definition, contraband) 
to the jailing, and sometimes whipping, of the offender. In some cases, 
the rationale was clearly spelled out in the legislation—that it “caused 
disorder and offended colonists.” In Maryland, a limit on sales to Indians 
was put in place on the grounds that it made them “drunk and mad” and 
that the result would be a war between Indians and settlers.   43    The most 
commonly expressed fear over excessive drinking among Indians was 
that it led to “rioting.” Over time, this term has come to refer to angry 
crowds causing damage; during the colonial period, it had a broader 
usage that included “generally unrestrained.” And restraint was a key 
aspect of the Protestant model for success and domination. As identi-
fied by future governor of Connecticut Gurdon Saltonstall in the 1690s, 
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immodest or garish clothing, dancing, drinking, singing, personal am-
bition, and family discipline were all tightly regulated so as to “give 
check to those wretched Principles, of Pride and Contradiction, Disor-
der and Confusion.”   44    

 Initially, it was Indian rowdiness and rioting that was most feared 
and, therefore, most heavily pathologized. Always aware that violent 
conflict was a threat as they continued to encroach on Indian land, set-
tlers were petrified of the natives—and with fair reason. In 1675–1676, 
the bloody conflict between colonists and natives known as King Philip’s 
War helped cement the settlers’ fears. More than half of New England’s 
settlements were attacked and almost eight hundred colonists lost their 
lives in the Indians’ response to settlers moving into their lands, particu-
larly in western Massachusetts and Rhode Island. In Brookfield, Mas-
sachusetts, the entire town of eighty-two had to take refuge in Ayers’ 
Tavern, which Indians, acting like “wild bulls,” attempted to burn to the 
ground—twice. Between rain and efforts by firefighters, the tavern was 
saved (during the siege, two sets of twins were born in the tavern, 
bringing the Brookfield population up to eight-six).   45    The use of taverns 
as garrisons—as with the Ayers’ in Brookfield and Major Thomas 
Fenner’s in Providence—was a useful strategy for colonists against the 
Indians, who lost some three thousand during the hostilities. 

 To what degree this stereotype of drunken Indians (more specifically, 
drunken  violent  Indians) was based on truth is still a matter of intense 
debate in scholarly circles, although a few misconceptions have been 
put to rest. For instance, the popular notion that Indians are less able to 
metabolize alcohol than Europeans has been rendered false. Attempts 
to prove this have failed, as has the quest to identify a genetic basis for 
alcoholism. Among other problems with the theory, it makes the all-too-
common mistake of identifying all the populations who lived on both 
American continents before Europeans as a monolithic “race.” Other 
theories have been advanced to account for the widespread reports of 
Indian drunkenness. Historian Andrew Barr contends that the “firewa-
ter myth” could well be a result of different cultural mores. Indians con-
sumed large quantities of drugs such as tobacco and other inhalants in 
spiritual ceremonies to find enlightenment by “devouring” the spirit 
contained. A bottle of liquor, then, would have been seen as something 
to be consumed in its entirety in order to achieve an altered state—not 
something to drink semimoderately throughout the day (the acceptable 
“dram” drinking of colonial America) and somewhat less moderately at 
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social occasions. Less acceptable, of course, was binge drinking, which, 
nevertheless, was becoming more popular all the time, judging from the 
many New England laws lamenting the rampant drunkenness “fallen 
out at the inns and common victualing-houses.” 

 There’s some anecdotal evidence to support Barr’s theory. As early as 
1630, Indian alcohol consumption was something French settler Paul Le 
Jeune of the St. Lawrence Valley thought worth noting. “The Savages 
have always been gluttons,” he writes, “but since the coming of the Euro-
peans they have become such drunkards  . . .  Give two Savages two or 
three bottles of brandy, they will sit down and, without eating, will drink, 
one after the other, until they have emptied them.”   46    Forty years later, in 
describing colonial New York, Daniel Denton writes that Indians “do not 
care for drinking, unless they have enough to make themselves drunk.” 
European settlers might have simply failed to realize that alcohol was 
used, as historian Peter Mancall writes, in “spiritual and psychological 
quests  . . .  to achieve a greater sense of personal power.”   47    

 In addition to the cultural differences, there was the aggravating factor 
that some tribes might have had limited experience with fermented bev-
erages (some, but not many, would have consumed fermented corn and 
spruce beers) and were not prepared for the introduction of distilled 
spirits, obviously a much more intense version of alcohol. Aftershocks 
from the introduction of spirits were not unique to North America, either. 
The Brits took at least thirty years to adjust to  genever  (Dutch gin), easily 
traceable from the five Gin Acts aimed at controlling vice and debauchery 
passed between the years 1729 and 1751. After that time (and consider-
able moral panic over fifteen thousand gin palaces—about one for every 
forty-five residents), however, gin-soaked Londoners learned to drink it 
for what it was—namely,  not  beer. 

 Still others have speculated that Indians learned to drink from the 
“wrong” types of colonists—sailors and fur traders.   48    This theory, 
though, reinforces the precise prejudice against marginal groups and 
their alcohol established during early colonial days. The notion that 
Indians would have picked up civilized habits had they learned to drink 
from respectable town elders and not  couriers de bois , perpetuates the 
idea that there were two types of drinkers: degenerate drunks and those 
who had mastered “the art of drinking well.” 

 While it’s quite possible that the intense fear colonists felt toward the 
Indians was a factor in an overreporting of drunkenness, as were cul-
tural factors and inexperience with alcohol, raucous behavior did occur 
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"American Independence"
Samuel Adams Speech -

August 1, 1776
American Independence is a famous speech
delivered by Samuel Adams from the steps of the
State House in Philadelphia, the meeting place of
the Continental Congress. In the speech, Adams
declares that by voting for the Declaration of
Independence, Americans have restored "the
Sovereign to Whom alone all men ought to be
obedient" (meaning God) to the "throne" of
America.

This speech was delivered the day before the
familiar parchment copy of the Declaration of
Independence was signed by the Continental
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Congress. The vote for independence was on July
2nd. The decision to use the Declaration written by
Thomas Jefferson as the tool to announce the
decision publicly was made on July 4th. The
document was signed by the members on August
2nd.

Samuel Adams

Samuel Adams Speech
"American Independence"
COUNTRYMEN AND BRETHREN: I would gladly have
declined an honor, to which I find myself unequal. I
have not the calmness and impartiality which the
infinite importance of this occasion demands. I will
not deny the charge of my enemies, that
resentment for the accumulated injuries of our
country, and an ardor for her glory, rising to
enthusiasm, may deprive me of that accuracy of
judgment and expression which men of cooler
passions may Possess. Let me beseech you, then, to
hear me with caution, to examine without prejudice,
and to correct the mistakes into which I may be
hurried by my zeal.
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Get your Favorite Flag on a
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Quote on a travel mug. 
Custom Orders welcome. 
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Truth loves an appeal to the common-sense of
mankind. Your unperverted understandings can
best determine on subjects of a practical nature.
The positions and plans which are said to be above
the comprehension of the multitude may be always
suspected to be visionary and fruitless. He who
made all men hath made the truths necessary to
human happiness obvious to all.

Our forefathers threw off the yoke of popery in
religion: for you is reserved the honor of levelling
the popery of politics. They opened the Bible to all,
and maintained the capacity of every man to judge
for himself in religion. Are we sufficient for the
comprehension of the sublimest spiritual truths,
and unequal to material and temporal ones?
Heaven hath trusted us with the management of
things for eternity, and man denies us ability to
judge of the present, or to know from our feelings
the experience that will make us happy. "You can
discern," say they, "objects distant and remote, but
cannot perceive those within your grasp. Let us
have the distribution of present goods, and cut out
and manage as you please the interests of futurity."
This day, I trust the reign of political protestantism
will commence. We have explored the temple of
royalty, and found that the idol we have bowed
down to, has eyes which see not, ears that hear not
our prayers, and a heart like the nether millstone.
We have this day restored the Sovereign, to whom
alone men ought to be obedient. He reigns in
Heaven, and with a propitious eye beholds his
subjects assuming that freedom of thought, and
dignity of self-direction which He bestowed on
them. From the rising to the setting sun, may His
kingdom come.
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Having been a slave to the influence of opinions
early acquired, and distinctions generally received, I
am ever inclined not to despise but pity those who
are yet in darkness. But to the eye of reason what
can be more clear, than that all men have an equal
right to happiness? Nature made no other
distinction than that of higher or lower degrees of
power of mind and body. But what mysterious
distribution of character has the craft of statesmen,
more fatal than priestcraft, introduced?

According to their doctrine, the offspring of perhaps
the lewd embraces of a successful invader, shall,
from generation to generation, arrogate the right of
lavishing on their pleasures a proportion of the
fruits of the earth, more than sufficient to supply
the wants of thousands of their fellow-creatures:
claim authority to manage them like beasts of
burden, and without superior industry, capacity, or
virtue, nay, though disgraceful to humanity by their
ignorance, intemperance, and brutality, shall be
deemed best calculated to frame laws, and to
consult for the welfare of society.

Were the talents and virtues, which Heaven has
bestowed on men, given merely to make then more
obedient drudges, to be sacrificed to the follies and
ambition of a few? or, were not the noble gifts so
equally dispensed with a divine purpose and law,
that they should as nearly as possible be equally
exerted, and the blessings of Providence be equally
enjoyed by all? Away then, with those absurd
systems, which, to gratify the pride of a few, debase
the greatest part of our species below the order of
men. What an affront to the King of the universe, to
maintain that the happiness of a monster, sunk in
debauchery and spreading desolation and murder
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among men, of a Caligula, a Nero, or a Charles, is
more precious in his sight than that of millions of his
suppliant creatures, who do justice, love mercy, and
walk humbly with their God! No! in the judgment of
Heaven there is no other superiority among men,
than a superiority in wisdom and virtue. And can we
have a safer model in forming ours? The Deity then
has not given any order or family of men authority
over others, and if any men have given it, they only
could give it for themselves. Our forefathers, 'tis
said, consented to be subject to the laws of Great
Britain. I will not, at present, dispute it, nor mark out
the limits and conditions of their submission: but
will it be denied that they contracted to pay
obedience, and to be under the control of Great
Britain, because it appeared to them most beneficial
in their then present circumstances and situations?
We, my countrymen, have the same right to consult
and provide for our happiness, which they had to
promote theirs. If they had a view to posterity in
their contracts, it must have been to advance the
felicity of their descendants. If they erred in their
expectations and prospects, we can never be
condemned for a conduct which they would have
recommended had they foreseen our present
condition.

Ye darkeners of counsel, who would make the
property, lives, and religion of millions, depend on
the evasive interpretations of musty parchments:
who would send us to antiquated charters, of
uncertain and contradictory meaning, to prove that
the present generation are not bound to be victims
to cruel and unforgiving despotism, tell us whether
our pious and generous ancestors bequeathed to us
the miserable privilege of having the rewards of our
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honest industry, the fruits of those fields which they
purchased and bled for, wrested from us at the will
of men over whom we have no check? Did they
contract for us that, with folded arms, we should
expect that justice and mercy from brutal and
inflamed invaders which have been denied to our
supplications at the foot of the throne? Were we to
hear our character as a people ridiculed with
indifference? Did they promise for us that our
meekness and patience should be insulted: our
coasts harassed: our towns demolished and
plundered, and our wives and offspring exposed to
nakedness, hunger and death, without our feeling
the resentment of men, and exerting those powers
of self-preservation which God has given us? No
man had once a greater veneration for Englishmen
than I entertained. They were dear to me as
branches of the same parental trunk, and partakers
of the same religion and laws; I still view with
respect the remains of the constitution as I would a
lifeless body which had once been animated by a
great and heroic soul. But when I am roused by the
din of arms: when I behold legions of foreign
assassins, paid by Englishmen to imbrue their hands
in our blood: when I tread over the uncoffined
bones of my countrymen, neighbors and friends:
when I see the locks of a venerable father torn by
savage hands, and a feeble mother, clasping her
infants to her bosom, and on her knees imploring
their lives from her own slaves, whom Englishmen
have allured to treachery and murder: when I
behold my country, once the seat of industry, peace,
and plenty, changed by Englishmen to a theatre of
blood and misery, Heaven forgive me, if I cannot
root out those passions which it has implanted in
my bosom, and detest submission to a people who
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have either ceased to be human, or have not virtue
enough to feel their own wretchedness and
servitude.

Men who content themselves with the semblance of
truth, and a display of words, talk much of our
obligations to Great Britain for protection! Had she a
single eye to our advantage? A nation of
shopkeepers are very seldom so disinterested. Let
us not be so amused with words: the extension of
her commerce was her object. When she defended
our coasts, she fought for her customers, and
convoyed our ships loaded with wealth, which we
had acquired for her by our industry. She has
treated us as beasts of burden, whom the lordly
masters cherish that they may carry a greater load.
Let us inquire also against whom she has protected
us? Against her own enemies with whom we had no
quarrel, or only on her account, and against whom
we always readily exerted our wealth and strength
when they were required. Were these colonies
backward in giving assistance to Great Britain, when
they were called upon in 1739, to aid the expedition
against Carthagena? They at that time sent three
thousand men to join the British army, although the
war commenced without their consent. But the last
war, 'tis said, was purely American. This is a vulgar
error, which, like many others, has gained credit by
being confidently repeated. The dispute between
the Courts of Great Britain and France related to the
limits of Canada and Nova Scotia. The controverted
territory was not claimed by any in the colonies, but
by the Crown of Great Britain. It was therefore their
own quarrel. The infringement of a right which
England had, by the treaty of Utrecht, of trading in
the Indian country of Ohio, was another cause of
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the war. The French seized large quantities of British
manufactures, and took possession of a fort which a
company of British merchants and factors had
erected for the security of their commerce. The war
was therefore waged in defence of lands claimed by
the Crown, and for the protection of British
property. The French at that time had no quarrel
with America: and, as appears by letters sent from
their commander-in-chief, to some of the colonies,
wished to remain in peace with us. The part
therefore which we then took, and the miseries to
which we exposed ourselves, ought to be charged to
our affection for Britain. These colonies granted
more than their proportion to the support of the
war. They raised, clothed, and maintained, nearly
twenty-five thousand men, and so sensible were the
people of England of our great exertions, that a
message was annually sent to the House of
Commons purporting: "That His Majesty, being
highly satisfied of the zeal and vigor with which his
faithful subjects in North America had exerted
themselves in defence of His Majesty's just rights
and possessions, recommended it to the House, to
take the same into consideration, and enable him to
give them a proper compensation."

But what purpose can arguments of this kind
answer? Did the protection we received annul our
rights as men, and lay us under an obligation of
being miserable?

Who among you, my countrymen, that is a father,
would claim authority to make your child a slave
because you had nourished him in his infancy?

It is a strange species of generosity which requires a
return infinitely more valuable than anything it
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could have bestowed: that demands as a reward for
a defence of our property, a surrender of those
inestimable privileges, to the arbitrary will of
vindictive tyrants, which alone give value to that very
property.

Political right and public happiness are different
words for the same idea. They who wander into
metaphysical labyrinths, or have recourse to original
contracts, to determine the rights of men, either
impose on themselves or mean to delude others.

Public utility is the only certain criterion. It is a test
which brings disputes to a speedy decision, and
makes it appeal to the feelings of mankind. The
force of truth has obliged men to use arguments
drawn from this principle who were combating it, in
practice and speculation. The advocates for a
despotic government, and non-resistance to the
magistrate, employ reasons in favor of their systems
drawn from a consideration of their tendency to
promote public happiness.

The Author of Nature directs all his operations to
the production of the greatest good, and has made
human virtue to consist in a disposition and conduct
which tend to the common felicity of his creatures.
An abridgement of the natural freedom of man, by
the institution of political societies, is vindicable only
on this foot. How absurd, then, is it to draw
argument from the nature of civil society for the
annihilation of those very ends which society was
intended to procure. Men associate for their mutual
advantage. Hence the good and happiness of the
members, that is, the majority of the members of
any state, is the great standard by which everything
relating to that state must finally be determined;
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and though it may be supposed that a body of
people may be bound by a voluntary resignation
(which they have been so infatuated as to make) of
all their interests to a single person, or to a few, it
can never be conceived that the resignation is
obligatory to their posterity: because it is manifestly
contrary to the good of the whole that it should be
so.

These are the sentiments of the wisest and most
virtuous champions of freedom. Attend to a portion
on this subject from a book in our defence, written, I
had almost said by the pen of inspiration. "I lay no
stress," says he, "on charters - they derive their
rights from a higher source. It is inconsistent with
common-sense to imagine that any people would
ever think of settling in a distant country, on any
such condition, or that the people from whom they
withdrew should forever be masters of their
property, and have power to subject them to any
modes of government they pleased. And hadthere
been express stipulations to this purpose in all the
charters of the colonies, they would, in my opinion,
be no more bound by them than if it had been
stipulated with them that they should go naked, or
expose themselves to the incursions of wolves and
tigers."

Such are the opinions of every virtuous and
enlightened patriot in Great Britain. Their petition to
Heaven is - "That there may be one free country left
upon earth, to which they may fly, when venality,
luxury, and vice, shall have completed the ruin of
liberty there."

Courage, then, my countrymen! Our contest is not
only whether we ourselves shall be free, but
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whether there shall be left to mankind an asylum on
earth, for civil and religious liberty? Dismissing
therefore the justice of our cause, as incontestable,
the only question is, What is best for us to pursue in
our present circumstances?

The doctrine of dependence on Great Britain is, I
believe, generally exploded: but as I would attend to
the honest weakness of the simplest of men, you
will pardon me if I offer a few words on that subject.

We are now on this continent, to the astonishment
of the world, three millions of souls united in one
common cause. We have large armies, well
disciplined and appointed, with commanders
inferior to none in military skill, and superior in
activity and zeal. We are furnished with arsenals and
stores beyond our most sanguine expectations, and
foreign nations are waiting to crown our success by
their alliances. There are instances of, I would say,
an almost astonishing Providence in our favor: our
success has staggered our enemies, and almost
given faith to infidels: so that we may truly say it is
not our own arm which has saved us.

The hand of heaven appears to have led us on to be,
perhaps, humble instruments and means in the
great providential dispensation which is completing.
We have fled from the political Sodom; let us not
look back, lest we perish and become a monument
of infamy and derision to the world! For can we ever
expect more unanimity and a better preparation for
defence: more infatuation of counsel among our
enemies, and more valor and zeal among ourselves?
The same force and resistance which are sufficient
to procure us our liberties will secure us a glorious
independence and support us in the dignity of free,
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imperial States. We cannot suppose that our
opposition has made a corrupt and dissipated
nation more friendly to America, or created in them
a greater respect for the rights of mankind. we can
therefore expect a restoration and establishment of
our privileges, and a compensation for the injuries
we have received from their want of power, from
their fears, and not from their virtues. The
unanimity and valor, which will effect an honorable
peace, can render a future contest for our liberties
unnecessary. He who has strength to chain down
the wolf is a madman if he lets him loose without
drawing his teeth and paring his nails.

From the day on which an accommodation takes
place between England and America, on any other
terms than as independent States, I shall date the
ruin of this country. A politic minister will study to
lull us into security, by granting us the full extent of
our petitions. The warm sunshine of influence
would melt down the virtue, which the violence of
the storm rendered more firm and unyielding. In a
state of tranquillity, wealth and luxury, our
descendants would forget the arts of war, and the
noble activity and zeal which made their ancestors
invincible. Every art of corruption would be
employed to loosen the bond of union which
renders our assistance formidable. When the spirit
of liberty which now animates our hearts and gives
success to our arms is extinct, our numbers will
accelerate our ruin, and render us easier victims to
tyranny. Ye abandoned minions of an infatuated
ministry, if peradventure any should yet remain
among us! - remember that a Warren and
Montgomery are numbered among the dead.
Contemplate the mangled bodies of our
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countrymen, and then say, What should be the
reward of such sacrifices? Bid us and our posterity
bow the knee, supplicate the friendship, and plough,
and sow, and reap, to glut the avarice of the men
who have let loose on us the dogs of war to riot in
our blood, and hunt us from the face of the earth? If
we 1ove wealth better than liberty, the tranquillity of
servitude, than the animating contest of freedom -
go from us in peace. We ask not your counsels or
arms. Crouch down and lick the hands which feed
you. May your chains set lightly upon you, and may
posterity forget that ye were our countrymen.

To unite the supremacy of Great Britain and the
liberty of America, is utterly impossible. So vast a
continent and of such a distance from the seat of
empire will every day grow more unmanageable.
The motion of so unwieldy a body cannot be
directed with any despatch and uniformity, without
committing to the Parliament of Great Britain
powers inconsistent with our freedom. The
authority and force which would be absolutely
necessary for the preservation of the peace and
good order of this continent, would put all our
valuable rights within the reach of that nation.

As the administration of government requires
firmer and more numerous supports in proportion
to its extent, the burdens imposed on us would be
excessive, and we should have the melancholy
prospect of their increasing on our posterity. The
scale of officers, from the rapacious and needy
commissioner, to the haughty governor, and from
the governor with his hungry train, to perhaps a
licentious and prodigal viceroy, must be upheld by
you and your children. The fleets and armies which
will be employed to silence your murmurs and
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complaints must be supported by the fruits of your
industry.

And yet, with all this enlargement of the expense
and powers of government, the administration of it
at such a distance, and over so extensive a territory,
must necessarily fail of putting the laws into
vigorous execution, removing private oppressions,
and forming plans for the advancement of
agriculture and commerce, and preserving the vast
empire in any tolerable peace and security. If our
posterity retain any spark of patriotism, they can
never tamely submit to such burdens. This country
will be made the field of bloody contention till it
gains that independence for which nature formed it.
It is therefore injustice and cruelty to our offspring,
and would stamp us with the character of baseness
and cowardice, to leave the salvation of this country
to be worked out by them with accumulated
difficulty and danger.

Prejudice, I confess, may warp our judgments. Let
us hear the decision of Englishmen on this subject,
who cannot be suspected of partiality: "The
Americans," say they, "are but little short of half our
number. To this number they have grown from a
small body of original settlers by a very rapid
increase. The probability is that they will go on to
increase, and that in fifty or sixty years they will be
double our number: and form a mighty empire,
consisting of a variety of States, all equal or superior
to ourselves in all the arts and accomplishments
which give dignity and happiness to human life. In
that period will they be still bound to acknowledge
that supremacy over them which we now claim? Can
there be any person who will assert this, or whose
mind does not revolt at the idea of a vast continent,
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holding all that is valuable to it, at the discretion of a
handful of people on the other side the Atlantic? But
if at that period this would be unreasonable, what
makes it otherwise now? Draw the line if you can.
But there is still a greater difficulty. Britain is now, I
will suppose, the seat of liberty and virtue, and its
legislature consists of a body of able and
independent men, who govern with wisdom and
justice. The time may come when all will be
reversed: when its excellent constitution of
government will be subverted: when pressed by
debts and taxes, it will be greedy to draw to itself an
increase of revenue from every distant province, in
order to ease its own burdens: when the influence
of the Crown, strengthened by luxury and an
universal profligacy of manners, will have tainted
every heart, broken down every fence of liberty, and
rendered us a nation of tame and contented
vassals: when a general election will be nothing but
a general auction of boroughs, and when the
Parliament, the grand council of the nation, and
once the faithful guardian of the state, and a terror
to evil ministers, will be degenerated into a body of
sycophants, dependent and venal, always ready to
confirm any measures, and little more than a public
court for registering royal edicts. Such, it is possible,
may, some time or other, be the state of Great
Britain. What will at that period be the duty of the
colonies? Will they be still bound to unconditional
submission? Must they always continue an
appendage to our Government, and follow it
implicitly through every change that can happen to
it? Wretched condition indeed, of millions of
freemen as good as ourselves! Will you say that we
now govern equitably, and that there is no danger
of such revolution? Would to God that this were
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true. But will you not always say the same? Who
shall judge whether we govern equitably or not? Can
you give the colonies any security that such a period
will never come?" No! The period, countrymen, is
already come. The calamities were at our door. The
rod of oppression was raised over us. We were
roused from our slumbers, and may we never sink
into repose until we can convey a clear and
undisputed inheritance to our posterity. This day we
are called upon to give a glorious example of what
the wisest and best of men were rejoiced to view,
only in speculation. This day presents the world with
the most august spectacle that its annals ever
unfolded. Millions of freemen, deliberately and
voluntarily forming themselves into a society for
their common defence and common happiness.
Immortal spirits of Hampden, Locke, and Sidney! will
it not add to your benevolent joys to behold your
posterity rising to the dignity of men, and evincing
to the world the reality and expediency of your
systems, and in the actual enjoyments of that equal
liberty, which you were happy, when on earth, in
delineating and recommending to mankind!

Other nations have received their laws from
conquerors: some are indebted for a constitution to
the sufferings of their ancestors through revolving
centuries. The people of this country, alone, have
formally and deliberately chosen a Government for
themselves, and with open and uninfluenced
consent, bound themselves into a social compact.
Here, no man proclaims his birth or wealth as a title
to honorable distinction, or to sanctify ignorance
and vice with the name of hereditary authority. He
who has most zeal and ability to promote public
felicity, let him be the servant of the public. This is
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the only line of distinction drawn by nature. Leave
the bird of night to the obscurity for which nature
intended him, and expect only from the eagle to
brush the clouds with his wings, and look boldly in
the face of the sun.

Some who would persuade us that they have tender
feelings for future generations, while they are
insensible to the happiness of the present, are
perpetually foreboding a train of dissensions under
our popular system. Such men's reasoning amounts
to this - give up all that is valuable to Great Britain,
and then you will have no inducements to quarrel
among yourselves; or suffer yourselves to be
chained down by your enemies, that you may not be
able to fight with your friends.

This is an insult on your virtue as well as your
common sense. Your unanimity this day and
through the course of the war, is a decisive
refutation of such invidious predictions. Our
enemies have already had evidence that our
present constitution contains in it the justice and
ardor of freedom, and the wisdom and vigor of the
most absolute system. When the law is the will of
the people, it will be uniform and coherent: but
fluctuation, contradiction, and inconsistency of
councils must be expected under those
governments where every revolution in the ministry
of a court produces one in the state. Such being the
folly and pride of all ministers, that they ever pursue
measures directly opposite to those of their
predecessors.

We shall neither be exposed to the necessary
convulsions of elective monarchies, nor to the want
of wisdom, fortitude, and virtue, to which hereditary
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succession is liable. In your hands it will be to
perpetuate a prudent, active and just legislature,
and which will never expire until you yourselves lose
the virtues which give it existence.

And, brethren and fellow-countrymen, if it was ever
granted to mortals to trace the designs of
Providence, and interpret its manifestations in favor
of their cause, we may, with humility of soul, cry out,
Not unto us, not unto us, but to thy name be the
praise. The confusion of the devices among our
enemies, and the rage of the elements against
them, have done almost as much towards our
success as either our councils or our arms.

The time at which this attempt on our liberties was
made, when we were ripened into maturity, had
acquired a knowledge of war, and were free from
the incursions of enemies in this country, the
gradual advances of our oppressors enabling us to
prepare for our defence, the unusual fertility of our
lands and clemency of the seasons, the success
which at first attended our feeble arms, producing
unanimity among our friends and reducing our
internal foes to acquiescence - these are all strong
and palpable marks and assurances, that
Providence is yet gracious unto Zion, that it will turn
away the captivity of Jacob.

Our glorious reformers when they broke through
the fetters of superstition, effected more than could
be expected from an age so darkened. But they left
much to be done by their posterity. They lopped off,
indeed, some of the branches of popery, but they
left the root and stock when they left us under the
domination of human systems and decisions,
usurping the infallibility which can be attributed to
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Revelation alone. They dethroned one usurper only
to raise up another: they refused allegiance to the
Pope, only to place the civil magistrate in the throne
of Christ, vested with authority to enact laws, and
inflict penalties in his kingdom. And if we now cast
our eyes over the nations of the earth we shall find,
that instead of possessing the pure religion of the
gospel, they may be divided either into infidels who
deny the truth, or politicians who make religion a
stalking horse for their ambition, or professors, who
walk in the trammels of orthodoxy, and are more
attentive to traditions and ordinances of men than
to the oracles of truth.

The civil magistrate has everywhere contaminated
religion by making it an engine of policy: and
freedom of thought and the right of private
judgment, in matters of conscience, driven from
every other corner of the earth, direct their course
to this happy country as their last asylum. Let us
cherish the noble guests, and shelter them under
the wings of an universal toleration. Be this the seat
of unbounded religious freedom. She will bring with
her in her train, industry, wisdom, and commerce.
She thrives most when left to shoot forth in her
natural luxuriance, and asks from human policy,
only not to be checked in her growth by artificial
encouragements.

Thus by the beneficence of Providence, we shall
behold our empire arising, founded on justice and
the voluntary consent of the people, and giving full
scope to the exercise of those faculties and rights
which most ennoble our species. Besides the
advantages of liberty and the most equal
constitution, heaven has given us a country with
every variety of climate and soil, pouring forth in
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abundance whatever is necessary for the support,
comfort, and strength of a nation. Within our own
borders we possess all the means of sustenance,
defence, and commerce; at the same time, these
advantages are so distributed among the different
States of this continent, as if nature had in view to
proclaim to us - Be united among yourselves, and
you will want nothing from the rest of the world.

The more northern States most amply supply us
with every necessary, and many of the luxuries of
life - with iron, timber, and masts for ships of
commerce or of war: with flax for the manufacture
of linen, and seed either for oil or exportation.

So abundant are our harvests, that almost every
part raises more than double the quantity of grain
requisite for the support of the inhabitants. From
Georgia and the Carolinas, we have, as well for our
own wants as for the purpose of supplying the
wants of other powers, indigo, rice, hemp, naval
stores, and lumber.

Virginia and Maryland teem with wheat, Indian corn,
and tobacco. Every nation whose harvest is
precarious, or whose lands yield not those
commodities, which we cultivate, will gladly
exchange their superfluities and manufactures for
ours.

We have already received many and large cargoes
of clothing, military stores, etc., from our commerce
with foreign powers, and in spite of the efforts of
the boasted navy of England, we shall continue to
profit by this connection.

The want of our naval stores has already increased
the price of these articles to a great height,
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especially in Britain. Without our lumber, it will be
impossible for those haughty islanders to convey
the products of the West Indies to their own ports -
for a while they may with difficulty effect it, but
without our assistance, their resources soon must
fail. Indeed, the West India Islands appear as the
necessary appendages to this our empire. They
must owe their support to it, and ere long, I doubt
not, some of them will from necessity wish to enjoy
the benefit of our protection.

These natural advantages will enable us to remain
independent of the world, or make it the interest of
European powers to court our alliance, and aid in
protecting us against the invasions of others. What
argument therefore do we want, to show the equity
of our conduct: or motive of interest to recommend
it to our prudence? Nature points out the path, and
our enemies have obliged us to pursue it.

If there is any man so base or so weak as to prefer a
dependence on Great Britain to the dignity and
happiness of living a member of a free and
independent nation - let me tell him that necessity
now demands what the generous principle of
patriotism should have dictated.

We have now no other alternative than
independence, or the most ignominious and galling
servitude. The legions of our enemies thicken on
our plains; desolation and death mark their bloody
career; whilst the mangled corpses of our
countrymen seem to cry out to us as a voice from
heaven - "Will you permit our posterity to groan
under the galling chains of our murderers? Has our
blood been expended in vain? Is the only reward
which our constancy, till death, has obtained for our
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country, that it should be sunk into a deeper and
more ignominious vassalage? Recollect who are the
men that demand your submission; to whose
decrees you are invited to pay obedience! Men who,
unmindful of their relation to you as brethren, of
your long implicit submission to their laws; of the
sacrifice which you and your forefathers made of
your natural advantages for commerce to their
avarice - formed a deliberate plan to wrest from you
the small pittance of property which they had
permitted you to acquire. Remember that the men
who wish to rule over you, are they who, in pursuit
of this plan of despotism, annulled the sacred
contracts which had been made with your
ancestors: conveyed into your cities a mercenary
soldiery to compel you to submission by insult and
murder - who called your patience, cowardice; your
piety, hypocrisy."

Countrymen! the men who now invite you to
surrender your rights into their hands, are the men
who have let loose the merciless savages to riot in
the blood of their brethren - who have dared to
establish popery triumphant in our land - who have
taught treachery to your slaves, and courted them
to assassinate your wives and children.

These are the men to whom we are exhorted to
sacrifice the blessings which Providence holds out to
us - the happiness, the dignity of uncontrolled
freedom and independence.

Let not your generous indignation be directed
against any among us, who may advise so absurd
and maddening a measure. Their number is but few
and daily decreases; and the spirit which can render
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them patient of slavery will render them
contemptible enemies.

Our Union is now complete; our constitution
composed, established, and approved. You are now
the guardians of your own liberties. We may justly
address you, as the Decemviri did the Romans, and
say - "Nothing that we propose can pass into a law
without your consent. Be yourselves, O Americans,
the authors of those laws on which your happiness
depends."

You have now in the field armies sufficient to repel
the whole force of your enemies, and their base and
mercenary auxiliaries. The hearts of your soldiers
beat high with the spirit of freedom - they are
animated with the justice of their cause, and while
they grasp their swords, can look up to heaven for
assistance. Your adversaries are composed of
wretches who laugh at the rights of humanity, who
turn religion into derision, and would, for higher
wages, direct their swords against their leaders or
their country. Go on, then, in your generous
enterprise, with gratitude to heaven, for past
success, and confidence of it in the future. For my
own part, I ask no greater blessing than to share
with you the common danger and common glory. If
I have a wish dearer to my soul, than that my ashes
may be mingled with those of a Warren and
Montgomery - it is - that these American States may
never cease to be free and independent!

You can read more about the Declaration of
Independence here
You can also read the text of the Declaration of
Independence here
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See all the signatures on the Declaration of
Independence here
You can learn more about Sam Adams at our
Samuel Adams Facts page here
You can also read our Samuel Adams Quotes
here
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Monuments of Colonial New York: George III and Liberty Poles
gothamcenter.org/blog/monuments-roundtable-george-iii-and-liberty-poles

For the last installment in our six-part series on monuments in / about colonial Gotham, Wendy Bellion and
Shira Lurie discuss NYC’s rebellion against British rule during the volatile decade before the War for
Independence. Bellion begins with a story of destruction — the tearing down of the statue of George III in
Bowling Green. Lurie tells of construction — the raising of five liberty poles on the Common (present day City
Hall Park). But both go on to explore the afterlives of these events, and how they were remembered through
public reenactments and visual representations in the decades that followed the revolutionary conflict. Whereas
most civic commemorations and monuments associated with American independence and the founding era are
linked with ideas of liberty, toleration, and equality, Bellion and Lurie show that such acts of remembrance also
cultivated divisive as well as unifying sentiments and demonstrated defiance against continuing political
oppression, racial discrimination, and social injustice.

Destruction: George III

By Wendy Bellion

As the Black Lives Matter movement continues to inspire a collective reckoning with public symbols, the power
of images to shape understandings of New York history has never been more important.

Consider Johannes Oertel’s "Pulling Down the Statue of King George III, New York City" (1852-53). Oertel’s
painting depicts a primal scene of American iconoclasm: on July 9, 1776, a crowd destroyed an equestrian
statue of George III in Bowling Green. Yet the painting’s creation – and its recreation in later images and civic
reenactments – illuminates a broader struggle over monuments, race, and ethnicity.

The king’s statue towered over Bowling Green for just six years, but its afterlife should relieve concerns that
removing monuments erases history. Famously, Connecticut revolutionaries melted parts of the lead statue to
mold bullets. Loyalists buried fragments underground, and the horse’s tail figures among New York’s most
valued historical objects. For decades, the city debated what to put in place of George III: a statue of George
Washington, a replica of the original, or a monument showing the colonists tearing it down (a proposal worthy
of Banksy, who imagined a tribute to protestors upending the Bristol statue of slave trader Edward Colston). 

It took 75 years for an artist to paint the statue’s destruction, and notably, it was an immigrant who ventured to
do so. In 1848, Oertel fled Bavaria for New York together with tens of thousands of “Forty-Eighters” displaced
by European revolutions. He encountered an immigrant community still preoccupied with rebellion: German
tradesmen mobilized labor movements, and newspapers covered unrest overseas. In this world, Oertel’s
picture reflected on German independence as well as American nationhood.

Revolutions abroad, however, mattered little to Oertel’s imitators, who were eager to recast Bowling Green with
Anglo-American patriots. “We will be free! Down with the statue!” chant figures in one popular engraving.
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Credit: New-York Historical Society

Significantly, this print omitted the Native American family – a reference to the indigenous Lenni Lenape – that
Oertel had prominently featured. Later pictures excised the single person of color from Oertel’s scene, together
with most of the women. Through such displacements, artists reinvented Bowling Green, an iconic site of
colonial protest, as a space of white male historical memory.

It’s no coincidence these transformations occurred in the decades following the Civil War, which produced
many of the Confederate monuments to white supremacy that communities are now removing. Similarly,
patriotic societies in New York reacted to mass immigration by reimagining a halcyon Anglo-American past –
and even cosplaying iconoclasm. In civic pageants and parades, colonial revivalists rebuilt the George III statue
in papier-mâché and threatened to bash it to pieces. 
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Today, Oertel’s painting encourages more inclusive accounts of the nation’s founding. An interactive version of
the picture at the New-York Historical Society animated the Native American boy, and in an immersive video at
Philadelphia’s Museum of the American Revolution, women and people of color form part of the Bowling Green
crowd. Such images restore figures lost for far too long from visual representations of nationhood. In so doing,
they also demonstrate how a New York story of iconoclasm has become an ever-evolving narrative about
American origins.

Wendy Bellion teaches American art history and material culture studies at the University of
Delaware. Her latest book,Iconoclasm in New York: Revolution to Reenactment (2019), explores a
history of material violence in New York City from the 1760s to the 1930s, tracing acts of political
iconoclasm and the return of destroyed things in visual representations and civic performances.

Creation: The New York City Liberty Poles

By Shira Lurie

On the west side of City Hall Park, the observant visitor will notice an unusual flag pole –
one topped with a gilded vane that reads “LIBERTY.” Below, a plaque states that the
flagstaff is, in fact, a monument. It memorializes five liberty poles — tall masts with
decorations bearing political messages — raised during the American Revolution.

That New Yorkers raised multiple liberty poles, and that later generations chose to
commemorate them is, at first, a bit perplexing. After all, they were, it would seem, just
wooden poles. But the story of this monument is about the power of public space and the
power of symbols to transform them.

New York City residents erected the first liberty pole on May 21, 1766, in celebration of
Parliament’s repeal of the Stamp Act. Crowds of colonists flooded onto the common
(today’s City Hall Park) to raise a tall pine mast, affixed with a sign that read “George 3rd,
Pitt – and Liberty.” A few weeks later, on the King’s birthday, they added a flag with St.
George’s cross to their pole. The pole signified the colonists’ victory in defeating the
Stamp Act, but also their thankfulness to the King and Parliament for reversing course.[1]

Although initially a display of gratitude and loyalty to the empire, the liberty pole became
an emblem of resistance as tensions mounted in New York City between colonials and
quartered British soldiers, who viewed the pole as an affront to imperial rule. One night in
August, a group of redcoats snuck out of their nearby barracks and tore down the pole,

thus transforming it from a symbol of a free people living in an “empire of liberty" to one that stood for an
oppressed people struggling for freedom in the face of unjust authority. The New York Gazette explained, the
Sons of Liberty initially viewed their pole as a “Trifle” and would not have worried if “it had fallen by natural
Decay.” But after “being destroyed by Way of Insult, we could not but consider it as a Declaration of War
against our Freedom and Property, and resent it accordingly.”[2]
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The colonists erected a
replacement pole where the first
had stood, but again redcoats
tore it down, this time injuring two
civilians. “It is now as common
here to assemble on all
occasions of public concern at
the Liberty Pole and Coffee
House as for the ancient Romans
to repair to the Forum. And
orators harangue on all sides,”
complained General Thomas
Gage, Commander-in-Chief of
the British Army in North
America. The back and forth of
erecting and destroying liberty
poles lasted years and
culminated in the Battle of
Golden Hill (1770), in which
colonists armed with sleigh rungs

clashed with bayonet-wielding soldiers. This outbreak of violence marked a significant escalation of tensions
between colonists and soldiers, preceding the Boston Massacre by six weeks.[3]

The struggle in New York confirmed colonial suspicions of a standing army and solidified the liberty pole as an
emblem of American defiance. As the imperial relationship crumbled during the mid-1770s, over 50 liberty
poles sprung up across the American colonies as symbols of the Patriot cause. After the War of Independence,
as Americans transitioned from subjects to citizens, they returned to the liberty pole as their chosen method for
protesting the federal government when it overreached and raised over 120 liberty poles between 1794 and
1800. As one witness to a pole-raising in 1794 explained, “It was said by the whole of the people that liberty
poles were raised last war and they ought to be raised now.”[4]

The New York City liberty poles remind us that marking public space is a powerful mode of political expression
and that conflicts over monuments reach back to the nation’s founding.[5]

Shira Lurie is a political historian of the American founding era. Her current book project on this
subject is tentatively entitled Protest and Power: Liberty Poles and the Struggle for American
Democracy.

[1] New York Gazette, and Weekly Mercury, February 12, 1770 (New-York Historical Society); The New-York
Gazette, May 26, 1766 (David Library of the American Revolution); James Gabriel Montresor and John
Montresor, The Montresor Journals, ed. G.D. Scull (New York: Printed for the New-York Historical Society,
1882), 367-368, 370 (David Library of the American Revolution).

[2] New York Gazette, or Weekly Post Boy, August 14, 1766 (New-York Historical Society).
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[3] Gage to Lt. Col; William Dalrymple, January 8, 1770, Gage Papers, (Clement Library); New York Gazette, or
Weekly Post Boy, February 5, 1770; For more on the New York City liberty poles and the Battle of Golden Hill,
see Wendy Bellion, “Mast Trees, Liberty Poles, and the Politics of Scale in Late Colonial New York,” in Scale,
ed. Jennifer L. Roberts (Chicago: 2016), 218-249; Lee R. Boyer, “Lobster Backs, Liberty Boys, and Laborers in
the Streets: New York’s Golden Hill and Nassau Street Riots,” New-York Historical Society Quarterly 57, (Oct.
1973), 281-308; David Hackett Fischer, Liberty and Freedom (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 6, 38-47;
Arthur M. Schlesinger, “Liberty Tree: A Genealogy” The New England Quarterly, 25 (Dec. 1952), 435-458.

[4] Deposition of Henry Lebo, January 7, 1795, Rawle Family Papers (Historical Society of Pennsylvania); Shira
Lurie, “Politics at the Poles: Liberty Poles and the Popular Struggle for the New Republic,” PhD, University of
Virginia, 2019.

[5] Partisans continued to erect liberty poles throughout the nineteenth century. Most recently, marijuana
legalization and D.C. statehood activists raised a liberty pole on the National Mall in April 2015. Perry Stein,
“Marijuana and statehood activists are chaining themselves to ‘liberty pole’ on the Mall,” The Washington Post,
April 15, 2015.
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From left, interpreters Russell

Wells, John Hamant, and

Dennis Watson mix wine and

wagers at a tavern card table.

Charles II, here in a

CW Journal : Autumn 08 : Gambling

Gambling

Apple-Pie American and Older than the May�ower

by Ed Crews

photos by Dave Doody

In 1660, Charles II restored the English monarchy to

the throne after a lengthy exile abroad, bringing with

him a robust love of life. It was a welcome contrast to

the dark years preceding his reign—a time of brutal

civil war and grim Puritan theocracy.

For many of his subjects, Charles was the “merrie”

king, attracted to horses, women, and, above all else,

gambling. At his court, games of chance became a

focus of life. The aristocracy aped the king;

commoners aped them. And, before long, one of

history’s gaming frenzies had the nation in a firm,

loving embrace.

The madness not only spread to England’s every

corner but roared, like a gale, across the Atlantic and

beset the North American colonies. Colonists, like their

cousins in Europe, began betting on anything and

everything.

Although Charles II gave gaming a kingly cachet,

wagering had come to America long before his time.

Native Americans were gambling before colonists

arrived, and early arrivals were surprised to find native

peoples risking all they owned on games of chance.

Early on, Jamestown colonists encountered native

gambling, said Nancy Egloff, historian with the

Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation. One English report
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Charles II, here in a

contemporary portrait,

reclaimed the throne in 1660

and brought with him a taste

for gaming.

An uncut sheet of eighteenth-

century French playing cards.

Cheats, professional and

amateur, created a need for

rules in card games, developed

“according to Hoyle.”

Hogarth’s series The Rake’s

Progress tours the shadowy

corners of a vicious life—

vicious in its eighteenth-

century meaning of being

addicted to vice—including this

scene at the gaming tables,

where the young rake seems

possessed by a gambling fever.

Thomas Rowlandson, brother

satirist to Hogarth, painted his

version of a gaming den in The

Hazard Room. On the walls is a

bouquet of gambler’s delights:

boxing horse racing the odds

compared stick and straw games to cards. “They will

play at this for their bows and arrows, their copper

beads, hatchets, and their leather coats,” an observer

wrote.

Elsewhere, colonists saw Native Americans bet on the

outcome of athletic events. Roger Williams witnessed

an intense football-like game accompanied by

enthusiastic sideline wagers. Native Americans also

played a game that used peach pits as dice, and some

eastern Indians had six-sided dice made from animal

bones and painted black and yellow. Games could go

on for days, during which villages and tribes played

and exchanged huge amounts of goods. Some of this

zeal stemmed from native beliefs that gaming was a

gift from the gods and had a spiritual dimension.

Though important within their own cultures, Native

American practices had little influence on Englishmen.

Europeans played games brought from home, games

shaped by tradition, urban and rural life, and western

attitudes. During the Elizabethan and Stuart periods,

gambling was widespread and popular. William

Shakespeare’s plays are filled with gaming references;

he and his audiences knew the subject well. Of the

many forms gambling took, cards and dice trumped

everything. Having crossed the Channel from France in

the 1500s, cards were still a novelty during Elizabeth’s

reign. Dice were much older, and they showed up

everywhere. Recent Jamestown archaeological digs

have found twelve dice and what appears to be a peg

used in a gambling game similar to backgammon.

Gambling quickly became a problem in Virginia.

Captain John Smith complained about men “devoted

only to idleness.” The colony adopted “The Laws

Divine, Morall and Martial” in 1610 and 1612 to try to

control behavior, gambling not the least. The rules

didn’t change much, though, and that led to another

crackdown and more laws in 1619 addressing

“idleness, gaming, drunkenness and excesse in

apparel.” Apparently, these did not have much effect

either.
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boxing, horse racing, the odds

of the day, and the patron

saint of card games, Edmond

Hoyle.

Early dice found in Virginia.

Bets were made wherever

horses raced.

A Williamsburg cockfight scene

in D. W. Griffith’s America.

In New England, Puritans took a dim view of the vice.

Cotton Mather called it “a great dishonor of God.” The

prevailing view was that gambling was inherently

sinful and led men from God’s grace. Gaming also was

“a door and a window” through which man could pass

to worse sins. The Pilgrims established punishments

ranging from substantial fines to whippings. Rules,

sermons, and the lash, however, couldn’t control

human nature. By the 1670s, gambling was a well-

established feature—and irritant—of New England life.

Puritan disdain for gambling didn’t change human

nature in either the New or Old Worlds. Oliver

Cromwell tried mightily to stamp out games of chance

in England when he controlled the country after the

Civil War. He failed, and his repressive measures laid

the foundation for the binge Charles II initiated. Tired

of Puritan repression, Englishmen and -women were

ready for a little fun in 1660.

Of course, that wasn’t the only reason gambling took

off. Thanks to Charles’s royal endorsement, gaming

was not only fashionable but also a sign of good

breeding, so the aristocracy took up cards and dice.

There was more disposable income because of the

rising wealth of a new mercantile class accustomed to

taking risks in business. In America, the tobacco

planters were the counterparts of these Englishmen.

Without eliminating chance, which is gambling’s allure,

the study of probability provided those players with

new ways to view and to conduct gambling, providing

a framework for making decisions while playing.

Even now, in an age when poker games are televised

and television dramas are set in casinos, it is hard to

appreciate what Charles unleashed. Gambling in the

English-speaking world was a powerful economic and

social force from the 1660s—with some waxing and

waning—into the 1800s.

Englishmen bet on everything: bull baiting, dog fights,

backgammon, chess problems, military actions,

sieges, births, deaths, walking and running contests,

d i k t J t b t b d f
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A Raleigh Tavern bet on George

Washington’s cracking a

walnut in Williamsburg: Story

of a Patriot.

Daniel Cross and Tom Hay bet

the farm, or perhaps a day’s

ration of beer, on a roll of the

dice.

The 1776 order from General

Washington’s headquarters

that vainly attempted to

restrict gambling by soldiers

during the Revolutionary War.

and cricket games. Just about everybody from

preachers to playwrights commented on the

phenomenon. Casanova was stunned at the English

devotion to betting. Undoubtedly, he readily

understood Charles’s other great interest—his

mistresses.

One of the enduring legacies of the period was the

creation of London’s gaming houses, which evolved

because of crackdowns that drove gambling from

public places, like coffeehouses, to private clubs. In

the club called White’s, John Montagu, Earl of

Sandwich, allegedly invented the food item that bears

his name. In time, these establishments became the

playgrounds of the rich and powerful, who also carried

their activities to fashionable spas in the nation.

Americans visiting London frequently played in the

casinos. Virginia grandee William Byrd III lost

thousands of pounds in them, and in the end his

gambling losses led to his suicide.

Another legacy was the creation of two occupations—

professional gamblers and cheats. Because cheats

were detested, attracting such nicknames as rooks,

wolves, and rogues in the eighteenth century, games

began to be codified. Preeminent among the rule

makers was Edmond Hoyle, who gave his name to the

expression “according to Hoyle.”

English games, attitudes, and practices crossed the Atlantic, and Americans

adopted them, but colonial gaming gained a character all its own. Gaming clubs

never caught on in America because there weren’t enough people to support

them in the few existing cities. Moreover, settlers did not typically hazard the

large sums routinely wagered in Great Britain.

Even the wealthiest of planters did not have the deep pockets of British

aristocrats, who could bet £15,000 without flinching. A frontier mentality

accepted risk; it didn’t accept recklessness. Having created their own success,

fewer men were willing to throw it away, and few colonists had the leisure for

games. In short, in America gambling was a pastime, but not a vice.

Excessive gaming was, however. Stories abound from the 1700s of lost fortunes,

ruined reputations, and plantations and indentured servants lost on the turn of a

card. Virginian Landon Carter said, “No African is so great a slave” as a man

b d ith bli
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obsessed with gambling.

Most Americans accepted Carter’s view and avoided Byrd’s fate, but gaming

was a centerpiece of colonial life. Everybody did it—men, women, rich, poor,

gentry, and slave. Like their English cousins, colonists bet on all sorts of things.

They wagered on card games, like whist, piquet, cribbage, loo, put, and all-fours.

Foreigners reported that card lovers could start a game after supper and play

until dawn. Dice was a standard pastime, and betting on combative activities—

bear baiting, cock fights, dog fights, dogs killing rats, target shooting, and

wrestling matches—was popular.

Arguably, horse races were the most popular venue for gaming. As early as

1665, a permanent oval track stood at Hempstead Plain on Long Island, New

York. Many consider this the birthplace of the horse racing industry. New York

City eventually wanted something closer to home and built a track in lower

Manhattan. Other sites popped up throughout the colonies, especially in the

South. During the 1700s, well-known tracks operated in Alexandria, Annapolis,

Fredericksburg, and Williamsburg. Prominent men took an interest in these

tracks and the horses that ran on them. George Washington was a member of

the Alexandria Jockey Club, as well as a club in Annapolis.

If tracks were not handy, fans conducted impromptu contests on public roads, a

practice that became a public nuisance. In 1776, a Philadelphia grand jury

warned about the dangers of these events: “Since the city has become so

populous the usual custom of horse racing at fair in the Sassafras Street is very

dangerous.”

The onset of the Revolutionary War did nothing to slow down gamblers. The

Continental and British armies tossed dice and cards into the knapsacks and

marched off to fight.

For commanders on both sides, gambling was a constant problem. Washington’s

headquarters repeatedly issued orders trying to stop the wagering, as a typical

directive from 1776 shows: “All officers, non-commissioned officers and soldiers

are positively forbid playing at cards, or other games of chance. At this time of

public distress, men may find enough to do, in the service of their God and their

country, without abandoning themselves to vice and immorality.” Needless to

say, the order’s effect was nil. Starving soldiers at Valley Forge rolled dice to win

acorns to eat.

Washington might have gained some solace if he knew that the British army was

facing the same problem. “The men are given to great gambling,” an English

officer wrote, “and most shan’t have a coin left, even parting with their shirts at

the dice and sundry card games.”
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When the French appeared in American camps toward the war’s end, they

brought their games with them. French officers invented a pastime similar to

whist and dubbed it “Boston.” Boston migrated to New Orleans, where it enjoyed

great popularity and became the namesake for the Boston Club, a private

establishment that hosted many high-stakes contests over the years.

After Yorktown, United States citizens kept on gambling as they had when they

were King George III’s subjects. Attitudes began to change, though, in the 1820s

and 1830s. According to historian David Schwartz, author of the recently

published book Roll the Bones: The History of Gambling, Americans began to

rethink their love of games of chance. Citizens of the republic were becoming

more sophisticated about money as the nation’s economy took off, growing used

to handling large sums and more conservative with their funds. The religious

revival of the Second Great Awakening launched abolitionist and temperance

movements and helped define the productive and responsible citizen. To a lesser

degree, it stimulated antigambling forces.

Opposition to gambling didn’t gain momentum until late in the nineteenth

century, when laws began appearing that restricted gaming. So gambling went

underground and pretty much stayed there until after World War I. During the

1920s, gambling gained some respectability with the rise of horse racing and

betting at the track. State governments legitimized gambling further when they

started lotteries in the 1960s and 1970s. In the 1990s, casinos took off and are

today a multibillion-dollar national gaming industry.

Schwartz said that gambling is as American as apple pie and much older than

the Mayflower, and it isn’t going away. It is something deep in the nation’s

bones and reflected not only in games of chance but in the stock market and

entrepreneurship. There is, he said, a straight line—a legacy—from the early

settlers and the plantation grandees to today’s visitors to the Las Vegas Strip.

None of these people mind taking a chance.

“Americans are more prone to take risks,” he said in an interview. “This nation

was founded by people who left what was home and came over here. Clearly,

they took a risk to get here.”

Colonial Gambling Slideshow
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Ed Crews, a Richmond-based writer, contributed to the spring 2008 journal the

story “The Truth about Betsy Ross.”

Back to Library
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Legalized Gambling
Legalized gambling has played an important cultural, political, and

economic role in Louisiana's history from the colonial era to the
present.

BY JAY PRECHT

   

L
egalized gambling has played an important cultural, political, and economic role in
Louisiana’s history from the colonial era to the present. Now part of the Louisiana
landscape, gambling attracts tourists, provides jobs, and produces revenue—more than
$723 million in direct revenue in fiscal year 2008–2009—but also threatens to attract
corruption. Currently more than twenty casinos operate in the state, including thirteen on

FAIR GROUNDS RACE COURSE AND SLOTS.
A color reproduction of a painting by Theodore Sidney Moise entitled "Life on the Metairie."
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riverboats and four on racetracks. In addition, residents and visitors can play video poker
in bars, restaurants, and truck stops throughout southern Louisiana. Casinos on tribal lands have also become
an important source of income for many of the state’s Native Americans.

Gambling in Colonial and Antebellum Louisiana

French Louisianans built a number of cabarets and billiard halls in New Orleans, even before building a church.
After the completion of the St. Louis Church in 1727 (now known as St. Louis Cathedral), some continued to
gamble rather than attend mass. In the eighteenth century, Louisiana officials passed ordinances outlawing
gambling and other activities considered vices during religious services, limited the pots for games of chance,
and finally prohibited gambling all together. When none of these measures proved successful, Louisiana
Governor Louis Billouart de Kerlérec opened a government-run casino in New Orleans in 1753. All efforts to curb
gambling failed, and it remained prevalent decades after Spain took control of the colony following the French
and Indian War (1754–1763).

In 1803, when Louisiana became a US territory, New Orleans had more places to gamble than New York,
Philadelphia, Boston, and Baltimore combined. So entrenched was the practice that when the federal
government banned gambling in the territory in 1812, it exempted New Orleans. After statehood, Louisiana
swung back and forth between extremes—legalizing casinos and then banning them—though these efforts had a
limited effect on the number of facilities. The state authorized six operations for New Orleans in 1823 and again
legalized gambling in the city after the Civil War (1861–1865).

Legalized Gambling after the Civil War

In 1866, the state legislature created the first Louisiana lottery. Two years later this body, now controlled by
officials elected under Radical Reconstruction, authorized a private corporation called the Louisiana State Lottery
Company to operate it. This company paid a small annual fee but no state taxes. Opposed to this arrangement
and upset with the corruption surrounding the lottery, Democrats in the Louisiana legislature passed a law in
1879 to abolish all lotteries. The lottery company quickly appealed, and the US Circuit Court forced the state to
honor its contract with the corporation. The company took advantage of this second chance and worked to
improve its image, enlisting ex-Confederate generals P. G. T. Beauregard and Jubal A. Early to advertise the
lottery and conduct the public drawings. By doing so, the Louisiana Lottery Company hoped to imbue the lottery
with a sense of legitimacy.

Following on the heels of this government sanction, the Louisiana Lottery Company enjoyed unprecedented
profits. The company paid its stockholders dividends well over 100 percent between 1887 and 1890. It operated
in almost every state in the country and garnered 90 percent of its sales outside of Louisiana. The company’s
profits proved so substantial that it offered to pay a higher fee for its state license as part of its effort to renew the
charter in 1890. But, in the late nineteenth century, the Louisiana Lottery Company faced serious opposition at
both state and national levels. State governments, unhappy that their citizens spent money on Louisiana’s lottery,
convinced President Benjamin Harrison to sponsor a law prohibiting lottery sales and advertising through the US
Post Office. As a result, the value of Louisiana Lottery Company shares decreased dramatically. Meanwhile,
opponents of the Louisiana lottery successful worked to elect anti-lottery governor Murphy Foster in 1892. The
Louisiana legislature prohibited renewal of the lottery’s charter less than three years later.

Gambling in Twentieth-Century Louisiana
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In the 1920s, legal pari-mutuel betting on horse races at the New Orleans Fair Grounds became the only
officially sanctioned form of gambling in Louisiana. Illegal casinos continued to operate, however, as the state
alternated between raiding these operations and ignoring them. Only the collapse of the state’s oil-based
economy in the early 1980s prompted Governor Edwin Edwards in 1986 to promote the expansion of legalized
gambling. Edwards proposed a special legislative session to create a state lottery and allow casinos in and
around New Orleans. His initial efforts failed, and continuing to face budget shortfalls, he lost his reelection bid to
Charles “Buddy” Roemer, a conservative Democrat who opposed a state lottery, as well as casinos.

Roemer proposed a tax reform plan to solve the state’s financial problems, but with the success of lotteries in
Virginia and Florida, many citizens preferred a state lottery to increased personal and property taxes. The
legislature put a referendum for a constitutional amendment that would allow a state lottery before the people in
1990. Governor Roemer remained neutral during the debate, Louisianans approved the amendment, and the
lottery returned to the state in September 1991.

In addition to raising revenue, Louisiana lawmakers sought to end the flow of the state’s money to the Florida
lottery and attract money from outside the state. With casinos authorized in nearby Mississippi in 1991, the
promise of increased revenues, combined with the prospect of creating new jobs, convinced the legislature, with
the support of Governor Roemer, to approve fifteen riverboat casinos: five in Shreveport-Bossier City, four in
Lake Charles, three in New Orleans, and three in Baton Rouge. The same year, the governor allowed the
legalization of video poker machines (which had operated illegally in bars and restaurants since the 1980s) to
become law without his signature.

In 1991, campaigning in the gubernatorial primary, former governor Edwin Edwards initially promoted the
construction of a land-based casino in New Orleans, claiming it would create 25,000 new jobs. However, in the
runoff against former Ku Klux Klansman David Duke, Edwards agreed not to pursue the issue in an attempted to
appease voters worried about corruption. Although Edwards initially kept his promise after taking office, he
eventually guided legislation authorizing construction of a casino in the Crescent City.

Five years after Congress passed the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act in 1988, the three Native American tribes in
Louisiana then recognized by the federal government—the Chitimachas, Coushattas, and Tunica-Biloxis—
negotiated compacts with the state to open land-based casinos. After gaining recognition, the Jena, Louisiana
Band of Choctaws also negotiated a compact with then governor Murphy Foster Jr., in 2002. The federal
government approved the first agreements, and each of these tribes continues to operate a land-based casino.
The Jena Band of Choctaws, however, never gained federal approval. Proposing a casino site near Lake
Charles, the Jena faced opposition from both Texans and Coushattas, each fearing that the new casino would
lure customers away from their establishments.

Legal gambling continued to expand as racetracks lobbied for slot machines. Their efforts eventually proved
successful, and machines were installed at three tracks in 1997 and at a fourth track a few years later. Video
poker also spread across the state as businesses took advantage of the legislature’s inclusion of “truck stops,”
which it failed to clearly define.
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As it did elsewhere, legal gambling sometimes led to corruption in Louisiana. Governor Edwards was convicted
of accepting bribes to issue riverboat casino licenses and obtaining contracts for his children with the casino
companies. The Federal Bureau of Investigation convicted members of organized crime families from both New
York and New Orleans for their involvement in video poker in 1995, and in 2003, members of the Coushatta Tribe
of Louisiana landed in the middle of the Jack Abramoff lobbying scandal. (Abramoff, a lobbyist, had been
advising his clients—including the Coushattas—to hire public relations executive Mike Scanlon at an exorbitant
rate; he then split the profits with Scanlon.) Despite the problems surrounding legalized gambling, however, the
revenue produced for the state and the jobs tied to the industry mean it will likely continue as an important part of
Louisiana’s culture and economy.
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Bellevue History
Our mission is to provide the highest quality of care to New York’s population and to

deliver health care to every patient with dignity, cultural sensitivity and compassion,

regardless of ability to pay.

NYC Health + Hospitals/Bellevue Celebrates 280 Years of Caring for the People

of NYC

As NYC Health + Hospitals/Bellevue commemorates its 280th anniversary in 2016, we

take pride in our rich and unique history and the many historic milestones that have

made us a leader in health care – then and now.

NYC Health + Hospitals/Bellevue is America’s oldest operating hospital, established in

1736. We have a long and distinguished history of innovative contributions to public

health, medical science, and education.

Today, we continue the special NYC Health + Hospitals/Bellevue traditions:

A spirit of inclusiveness—all are welcome
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One standard of care for everyone

Responsiveness to community needs

Providing continuity of services, and,

Advocating for health care as a right.

Affiliated with the NYU School of Medicine, NYC Health + Hospitals/Bellevue offers a

wide range of medical, surgical, and psychiatric services and is a major referral center

for highly complex cases.

Our state-of-the-art facilities include:

A 25-story patient care facility housing more than 800 inpatient beds and six

Intensive Care Units

A world-renowned Emergency Service and Trauma Center, and

A 6-story modern Ambulatory Care Pavilion.

With a full-time attending physician staff of more than 1,200, NYC Health +

Hospitals/Bellevue is committed to delivering high-quality patient care, to preventing

disease, and to educating medical professionals.

NYC Health + Hospitals/Bellevue is a member of NYC Health + Hospitals, the nation’s

largest public hospital system.
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View more photos here.
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The 150 Largest City Parks
These are the largest parks located within the 
limits of a U.S. city.  Most are owned by the 
municipality, but some are owned by a state, a 
county, a regional agency or the federal 
government.  If a park extends beyond the 
boundary of the city, only the acreage within the 
city is noted here.

Key: (M):  Municipally Owned Park (R):  Regional Park
(S):  State Park (NP):  National Park
(C):  County Park (NWR):  National Wildlife Refuge

Rank Park Name Type Acres City
1 Chugach State Park S 490,125 Anchorage, Alaska
2 Franklin Mountains State Park S 25,631 El Paso, Tex.
3 Bayou Sauvage National Wildlife Refuge NWR 24,293 New Orleans, La.
4 South Mountain Preserve M 16,094 Phoenix, Ariz.
5 McDowell Sonoran Preserve M 16,000 Scottsdale, Ariz.
6 Cullen Park M 9,270 Houston, Tex.
7 Topanga State Park (part) S 8,960 Los Angeles, Calif.
8 Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve NP 7,870 Jacksonville, Fla.
9 George Bush Park C 7,800 Houston, Tex.
10 North Mountain Preserve M 7,500 Phoenix, Ariz.
11 Gateway National Recreation Area (part) NP 7,138 New York, N.Y.
12 Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife 

Refuge (part)
NWR 6,800 San Jose, Calif.

13 Jefferson Memorial Forest M 6,013 Louisville, Ky.
14 Eufaula National Wildlife Refuge (part) NWR 6,000 Eufaula, Ala.
15 Mission Trail M 5,840 San Diego, Calif.
16 William B. Umstead State Park S 5,579 Raleigh, N.C.
17 Cecil Field Greenway M 5,366 Jacksonville, Fla.
18 Ahupua'a O Kahana State Park S 5,229 Honolulu, Hawaii
19 Forest Park M 5,157 Portland, Ore.
20 Eagle Creek Park and Golf Course M 4,766 Indianapolis, Ind.
21 Far North Bicentennial Park M 4,500 Anchorage, Alaska
22 Griffith Park M 4,217 Los Angeles, Calif.
23 Fairmount Park - Wissahickon Valley M 4,167 Philadelphia, Pa.
24 Pumpkin Hill Creek Preserve S 3,896 Jacksonville, Fla.
25 Walter E. Long Park M 3,715 Austin, Tex.
26 Bidwell Park M 3,670 Chico, Calif.
27 Fort Worth Nature Center/Wildlife Refuge M 3,662 Fort Worth, Tex.
28 Mountain Creek Lake Park M 3,643 Dallas, Tex.
29 Bays Mountain Park M 3,585 Kingsport, Tenn.
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30 False Cape State Park and Natural Area Preserve S 3,572 Virginia Beach, Va.
31 Bonita Lakes Park M 3,462 Meridian, Miss.
32 North Landing River State Natural Area Preserve S 3,440 Virginia Beach, Va.
33 First Landing State Park S 3,410 Virginia Beach, Va.
34 Shelby Farms Park C 3,200 Memphis, Tenn.
35 Trinity River Park M 3,173 Dallas, Tex.
36 Mohawk Park and Golf Course M 3,100 Tulsa, Okla.
37 Brecksville Reservation (part) R 3,026 Brecksville, Ohio
38 Pelham Bay Park M 2,765 New York, N.Y.
39 Newport News Park (part) M 2,688 Newport News, Va.
40 Otter Creek Park M 2,600 Louisville, Ky.
41 Los Penasquitos Canyon M 2,405 San Diego, Calif.
42 Longview Lake Park (part) C 2,381 Kansas City, Mo.
43 Blue River Parkway C 2,319 Kansas City, Mo.
44 Mill Stream Run Reservation (part) R 2,238 Strongsville, Ohio.
45 Fleming Park (part) C 2,229 Lee's Summit, Mo.
46 Steele Creek Park M 2,224 Bristol, Tenn.
47 Bear Creek Pioneers Park C 2,168 Houston, Tex.
48 Tilden Park M 2,077 Berkeley, Calif.
49 Percy Warner Park M 2,058 Nashville, Tenn.
50 Cheyenne Mountain State Park S 2,040 Colorado Springs, Colo.
51 Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area M 2,031 Los Angeles, Calif.
52 Galveston Island State Park S 2,013 Galveston, Tex.
53 Smith and Bybee Wetlands Natural Area R 1,973 Portland, Ore.
54 White Rock Lake Park M 1,952 Dallas, Tex.
55 Swope Park M 1,805 Kansas City, Mo.
56 Torrey Pines State Reserve S 1,800 San Diego, Calif.
57 Calero County Park C 1,782 San Jose, Calif.
58 Greenbelt Park M 1,778 New York, N.Y.
59 Barton Creek Greenway M 1,771 Austin, Tex.
60 Little Talbot Island State Park S 1,768 Jacksonville, Fla.
61 Mission Bay Park M 1,756 San Diego, Calif.
62 Rock Creek Park (part) NP 1,754 Washington, D.C.
63 Tijuana River Valley Regional Park C 1,720 San Diego, Calif.
64 Big Talbot Island State Park S 1,708 Jacksonville, Fla.
65 Adobe Dam Recreation Area C 1,642 Phoenix, Ariz.
66 Fort Harrison State Park S 1,640 Lawrence, Ind.
67 Lake Leatherwood Park M 1,620 Eureka Springs, Ark.
68 Pennypack Park M 1,618 Philadelphia, Pa.
69 Claremont Hills Wilderness Park M 1,589 Claremont, Calif.
70 Burns Park M 1,575 North Little Rock, Ark.
71 Hidden Valley Wildlife Area R 1,510 Riverside, Calif.
72 Water Works Park M 1,500 Des Moines, Iowa
73 Beaman Park M 1,493 Nashville, Tenn.
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74 The Presidio NP 1,491 San Francisco, Calif.
75 Wilderness Park M 1,472 Lincoln, Neb.
76 Mt. Airy Forest M 1,471 Cincinnati, Ohio
77 Glenn Cunningham Lake M 1,439 Omaha, Neb.
78 Hansen Dam Recreation Center M 1,437 Los Angeles, Calif.
79 Stumpy Lake Park M 1,435 Virginia Beach, Va.
80 Memorial Park M 1,431 Houston, Tex.
81 Longview Lake Park (part) C 1,429 Lee's Summit, Mo.
82 Sycamore Canyon Wilderness Park M 1,424 Riverside, Calif.
83 Kincaid Park M 1,411 Anchorage, Alaska
84 Rancho Diana M 1,392 San Antonio, Tex.
85 Sacred Falls State Park S 1,374 Honolulu, Hawaii
86 Garden of the Gods Park M 1,319 Colorado Springs, Colo.
87 City Park M 1,300 New Orleans, La.
88 Forest Park M 1,293 St. Louis, Mo.
89 Black Mountain Park M 1,284 San Diego, Calif.
90 Cherokee Park M 1,282 Madison, Wis.
91 North Cheyenne Canyon Park M 1,260 Colorado Springs, Colo.
92 Flushing Meadows/Corona Park M 1,255 New York, N.Y.
93 Martin Luther King, Jr. Shoreline Park R 1,220 Oakland, Calif.
94 Lincoln Park M 1,216 Chicago, Ill.
95 Anacostia Park NP 1,215 Washington, D.C.
96 Cave Buttes Recreation Area I & II M 1,200 Phoenix, Ariz.
96 Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park M 1,200 Baltimore, Md.
98 Liberty State Park S 1,188 Jersey City, N.J.
99 Thunderbird Conservation Park M 1,185 Glendale, Ariz.
100 McClay Gardens State Park S 1,179 Tallahassee, Fla.
101 Three Creeks Parks M 1,156 Columbus, Ohio.
102 Van Cortlandt Park M 1,146 New York, N.Y.
103 Red Mountain Park M 1,144 Mesa, Ariz.
104 Pioneers Park M 1,139 Lincoln, Neb.
105 T.O. Fuller State Park S 1,138 Memphis, Tenn.
106 Emma Long Park M 1,137 Austin, Tex.
107 Rouge Park M 1,100 Detroit, Mich.
108 Balboa Park M 1,091 San Diego, Calif.
109 Bedford Reservation (part) R 1,033 Bedford, Ohio
110 Rochester Park M 1,032 Dallas, Tex.
111 River Legacy Park M 1,031 Arlington, Tex.
112 Golden Gate Park M 1,027 San Francisco, Calif.
113 Olmos Basin M 1,010 San Antonio, Tex.
114 North Chagrin Reservation (part) R 1,004 Willoughby Hills, Ohio
115 Stinchcomb Wildlife Refuge M 988 Oklahoma City, Okla.
116 Richmond Parkway M 984 New York, N.Y.
117 Belle Isle Park M 982 Detroit, Mich.
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118 Bryan Park M 980 Greensboro, N.C.
119 Anderson Lake County Park C 975 San Jose, Calif.
120 Riverfront Park M 955 Kansas City, Mo.
121 Longview Lake Park (part) C 952 Grandview, Mo.
122 Koko Head Regional Park R 951 Honolulu, Hawaii
123 Eisenhower Park C 930 East Meadow, N.Y.
124 Bedford Reservation (part) R 924 Walton Hills, Ohio
125 Hubbard Park (part) M 902 Meriden, Conn.
126 Hubbard Park (part) M 901 Berlin, Conn.
127 San Diego National Wildlife Refuge Complex NWR 900 San Diego, Calif.
128 Papago Park M 895 Phoenix, Ariz.
129 Lake Wheeler Park M 866 Raleigh, N.C.
130 McAllister Park M 856 San Antonio, Tex.
131 Reedy Creek Park & Nature Preserve C 853 Charlotte, N.C.
132 El Dorado Park M 850 Long Beach, Calif.
133 Delaware Park M 846 Buffalo, N.Y.
134 Central Park M 840 New York, N.Y.
135 San Antonio Missions National Historical Park NP 835 San Antonio, Tex.
136 Scripps Miramar Open Space M 822 San Diego, Calif.
137 San Jacinto Battleground State Historic Park S 820 La Porte, Tex.
138 Tierrasanta Open Space M 818 San Diego, Calif.
139 William T. Davis Wildlife Refuge M 814 New York, N.Y.
140 Shelby Bottoms M 810 Nashville, Tenn.
141 Bell's Bend Park M 809 Nashville, Tenn.
142 Mill Creek Park (part) M 802 Youngstown, Ohio
143 Oak Point Park M 801 Plano, Tex.
143 Robert H. Hodge Park M 801 Kansas City, Mo.
145 Tres Rios M 800 Phoenix, Ariz.
146 Gerritsen Beach (Marine Park) M 798 New York, N.Y.
147 Hamilton Creek Park M 790 Nashville, Tenn.
148 Cobb's Creek Park M 786 Philadelphia, Pa.
149 Sabre Springs Open Space M 780 San Diego, Calif.
150 Ka'ena Point State Park S 779 Honolulu, Hawaii
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The Oldest City Parks
These are the 84 oldest U.S. city parks ranked 
chronologically.  In the case of parks which were 
enlarged later, the date refers to the year of initial 
creation or acquisition.  In the case of parks whose 
names have changed, the modern name is given.  Of 
course, before the European invasion, there were 
hundreds of even older plazas, sports fields, ceremonial 
grounds and food preparation commons in such Native 
American communities as Cahokia, Cheektowaga, 
Tathlapotle and Taos Pueblo, but the pre-historical 
record does not yield dates of their establishment.

Rank Park Name City
Year 

Established
1 Plaza de la Constitución St. Augustine, Fla. 1573
2 Boston Common Boston, Mass. 1634
3 New Haven Green New Haven, Conn. 1641
4 Washington/Marion Squares Charleston, S.C. 1680
5 Rittenhouse/Washington/Logan/Franklin Squares Philadelphia, Pa. 1682
6 Salem Common Salem, Mass. 1685
7 Battery Park New York, N.Y. 1686
8 Military/Washington Parks Newark, N.J. 1697
9 Jackson Square New Orleans, La. 1718
10 San Pedro Springs Park San Antonio, Tex. 1729
11 Bowling Green New York, N.Y. 1733
11 Johnson Square Savannah, Ga. 1733
13 Old Town Plaza Albuquerque, N.M. 1760
14 El Pueblo Los Angeles, Calif. 1781
15 National Mall Washington, D.C. 1790
16 Settlers Landing Cleveland, Ohio 1796
17 Duane Street Park New York, N.Y. 1797
18 Village Green Park Worthington, Ohio 1803
19 Lafayette Square Washington, D.C. 1804
20 River Common Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 1807
21 Gravois/Laclede/Mt. Pleasant Parks St. Louis, Mo. 1812
22 Jackson Place Park St. Louis, Mo. 1816
23 Auction Park Memphis, Tenn. 1819
24 Santa Fe Plaza Santa Fe, N.M. 1821
25 Washington Square New York, N.Y. 1823
26 Patterson Park Baltimore, Md. 1827
27 Union Square New York, N.Y. 1832
28 Tompkins Square Park New York, N.Y. 1833
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29 Cathedral Square Park Milwaukee, Wis. 1835
29 Van Vorst Park Jersey City, N.J. 1835
31 Port Richmond Park Staten Island, N.Y. 1836
32 Grant Park Chicago, Ill. 1837
33 Lafayette Park St. Louis, Mo. 1838
34 Daniel Carter Beard Memorial Square Queens, N.Y. 1841
35 Chapman Park Portland, Ore. 1843
36 Wyanda Park Queens, N.Y. 1844
37 Thomas Square Honolulu, Hawaii 1845
38 Madison Square Park/Reservoir Square (Bryant Park) New York, N.Y. 1847
38 Portsmouth Square San Francisco, Calif. 1847
38 Washington Park (Fort Greene Park) Brooklyn, N.Y. 1847
41 Rice Park St. Paul, Minn. 1849
41 Sutter Land Grants Park Sacramento, Calif. 1849
43 Grand Circus Park Detroit, Mich. 1850
43 Oakland Cemetery Atlanta, Ga. 1850
43 Orton Park Madison, Wis. 1850
43 Pantoja Park San Diego, Calif. 1850
43 Union/Washington Squares San Francisco, Calif. 1850
48 Goodale Park Columbus, Ohio 1851
48 Monroe Park Richmond, Va. 1851
50 Union Park Chicago, Ill. 1853
51 Artesian Park Corpus Christi, Tex. 1854
51 Bushnell Park Hartford, Conn. 1854
51 City Park New Orleans, La. 1854
51 Elm Park Worcester, Mass. 1854
55 East Fairmount Park Philadelphia, Pa. 1855
55 Esther Short Park Vancouver, Wash. 1855
55 Washington Park Cincinnati, Ohio 1855
58 Hemming Plaza Jacksonville, Fla. 1857
58 Murphy Square Minneapolis, Minn. 1857
60 Central Park New York, N.Y. 1858
60 San Jacinto Plaza El Paso, Tex. 1858
62 Druid Hill Park Baltimore, Md. 1860
63 Miller Park Lynchburg, Va. 1862
64 Old Fort Park Fort Wayne, Ind. 1863
65 Pershing Square Los Angeles, Calif. 1866
66 Allegheny Commons Pittsburgh, Pa. 1867
66 Buena Vista Park San Francisco, Calif. 1867
66 Cooper Park Lincoln, Neb. 1867
66 The Ellipse Washington, D.C. 1867
70 Balboa Park San Diego, Calif. 1868
70 DeFremery Park Oakland, Calif. 1868
70 Farragut/Franklin Squares Washington, D.C. 1868
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70 Prospect Park Brooklyn, N.Y. 1868
74 Golden Gate Park San Francisco, Calif. 1870
75 Acadia Park Colorado Springs, Colo. 1871
75 Lenk's Park Toledo, Ohio 1871
75 Savage Park Toledo, Ohio 1871
78 Alum Rock San Jose, Calif. 1872
78 Belle Isle Detroit, Mich. 1872
78 Emancipation Park Houston, Tex. 1872
78 Hanscom Park Omaha, Neb. 1872
78 Riverside Park New York, N.Y. 1872
83 Garfield Park Indianapolis, Ind. 1873
83 Hyde Park Fort Worth, Tex. 1873
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The Most Visited City Parks

Rank Park City
Annual 

Visitorship
1 Central Park New York, N.Y. 25,000,000
2 Lincoln Park Chicago, Ill. 20,000,000
3 Mission Bay Park San Diego, Calif. 16,000,000
4 Balboa Park San Diego, Calif. 14,000,000
5 Golden Gate Park San Francisco, Calif. 13,000,000
6 Forest Park St. Louis, Mo. 12,000,000
6 Griffith Park Los Angeles, Calif. 12,000,000
8 Coney Island Beach and Boardwalk New York, N.Y. 10,600,000
9 Fairmount Park Philadelphia, Pa. 10,000,000
9 The National Mall Washington, D.C. 10,000,000
11 Cleveland Lakefront State Park Cleveland, Ohio 8,431,000
12 Prospect Park New York, N.Y. 8,000,000
13 Fair Park Dallas, Tex. 5,585,730
14 Liberty State Park Jersey City, N.J. 5,326,978
15 Hermann Park Houston, Tex. 5,200,000
16 Chain of Lakes Regional Park Minneapolis, Minn. 5,115,200
17 City Park New Orleans, La. 5,000,000
17 Old Sacramento State Park Sacramento, Calif. 5,000,000
17 The Presidio San Francisco, Calif. 5,000,000
20 Independence National Historical Park Philadelphia, Pa. 3,998,309
21 Bryant Park New York, N.Y. 3,800,000
22 Green Lake Park Seattle, Wash. 3,650,000
23 Piedmont Park Atlanta, Ga. 3,500,000
24 White River State Park Indianapolis, Ind. 3,300,000
25 Memorial Park Houston, Tex. 3,246,000
26 Centennial Olympic Park Atlanta, Ga. 3,200,000
27 Battery Park New York, N.Y. 3,000,000
27 Belle Isle Park Detroit, Mich. 3,000,000
27 Como Park St. Paul, Minn. 3,000,000
27 White River Greenway Indianapolis, Ind. 3,000,000
31 Riverside Park New York, N.Y. 2,800,000
32 Drew Field Jacksonville, Fla. 2,500,000
32 Millennium Park Chicago, Ill. 2,500,000
34 Jefferson National Expansion Memorial St. Louis, Mo. 2,360,109
35 Rockaway Beach and Boardwalk New York, N.Y. 2,300,000
36 Lake Harriet Park/Lyndale Park Minneapolis, Minn. 2,250,000
37 Boston National Historical Park Boston, Mass. 2,155,026
38 Boston Common Boston, Mass. 2,000,000
38 City Park Denver, Colo. 2,000,000
38 Garden of the Gods Park Colorado Springs, Colo. 2,000,000
38 Lyon Park St. Louis, Mo. 2,000,000
38 Rock Creek Park Washington, D.C. 2,000,000
43 Swope Park Kansas City, Mo. 1,850,000
44 Delaware Park Buffalo, N.Y. 1,800,000
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45 San Antonio Missions National Historical 
Park

San Antonio, Tex. 1,765,548

46 First Landing State Park Virginia Beach, Va. 1,762,464
47 Schenley Park and Plaza Pittsburgh, Pa. 1,750,000
48 Encanto Park Phoenix, Ariz. 1,500,000
48 Louisville Waterfront Park Louisville, Ky. 1,500,000
48 Park at Lady Bird Lake Austin, Tex. 1,500,000
48 Point State Park Pittsburgh, Pa. 1,500,000
48 Trinity Park Fort Worth, Tex. 1,500,000
53 Country/Jaycee Park Greensboro, N.C. 1,444,286
54 Timucuan Ecological & Historic Preserve Jacksonville, Fla. 1,318,872
55 Balloon Fiesta Park Albuquerque, N.M. 1,300,000
56 Chugach State Park Anchorage, Alaska 1,200,000
56 Monon Greenway Indianapolis, Ind. 1,200,000
58 The Esplanade Boston, Mass. 1,100,000
59 Centennial Park Santa Ana, Calif. 1,040,000
60 Burke-Gilman Trail Seattle, Wash. 1,000,000
60 Bushnell Park Hartford, Conn. 1,000,000
60 Centennial Park Nashville, Tenn. 1,000,000
60 Longview Lake Park Kansas City, Mo. 1,000,000
60 Myriad Gardens Oklahoma City, Okla. 1,000,000
60 Overton Park Memphis, Tenn. 1,000,000
60 San Antonio Riverwalk San Antonio, Tex. 1,000,000
60 Tower Grove Park St. Louis, Mo. 1,000,000
68 Nu'uanu Pali State Wayside Honolulu, Hawaii 905,300
69 T.O. Fuller State Park Memphis, Tenn. 856,338
70 McCormick-Stillman Park Scottsdale, Ariz. 850,000
71 Cabrillo National Monument San Diego, Calif. 822,447
72 Park Road Park Charlotte, N.C. 815,980
73 Audubon Park New Orleans, La. 770,000
74 Al Lopez (Horizon) Park Tampa, Fla. 750,000
74 Franke Park Fort Wayne, Ind. 750,000
74 Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site Atlanta, Ga. 750,000
77 Mount Trashmore Park Virginia Beach, Va. 715,005
78 Land Park Sacramento, Calif. 709,597
79 Randall's Island New York, N.Y. 700,000
80 Fort McHenry National Monument Baltimore, Md. 660,589
81 Eagle Creek Park Indianapolis, Ind. 635,206
82 Diamond Head State Monument Honolulu, Hawaii 634,300
83 El Dorado Park Long Beach, Calif. 625,000
84 Ottawa Park Toledo, Ohio 600,000
84 Woodward Park Fresno, Calif. 600,000
86 William B. Umstead State Park Raleigh, N.C. 595,424
87 Lewis and Clark Landing Omaha, Neb. 587,399
88 Hermann Square Houston, Tex. 584,000
89 William W. Powers State Recreation Area Chicago, Ill. 575,000
90 Fairmount Park Riverside, Calif. 552,500
91 Pioneers Park Lincoln, Neb. 550,000
92 Pullen Park Raleigh, N.C. 540,000
93 Tranquility Park Houston, Tex. 517,000
94 Cherokee Park Louisville, Ky. 500,000

12/10/2010
Center for City Park Excellence

www.tpl.org/ccpe Page 2 of 3
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94 Meridian Hill Park Washington, D.C. 500,000
94 Mohawk Park Tulsa, Okla. 500,000
94 Riverside Park - Central Wichita, Kan. 500,000
94 Seneca Park Louisville, Ky. 500,000
94 Shelby Farms Park Memphis, Tenn. 500,000
94 Warner Park Madison, Wis. 500,000
101 Sawyer Point Cincinnati, Ohio 441,837
102 Adobe Dam Recreation Area Phoenix, Ariz. 438,310
103 Bayfront Park Miami, Fla. 433,362
104 Town Square Anchorage, Alaska 425,000

12/10/2010
Center for City Park Excellence

www.tpl.org/ccpe Page 3 of 3
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Parks and Recreation in the United States: Local Park Systems 

Margaret Walls∗ 

Introduction 

The United States has 53 national parks and over 6,600 state park sites, but many outdoor 
pursuits often begin at the playground around the corner, the nature center down the road, or the 
sports fields at a nearby recreation area. These close-to-home parks and open spaces are a critical 
component of the U.S. recreation estate. Characterizing and describing these resources is 
difficult, however, given the wide variety of parks provided in individual communities and the 
lack of a central organization or government agency responsible for collecting and managing 
data on local parks. In this backgrounder, we show some of the available information. We 
analyze park acreage and facilities for a set of cities, show trends in local government spending 
on parks and recreation services, and describe results from a survey we conducted of local park 
directors identifying current challenges they face and popularity trends in their parks.  

A Brief History 

Parks have played an important and ever-changing role in American urban life. The 
Boston Common, designated as a public open space in 1634, is considered the nation’s first city 
park. A total of 16 parks were created before 1800, including the National Mall in Washington, 
DC, in 1790 (Trust for Public Land 2008).  

From the mid to late 1800s, the urban park vision centered on providing natural settings 
in an urban environment, or so-called “pleasure gardens.” The parks designed by noted 
landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted epitomized this vision. Olmsted’s view was that 
parks should provide a natural, somewhat pastoral environment where city residents could 
escape the hustle and bustle of city life. Olmsted parks such as Central Park in New York City, 

                                                 
∗ Senior Fellow, Resources for the Future. I appreciate the excellent research assistance of Jeff Ferris and the helpful 
comments of Peter Harnik, Ben Welle, and Colleen Gentles of the Trust for Public Land, Catherine Nagel of the 
City Parks Alliance, and Joe Wynns, former Director of the Indianapolis Department of Parks and Recreation. The 
National Recreation and Park Association and the City Parks Alliance assisted with the RFF survey of urban park 
directors. This backgrounder is one in a series for the Outdoor Resources Review Group (see www.rff.org/orrg). 
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Washington and Jackson Parks in Chicago (originally a single park known as South Park), and 
Prospect Park in Brooklyn were all created in the late 1800s.1   

Beginning in the early 1900s, the vision for urban parks began to change. According to 
Cranz (2000), the Progressive movement of the time included a demand for “reform parks” that 
provided recreation opportunities, particularly for children, in close-to-home neighborhood 
parks. Thus was born the notion of the playground. The recreation concept expanded to include 
swimming pools, ball fields, and indoor facilities in the early and middle part of the 20th century. 
But after World War II, interest in city parks waned. The move to the suburbs, where everyone 
would have a yard of their own, was thought to make the notion of public parkland rather 
obsolete (Harnik 2006). Many urban parks declined. According to Harnik (2006), city parks did 
not begin to experience a revival until about the 1990s, when the center city populations of many 
urban areas began to grow.  

City Parks Today 

A comprehensive national dataset on local park acreage, facilities, and characteristics 
does not exist. However, the Trust for Public Land’s Center for City Park Excellence (CCPE) 
collects information each year on parks in 75 cities.2 We present some summary information and 
distributional findings from those data. National data on park usership are sorely lacking. Many 
cities conduct periodic surveys or measure use at particular facilities, but comprehensive data, 
systematically collected across a range of cities, are unavailable. We report here on findings from 
a Resources for the Future Survey of Urban Park Directors conducted in the fall of 2008, in 
which we asked park directors about perceived popularity trends of various activities in their 
parks. We also present some information from individual cities that have conducted surveys, and 
we show some statistics collected by the CCPE on use of the largest city parks.  

City Parks Today: Acreage and Facilities 

The 75 cities in the CCPE sample average approximately 18,000 acres of parkland within 
their borders. Acreage varies widely, however, from only 330 acres in Santa Ana, California to 
nearly 104,000 in Jacksonville, Florida, and well over 500,000 in Anchorage, Alaska. Figure 1 

                                                 
1 For more information on the Olmsted legacy, visit the National Association of Olmsted Parks website at 
http://www.olmsted.org/.  
2 For more information on the Center for City Park Excellence, see http://www.tpl.org/ccpe.  
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shows the distribution of park acres per 1,000 city residents and Figure 2 shows the distribution 
as a percentage of city land area. Most cities in the sample have between 5 and 10 acres per 
1,000 people, but some provide much more than that, as Figure 1 makes clear. The three cities 
with more than 50 acres per 1,000 people are Anchorage, Jacksonville, and Albuquerque. The 
average across all 75 cities in the sample is 41 acres per 1,000 people. Parks make up just less 
than 10 percent of the total land area of an average city. Again, there is some variation across 
cities, as shown in Figure 2, though less than for acres per person. Most cities—32 out of the 75 
in the sample—lie in the 5 percent to 10 percent range and only 3 cities have more than 20 
percent—Anchorage, Albuquerque, and San Diego, with 40 percent, 30 percent, and 22 percent, 
respectively. The lowest percentage is Honolulu, with 1.6 percent. 
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For illustrative purposes, we show in Table 1 two cities that have approximately equal 
populations. Philadelphia has only about half the park acreage of San Antonio, on both a total 
and per resident basis. But, as a percentage of the land area of the city, Philadelphia has much 
more than San Antonio. Philadelphia also has more park units—301 versus 213 in San Antonio. 
What does this mean for city residents? Philadelphia residents are likely to live closer to a park 
than residents of San Antonio, but they have to share that park with more people. In addition, 
that park is likely to be smaller, as average park size is much smaller in Philadelphia than San 
Antonio.  

Table 1. Park Acres, Number of Units, and Population for Selected Cities in 2007 

 Philadelphia San Antonio 
Population 1.45 million 1.30 million 
Park Acres 10,937 20,753 
Number of Park Units 301 213 
Acres/1,000 Resident 7.6 16.0 
Acres/Park Unit 36.3 97.4 
Acres as % of Land Area 12.7% 8.0% 
Source: Trust for Public Land’s Center for City Park Excellence, City Park Facts database. 
Available at http://www.tpl.org/ccpe.  

Of course, this is a simplistic characterization; spatially detailed and disaggregated data 
on parks and population would allow for a more careful analysis. With advances in geographic 
information system (GIS) technology, many local governments now collect such information but 
neither the CCPE nor any other organization or government agency keeps a consistent dataset of 
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this type across cities.3  In order to fully address the adequacy of park resources across 
communities, analysis of GIS data is essential. Such data would allow for an assessment of park 
locations relative to population in cities, with analysis of various socioeconomic and 
demographic characteristics of that population, as well as analysis of the types of parks and 
recreation facilities provided. 

Figure 3 shows some information on facilities that the CCPE collects in its survey. It 
summarizes the average number of each of eight different types of facilities per 100,000 
residents. Not surprisingly perhaps, playgrounds are the most popular kind of facility in city 
parks, followed closely by tennis courts and ball diamonds.4  The facilities that are more costly to 
build and operate—recreation centers, swimming pools, and golf courses—are less common. 
And the facilities that have become more popular in recent years, such as skate parks and dog 
parks, are far fewer in number. 

 

In addition to these facilities and developed areas, most cities provide nature-based parks 
with trails and undeveloped lands. The CCPE asks park directors in its survey how much of their 

                                                 
3 More progress has been made in California than anywhere else. The California Protected Areas Database, a GIS 
inventory of all protected open space in the state developed by GreenInfo Network, includes urban parks. See 
http://www.calands.org/home.php for more information. 
4 The large number of ball diamonds reported suggests that the number may include other types of ball fields as well 
as baseball and softball diamonds. Welle (2009) admits that the CCPE survey has struggled with accurately 
measuring specific types of fields as most fields in busy urban areas are used for multiple activities.  
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acreage is “natural” and how much “developed.”  Natural acreage as a percentage of total park 
acreage averages 33 percent across all of the cities. However, several cities—mostly in the 
West—have significantly more acreage in a natural state. Natural acreage accounts for more than 
70 percent of total park acreage in Anchorage, San Diego, Phoenix, Bakersfield, and 
Albuquerque; Albuquerque’s is as high as 92 percent.5 

City Parks Today: Use and Popularity Trends 

The RFF survey, conducted in the fall of 2008, asked urban park directors a range of 
questions about their budgets, funding sources, challenges they are facing, and also their 
opinions about whether various activities that take place in their parks were “declining 
significantly,” “declining moderately,” “about constant,” “increasing moderately,” or “increasing 
significantly.” 6  The activities listed ranged from picnics to hiking to organized team sports. 
They also included “outdoor recreation overall” and “outdoor recreation among youth.”  Figure 4 
shows the percentage of respondents who reported “increasing moderately” or “increasing 
significantly” to each of the 13 activities on the survey. 

                                                 
5 Natural areas are defined by the CCPE as either pristine or reclaimed lands left undisturbed and managed for 
conservation. They may have trails and occasional benches, but they are not developed for recreation beyond 
walking, running, and bicycling. Designed areas have been created, constructed, planted, and managed primarily for 
human use (Welle 2009). 
6 For the survey and a summary of findings, see Walls et al. (2009a). A similar survey of state park directors was 
also conducted (see Walls et al. 2009b). 
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Some interesting findings show up in the figure. First, most of the listed activities are 
reported to be increasing in most cities. For example, about 85 percent of the directors reported 
that the popularity of hiking and walking is increasing either moderately or significantly in their 
cities. Over 80 percent of the directors reported skate parks are increasing in popularity. And dog 
parks are increasing in popularity in nearly 90 percent of the cities. Although the CCPE data 
show (see Figure 5 above) that there are very few of these latter two facilities in most cities, 
there are indications that interest in them is on the rise. Outdoor recreation overall and outdoor 
recreation among youth are also reportedly increasing. The latter finding is interesting for two 
reasons. First, concern over declining youth participation in nature-based activities has been 
expressed in many recent studies and is a focus of both media attention and new private and 
public sector programs (Pergams and Zaradic 2008; Kareiva 2008; Louv 2005). Second, in a 
similar study of state park directors, 46 percent of respondents reported youth outdoor recreation 
as declining (see Walls 2009 and Walls et al. 2009b).7   

                                                 
7 The National Survey on Recreation and the Environment, an ongoing national survey of recreation participation 
conducted by the U.S. Forest Service, has recently added a youth survey and some initial findings are available in 
Cordell and Betz (2009) and Cordell, Betz, and Green (2009). 
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The RFF survey asked park directors whether they collected park visitor and use 
statistics. Although 26 out of 46 reported that they did, the information collected varies widely 
across cities. Most park directors reported collecting use information only at facilities and sites 
that charge fees or for park programs that require payment. Some collect information 
periodically—say, every five years—for community master plans. Some have counted, or 
measured, visitors in some way but do not appear to collect demographic or other information 
that would permit analysis of the data.8  The CCPE estimates usership for the 75 most-visited 
city parks. In 2006, these parks had 289 million visitors. To put this number into perspective, the 
national park system, with 391 individual sites on 84 million acres of land, had 276 million 
visitors in 2007. State parks, with 6,600 sites and 14 million acres, had 730 million (Walls 
2009a).  

Funding of Local Parks: Park Budgets 

Local governments spent just under $30 billion on parks and recreation in FY2005–06. 
As Figure 5 makes clear, spending has risen over time. The figure shows U.S. Census Bureau 
data on annual spending, in inflation-adjusted dollars, from FY1991–92 through FY2005–06.9  
Over that 15-year period, total local parks and recreation spending rose 56 percent. Population 
over that same period rose by only 17 percent, thus communities have been spending more 
money per person on parks since the early 1990s. They also, however, have been spending more 
money on everything. Figure 6 shows local spending on parks and recreation as a percentage of 
all local government spending. Although there have been slight ups and downs from year to year, 
the changes are quite small—parks spending has stayed roughly constant at about 2 percent of 
total spending over the 15 years covered by the Census data.  

 

                                                 
8 To highlight the issues, we note that San Diego reported total annual visits to all of the city’s parks and recreation 
areas of 54.8 million, while Chicago reported 3 million and Virginia Beach 3.7 million. It seems unlikely that San 
Diego has 18 times more park visitors than Chicago. See Harnik and Kimball (2005) for more on the topic of 
measuring urban park use. 
9 The annual Census data are not based on a complete census of all units of government; the Census estimates total 
spending based on sampling numbers, so there is some sampling error involved. The full census is conducted every 
five years; the most recent data available is from 2002. In that year, there were 38,976 general purpose local 
governments—3,043 counties, 19,429 municipalities, and 16,504 townships—ranging greatly in size of population 
served. See U.S. Census Bureau (2005).  
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau. State and Local Government Finances. Various years. Available at 
http://www.census.gov/govs/www/estimate.html. 

 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau. State and Local Government Finances. Various years. Available at 
http://www.census.gov/govs/www/estimate.html 

The Census data is the only consistent data over a long period of time on local 
government spending. It is comprehensive and thus provides a good estimate of total spending 
across all communities. However, it includes municipalities as small as 67 people, along with 
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Los Angeles County, which has a population of nearly 7 million. Information on a smaller but 
more uniform set of larger communities is available from the CCPE. In 2006, spending by 75 
cities, home to nearly 55 million people, totaled approximately $5 billion. On a per capita basis, 
these cities spent an average of $91 per city resident. Information collected in the 2008 RFF 
survey of local park directors provides estimates that lie in a similar range. The cities and 
counties that responded to the survey—mainly urban and suburban communities—spent a total 
of $3 billion in FY2008. These cities serve approximately 32 million people and range in size 
from New York City, with 8.3 million people, down to Brookline, Massachusetts (a Boston 
suburb), with 58,700. Average spending for communities in the RFF survey was $106 per 
person, quite close to the average from the CCPE data. 

Money for local park operations comes from the general fund in most communities. The 
RFF survey showed that, on average, 76 percent of park operating budgets comes from the 
general fund. Four respondents to the survey reported that 100 percent of their funding comes 
from the general fund. Only 15 percent, on average, comes from user fees such as park entrance 
fees or passes. This contrasts with state parks, which cover 42 percent of their operating budgets, 
on average, with revenues from user fees (Walls 2009). 

This reliance on general funds and the perception that sometimes exists that parks and 
recreation services are less essential than some other local government services often means that 
parks get hit hard in times of recession and budgetary shortfalls. Figure 7 shows the annual 
percentage change in local government spending in total and on parks and recreation—that is, 
the increase or decrease from the previous year’s spending. In the wake of the 2002 to 2003 
recession, local park spending dropped more sharply than overall spending.10 The current 
recession, in 2008 and 2009, has led many cities to cut parks budgets. In Indianapolis, the Parks 
Department faced a larger cut in its FY2009 budget than any other department; in fact, the city 
actually increased spending in some other areas, such as police and fire departments and road 
work (O’Shaughnessy 2008). Several cities have reported changes in plans for land acquisitions 
and new parks. In Florida, proposed cuts in state funding halted new park plans in Sarasota; 
similarly, in the Bronx, plans to convert a vacant lot into a neighborhood park were dropped (see 
Sword 2009; Potkewitz 2008). Several respondents to the RFF urban park director survey in the 

                                                 
10 Although the drop in park budgets was steep, because those budgets are a relatively small percentage of total local 
spending, the decline is not as noticeable in Figure 8. 
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fall of 2008 reported recent sharp declines in budgets for the current year and expectations of 
future drops due to the poor economic climate.  

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau. State and Local Government Finances. Various years. Available at 
http://www.census.gov/govs/www/estimate.html. 

 

Funding of Local Parks: The Role of Nonprofit Organizations. 

In recent years, city parks have come to rely more heavily on the nonprofit community 
and volunteers as a way to leverage often limited local government finances, introduce new and 
innovative programs, and invest in park infrastructure. These organizations range from small 
“friends of the park” groups, which sometimes only work with individual parks, to large park 
conservancies and foundations that operate across a park system.  The City Park Foundation in 
New York City has an annual operating budget of $10 million and works across 1,800 parks in 
the city. Its mission is focused on provision of educational and other programs in the parks. The 
Olmsted Parks Conservancy in Louisville, Kentucky, which is home to the last park system 
designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, focuses on park restoration. It has raised $25 million since 
1990. Seattle Parks Foundation also focuses on restoration, along with expanding park acreage 
and facilities. Since 2001, it has raised $28 million. While the efforts of these organizations are 
important and may even be essential to provision of quality park services, it is important to put 
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their budgets into perspective. As one example, the Seattle Parks Department’s FY2008 budget 
was $125 million.11 

The RFF survey asked local park directors how much money was generated for their park 
systems by park foundations, conservancies, friends groups, or other private donors (wills, gifts, 
special fundraisers) in the most recent fiscal year. For the 44 directors who responded to this 
question, a total of $143 million was reported. More than half of that came from New York City 
alone, but eight cities reported between $2 million and $12 million and only five reported zero. 
The survey asked local park directors what percentage of the funds raised from this sector went 
for capital projects, park programs, general park and facility repair, land acquisitions, and other 
activities. The findings are shown in Figure 8. The figure makes clear that most of these groups 
spend their time and money on capital projects and on park programs. In general, routine 
operations and maintenance are not covered by these support groups.12 

 

                                                 
11 Seattle participated in the RFF Survey and reported this figure. The 2007 operating budget was $117 million and 
is available on the department’s website at http://www.seattle.gov/parks/quickfacts.htm. The foundation’s spending 
figure is available at http://www.seattleparksfoundation.org/aboutUs.html and the Olmsted Park Conservancy 
information is available at http://www.olmstedparks.org/conservancy/.  
12 According to Nagel (2009), one of the most important activities these groups undertake is lobbying and advocacy 
to ensure continued public funding. She points out the California State Parks Foundation and the Philadelphia Parks 
Alliance as two successful organizations in this regard. 
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It is not clear what the full implications of the conservancy movement are for park 
financing and operations, or how it will evolve in the future. Local governments may come to 
rely on these organizations to provide more and more park resources in a community and cut 
back government funding as a result. This can be problematic. One issue is funding stability: 
since these nongovernmental organizations have no taxing authority and typically rely on 
donations, there is a great deal of uncertainty in their funding streams. Moreover, citizens have a 
tendency to free ride, presenting a classic “public good” problem, whereby people enjoy the 
benefits without paying the costs. Another problem can arise in communities that have friends 
groups for individual parks. A community of “haves” and “have-nots” might arise, with parks in 
wealthier areas better funded than those in poorer neighborhoods. Clearly, good coordination and 
cooperation between local government agencies and their nonprofit partners is essential. Further 
study of these relationships and development of models for best practices going forward would 
be worthwhile.  

Funding of Local Parks: State Programs 

Local parks have also received a boost in some states in recent years from new state 
government funding programs. Three of the states that do the most in this regard are Colorado, 
Florida, and California.  

Colorado’s Great Outdoors Colorado, or GOCO, program receives a fixed percentage of 
lottery revenues each year. An independent GOCO board allocates the money to four broad 
areas: wildlife habitat, state parks, open space, and local parks and recreation areas. Local 
governments can apply for open space grants and for funding for park projects through a 
matching grant program. In FY2008, GOCO’s budget was $53.1 million. In addition, the 
Conservation Trust Fund, also financed by lottery proceeds, distributes money on a per capita 
basis to local governments. The Conservation Trust Fund had a budget of $48.9 million in FY08. 
The Florida Forever program, which receives $300 million annually from bonds backed by a 
document stamp tax, also provides matching grants to local government. The Florida 
Communities Trust's Parks and Open Space grant program receives 60 percent of the Florida 
Forever funds each year. In California, five propositions have been approved by voters since 
2000, providing a total of $10.2 billion for a range of conservation, open space, and parks 
investments, including local parks. In 2008, the California state legislature passed the Park 
Development and Community Revitalization Act, which will provide $400 million in grants for 
local park development in communities that are underserved—that is, have less than three acres 
of usable parkland per 1,000 residents—and that have a significant percentage of the population 
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living below the poverty line.13  While several other states have programs similar to California, 
Colorado, and Florida, most are not as well-funded as these three.  

Funding of Local Parks: Local Referenda 

Since the late 1980s, local ballot initiatives have become an increasingly popular way to 
raise money for open space. These referenda ask voters to approve a bond or tax measure to 
finance various kinds of open space and conservation programs. Between 1988 and 2008, 
approximately 76 percent of the referenda placed on ballots have passed (Trust for Public Land 
2009). Figure 9 shows the dollars approved in ballot initiatives nationwide since 1988, in 
inflation-adjusted 2007 dollars. At the peak year, 2006, nearly $30 billion was raised for open 
space, conservation, and recreation. 

A closer look at the data reveals some interesting facts. While referenda are popular in 
some states, 17 states have passed fewer than three measures in 20 years, and 7 states have never 
passed a referendum at all. In fact, a handful of states are constitutionally barred from taking 
such measures to the voters. Massachusetts and New Jersey account for one-third of all measures 
that have passed. These states have innovative state matching grant programs—the Community 
Preservation Fund in Massachusetts and the Garden State Preservation Trust in New Jersey, 
which operates the Green Acres program (a farmland preservation program) and a historic 
preservation program. These programs provide matching state funds for money that local 
communities raise themselves through referenda, thus providing a strong incentive for 
communities to put measures on the ballots. California by itself accounts for one-half of all funds 
that have been approved over the 1998 to 2008 period. And finally, nearly a quarter of the ballot 
initiatives passed between 2000 and 2004 targeted farmland preservation. In other words, not all 
of these dollars raised—in fact not many of the dollars raised—are going to city parks.14   

 

                                                 
13 See California State Assembly Bill No. 31 at http://www.parks.ca.gov/pages/1008/files/ab_31_bill_9-
2008_chaptered.pdf. Interestingly, analysis to identify underserved communities was facilitated by the mapping of 
urban parks and open space that has been done in the state; see discussion above on page 4 and footnote 4. 
14 See Szabo (2007) for more detailed analysis of types of lands conserved and other issues. Some studies by 
economists in recent years have used the LandVote data to econometrically analyze the factors that explain both a 
measure being placed on a ballot and the likelihood that it passes. See, for example, Banzhaf et al. (2007), Sundberg 
(2006), and Kotchen and Powers (2007). 
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Source: Trust for Public Land's LandVote database.   Available at http://www.tpl.org/tier2_rp2.cfm?folder_id=2386.   

 

 

Funding of Local Parks: The Declining Federal Government Role 

These state programs and ballot initiatives passed by voters have stepped in to fill a void 
left by declining federal funds. The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) Act, passed in 
1965, provided funding for land acquisition for the federal government, mainly the National Park 
Service, and for a state matching grant program. The states are required to share funding with 
localities. Between 1965 and 1981, congressional appropriations for the stateside LWCF 
program averaged, in inflation-adjusted 2007 dollars, $626 million per year. Between 1982 and 
2007, however, the program averaged less than one-tenth that amount, $61.9 million per year 
(Walls 2009). In FY2008, stateside LWCF appropriations were only $23 million. The Urban 
Park and Recreation Recovery (UPARR) program, passed in 1978, provided funding to 
communities to repair and replace deteriorating facilities. During its first six years of operation, 
UPARR spent $467 million (in 2007 dollars). However, the program declined sharply thereafter; 
funding dropped to zero in several years in the 1990s and the program was disbanded in 2002. 
Today, the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program, administered by the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, provides some limited funds for parks and 
recreation with spending targeted especially to communities in need. In FY08, appropriations 
were $93 million, which amounted to approximately two percent of total CDBG spending (U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 2009). Annual parks and recreation funding in 
the CDBG program has remained roughly constant since 2001. 
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Although LWCF and UPARR have declined in importance and the CDBG program is 
limited, the federal government continues to spend significant amounts of money on a range of 
land conservation programs—in FY2008, approximately $6.5 billion was spent on 32 separate 
programs. Of those, 23 were introduced in the 1990s and 2000s. However, almost none of the 
programs have a recreation focus and most do not provide funding directly to local 
communities.15 The Farm Bill programs such as the Conservation and Wetlands Reserve 
Programs and the Farmland Protection Program accounted for approximately $4 billion of the 
$6.5 billion in FY08.  

Current Challenges in Urban Park Systems 

The RFF survey asked local park directors about the current challenges they face. On a 
scale of 1 to 5, the survey asked directors to state whether each of a set of 12 specific challenges 
was “not a challenge,” “a minor challenge,” “a significant challenge,” “a major challenge,” or a 
“huge issue.” The challenges listed included both funding problems and issues associated with 
park use. The survey also asked directors to identify the single biggest challenge among the 
options on the list.  

Figure 10 summarizes the responses by showing the percentage of park directors who 
reported each of the 12 issues as “major challenges” or “huge issues.”  The specific categories of 
challenges are listed in the graph legend. Having adequate funding for operations and 
maintenance was a clear concern expressed in the survey responses. Fully 65 percent of 
respondents listed this as a “major challenge” or “huge issue” and 50 percent listed it as their 
single biggest challenge. Funding for capital expenditures and construction of new facilities was 
also important: 52 percent listed this issue as a “major challenge” or “huge issue.”  In written 
responses on the questionnaire, several directors mentioned the problem of “deferred 
maintenance” and costs associated with replacement of aging infrastructure. Funding for park 
programs was also cited as important. Although the graph makes clear that funding concerns 
loom large, for some cities, it is clear that other issues are front and center. For example, those 
cities that reported lack of acreage or suitable sites for new parks emphasized the severity of the 

                                                 
15 The exceptions are the CDBG program, the Department of Transportation’s Recreational Trails program, and 
some parts of the Transportation Enhancements program (Maher 2009). Funding for federal programs compiled by 
RFF; details from the author upon request. 
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problems they face with a highly developed land base and expensive properties. For public 
safety, some communities mentioned problems with gangs as a serious concern. 

Notable from the graph is the fact that almost no city park directors reported inadequate 
use of their parks and facilities. This is consistent with their responses to the “popularity trends” 
questions that we asked and reported on above and confirms discussions we had with many 
directors about the heavy use of many parks and recreation areas. 

Conclusions 

In this backgrounder, I have summarized available information on local park and 
recreation resources, reported on trends in local park funding and sources of funding, and 
described results of an RFF survey of urban park directors about popularity trends in their parks 
and challenges that they currently face.  

Data from the Trust for Public Land’s Center for City Park Excellence on 75 large to 
mid-sized cities show that the number of parks, types of facilities, and park acreage vary across 
cities. However, national data with spatial and other detail on local parks and open space are 
sorely lacking. In addition, park usership data at the national level are nonexistent. Some local 
park systems gather data of various kinds to measure use but these data are often limited in scope 
and are not comparable across cities. Park directors report increasing popularity of many parks 
and recreation areas in their communities and discussions with park directors suggest that use is 
high, but without good data it is hard to know whether the supply is meeting demand, what 
characteristics of park resources are most valued, and what gaps need filling. With advances in 
GIS technology, spatially detailed data could be available but local datasets need to be developed 
to take advantage of the technology. 
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Spending by local governments on parks and recreation has risen in real terms since 
1991. Nonetheless, our survey of park directors showed that adequate funding for operations and 
maintenance, park programs, capital expenditures, and land acquisition are significant 
challenges. Nonprofit park conservancies and other support groups are filling many gaps and 
reliance on volunteers is growing. However, further study of these trends is needed to take 
inventory of what is happening in communities, identify gaps, and document best practices.  

Local governments have also raised money by going directly to voters. Since the 1980s, 
there has been a sharp rise in the number of local referenda directed toward conservation, 
recreation, and open space. On average, these referenda are adopted about 75 percent of the time. 
The extent to which these referenda benefit local parks is not clear, however. Many of the 
programs target farmland preservation. 

 Finally, a number of innovative state programs have been adopted since the 1980s. Some 
states do more than others but the most active raise substantial amounts of money, a portion of 
which is usually shared with local governments. 

 This rise in state and local spending may be due to the sharp decline in federal 
government contributions since the late 1970s. The Land and Water Conservation Fund, which 
provides grants to states and local communities, has diminished in size and importance. Whether 
the financial resources now provided by state, local, and private nonprofit groups are adequate to 
support the needs of communities is unclear. Recent evidence suggests that close-to-home 
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recreation opportunities are growing in importance relative to more distant locations. Americans 
have more leisure time than in the 1980s, but that leisure time comes in smaller increments rather 
than large blocks (Godbey 2009). This makes it important for people to be able to get outdoors 
quickly and engage in activities that take less time. Local parks, open space, trails, and recreation 
areas help to meet this need. And because 80 percent of the U.S. population resides in urban 
areas, the local parks that seem to be most critical are those in cities and suburbs. Policymakers 
would benefit from a better understanding of the resources available and the needs across 
communities.  
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Bnllnm v]r rds ]rhcd ]r otakhb nodm ro]bd hm 0523)
entq xd]qr ]esdq sgd snvm�r entmchmf &Ehftqd 1(- Hsr
trd v]r tm]lahftntr9 ‘sgd Snvmd k]hc nts ] ok]bd
enq ] sq]xmhmf fidkc: ]mc vghbg dudq rhmbd ]mc mnv hr
trdc enq sg]s otqonrd) ]mc enq sgd eddchmf ne B]ssdkk–
&Mdvl]m) 0744) 0.(- Sgntfg hmsdmcdc ]r ] ok]bd
enq fq]yhmf khudrsnbj ]mc lhkhs]qx trd) Anrsnmh]mr

Adenqd O]qjr9 Otakhb K]mcrb]odr hm Rdudmsddmsg, ]mc Dhfgsddmsg,Bdmstqx Anrsnm) Mdv Wnqj) ]mc Oghk]cdkogh] 2
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qdftk]qkx trdc hs enq sgdhq nvm oq]bshb]k otqonrdr-
Enq dw]lokd) ltbg sn sgd bg]fqhm ne sgd rdkdbsldm)
qdrhcdmsr trdc sgd Bnllnm ]r ] rntqbd ne rnc) r]mc)
]mc rsnmdr ]mc ]r ] gntrdgnkc sq]rg ctlo- Ax 0555
sgd rdkdbsldm enqahc sgd ctlohmf ne rsnmdr) dmsq]hkr)
f]qa]fd) cd]c cnfr nq q]sr) nq ]mx nsgdq rshmjhmf
sghmf &Bhsx ne Anrsnm 0770) 20“21(- ? gtmcqdc
xd]qr k]sdq hm 0657) sgd rdkdbsldm vdqd rshkk dw]rodq,
]sdc sn mnsd sg]s ‘sgd B]qb]rdr ne rdudq]k Gnqrdr
vghbg g]ud chdc ne ] Bnms]fhntr chrnqcdq mnv oqdu,
]kdms g]ud addm b]qqhdc hmsn sgd Bnllnm ! nsgdq
o]qsr ne sgd Snvm ! kdes tmatqhdc)– ]mc sgdx cd,
bk]qdc sg]s sgd btkoqhsr vgn ‘kd]ud sgd cd]c Ancxr ne
Gnqrdr nq ]mx nsgdq Bqd]stqdr rn dwonrdc ]anud
Fqntmc) vhkk ad oqnrdbtsdc– &Bhsx ne Anrsnm) 0778)
172(- Anrsnmh]mr hfmnqdc sgdl- Sgd Bnllnm v]r
]krn ] ok]bd sn ]hq sgd adcchmf ]mc bknsghmf ne sgnrd
vgn g]c chdc eqnl rl]kkonw ctqhmf nmd ne sgd
snvm�r l]mx dohcdlhbr &Bhsx ne Anrsnm 0770) 008()
]mc sgntfg sgd f]kknvr vdqd nm sgd dcfd ne snvm)

bqhlhm]kr vdqd nbb]rhnm]kkx gtmf ]s sgd anssnl ne
sgd Bnllnm &Bhsx ne Anrsnm) 0785) 27: ‘Mdvr
eqnl Dtqnod)– 0678(-

Sgd Bnllnm ]krn rdqudc ]r ] rhsd enq hmenql]k
rnbh]khyhmf ]mc qdbqd]shnm- Ingm Inrrdkxm uhrhsdc Anr,
snm hm sgd 055.r ]mc nardqudc sg]s9

Nm sgd Rntsg sgdqd hr ] rl]kk) ats okd]r]ms
Bnllnm vgdqd sgd F]kk]msr ] khsskd adenqd Rtm,
rds v]kj vhsg sgdhq L]ql]kds,L]c]lr) ]r vd cn
hm Lnqdfidkcr) !b- shkk sgd mhmd ] bknbj Adkk qhmfr
sgdl gnld sn sgdhq qdrodbshud g]ahs]shnmr) vgdm
oqdrdmskx sgd Bnmrs]akdr v]kj sgdhq qntmcr sn rdd
fnnc nqcdqr jdos) ]mc sn s]jd to knnrd odnokd-
&Inrrdkxm) 0563) 051(0

Sgd fiqrs qnv ne dkl sqddr v]r ok]msdc nm sgd
]klnrs sqddkdrr Bnllnm ax Inm]sg]m Vhkkh]lr hm
0614- ? rdbnmc qnv v]r ]ccdc hm 0623 &Bhsx ne
Anrsnm) 0772) 081: 0774) 64) 67() ]mc ax 063. sgd

Ehetqd .
Sgd rsqddsr vdqd rnld ne sgd lnrs bnllnm otakhb ro]bdr trdc ax qdrhcdmsr hm dhfgsddmsg,bdmstqx bhshdr- Sgd :bbhcdms hm JnlaYqc
Rsqdds& OghkYcdkoghY ax Bg]qkdr Vhkkrnm Od]kd) 0676- Hl]fd bntqsdrx ne sgd Khaq]qx ne Bnmfqdrr) Oqhmsr " Ognsnfq]ogr Chuhrhnm
ZKB,TRY61,102[-

3 K]mcrb]od Intqm]k 3/91
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lncdrs ]kkzd v]r qdbnfmhy]akd ]r ] l]kk adb]trd hs
v]r cdrbqhadc ax ] uhrhsnq9

Vg]s sgdx b]kk sgd L]kk hr ] v]kj nm ] fimd fqddm
Bnllnm ]cinhmhmf sn sgd rntsg,vdrs rhcd ne sgd
snvm- Hs hr md]q g]ke ] lhkd nudq) vhsg svn qnvr
ne xntmf sqddr ok]msdc noonrhsd sn d]bg nsgdq)
vhsg ] fimd ennsv]x adsvddm) hm hlhs]shnm ne Rs-
I]ldr�r O]qj- &Admmdss) 0751) 014(

Rsqnkkhmf hm sgd l]kk adb]ld ] bnllnm ]bshuhsx
enq uhrhsnqr ]mc qdrhcdmsr &L]rr]bgtrdssr Ghrsnqhb]k
Rnbhdsx) 0762) 50“55() ]mc ]ksgntfg sgd Bnllnm
v]r rshkk qdftk]qkx trdc enq fq]yhmf ]mc lhkhs]qx dwdq,
bhrdr) ]r hs v]r fq]ct]kkx edmbdc hm ]mc lnqd sqddr
vdqd ok]msdc) hs v]r hmbqd]rhmfkx trdc enq okd]rtqd
]mc qdbqd]shnm &Ehftqd 2(- Gnqrd, ]mc b]qqh]fd,qhchmf

adb]ld bnllnm) ]mc Anrsnmh]mr ok]xdc ronqsr)
hmbktchmf sgd onotk]q ats c]mfdqntr f]ld b]kkdc
‘sgqnvhmf sgd knmf atkkds– &Gnkkhl]m) 0864) 72“

74(-1 Sgntfg dmsdqs]hmldms v]r eqnvmdc nm ax sgd
knb]k bkdqfx) sgd Bnllnm v]r trdc enq rgnvr rtbg
]r ed]sr ne gnqrdl]mrgho ax uhrhshmf dmsdqs]hmdqr
]r vdkk ]r dwghahshnmr) hmbktchmf ] b]ldk &oqna]akx
] lnnrd(- Hm 0685) odqlhrrhnm v]r fq]msdc sn
Vhkkh]l Ak]msnm sn dwghahs ] b]ldq] narbtq] hm sgd
Bnllnm) vghbg b]trdc fqd]s dwbhsdldms &‘Sgdqd sn
ad rddm - - - )–) 0626: ‘Sgd B]ldkk hr - - - )– 0637:
Bhsx ne Anrsnm) 0775) 114: 0785) 177(- Sgd Bnl,
lnm v]r sgd rhsd enq uhrhshmf oqd]bgdqr rtbg ]r
Fdnqfd Vghsdfidkc hm sgd 063.r adb]trd sgdqd v]r mn
athkchmf k]qfd dmntfg enq sgd dmnqlntr bqnvcr sg]s
b]ld sn khrsdm &‘Anrsnm) Rdosdladq 11)– 063.:
‘Anrsnm- K]rs Sgtqrc]x- - - - )– 063.: ‘Anrsnm)

Ehetqd 1
Nqhfhm]kkx knb]sdc nm sgd ntsrjhqsr ne snvm) sgd Bnllnm v]r Anrsnm�r l]hm nodm otakhb ro]bd- Sgd snvm ne Anrsnm hm Mdv DmfkYmc ax
BYos- Ingm Anmmdq& 0611- L]o qdoqnctbshnm bntqsdrx ne sgd Mnql]m A- Kdudmsg]k L]o " Dctb]shnm Bdmsdq ]s sgd Anrsnm Otakhb Khaq]qx-

Adenqd O]qjr9 Otakhb K]mcrb]odr hm Rdudmsddmsg, ]mc Dhfgsddmsg,Bdmstqx Anrsnm) Mdv Wnqj) ]mc Oghk]cdkogh] 4
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Rdosdladq 18)– 063.: ‘K]rs Vddj sgd Qdu- Lq-
Vghsdfidkc Oqd]bgdc - - - )– 063.(-

Sgd Bnllnm v]r ]krn sgd rhsd enq sgd snvm�r
q]tbntr bdkdaq]shnmr- Enq dw]lokd) sgd bdkdaq]shnm
ne lhkhs]qx uhbsnqhdr rtbg ]r sgd e]kk ne Knthratqf hm
0634 vgdm sgd ‘sgd inx ne sgd odnokd jmdv mn
antmcr)– ld]ms anmfiqdr) ennc) ]mc cqhmj nm sgd
Bnllnm &Cd Vnked Gnvd) 080.) 16“17(- Nmd ne
sgd k]qfdrs bdkdaq]shnmr v]r gdkc hm 0655 vgdm sgd
qduhkdc Rs]lo ?bs v]r qdod]kdc) vghbg kdc ‘sn fqd]s
qdinhbhmf-– Hs v]r ]m dwsq]nqchm]qx dudms- Bgtqbg
adkkr q]mf) bnknqr vdqd chrok]xdc nm rghor) sgd snvm
v]r hkktlhm]sdc) ]mc sgd dklr nm sgd l]kk vdqd cdbn,
q]sdc vhsg k]msdqmr &Bhsx ne Anrsnm) 08.1) 0.(- Sgdqd

vdqd fiqdvnqjr) anmfiqdr) ]mc dudm ] sq]mro]qdmbx
nadkhrj cdrhfmdc ax O]tk Qdudqd)2 vghbg tmenqst,
m]sdkx b]tfgs fiqd nm sgd Bnllnm adenqd hs ]qqhudc
]s hsr fim]k cdrshm]shnm &Aqhfg]l) 0858) 15“20(-

Sgd sq]mrenql]shnm ne sgd g]qcrbq]aakd Bnl,
lnm hmsn ‘nmd ne sgd lnrs ohbstqdrptd ronsr hm sgd
Tmhsdc Rs]sdr– chc mns nbbtq tmshk sgd mhmdsddmsg bdm,
stqx) rotqqdc ax sgd 0684 bnmrsqtbshnm ne sgd mdv
Rs]sd Gntrd nm hsr mnqsgd]rsdqm dcfd &‘Lhrbdkk]mx)–
0708(- ?r ] rhfm ne sgd Bnllnm�r mdv qnkd) sgd
]klrgntrd ]mc i]hk nm hsr d]rsdqm dcfd lnudc sn ]m,
nsgdq o]qs ne sgd bhsx) ]mc sgd rsqdds v]r qdm]ldc
O]qj Rsqdds hm 07.2 &Bhsx ne Anrsnm) 080.) 246(-
Dudm sgntfg sgd Bnllnm v]r rknvkx adbnlhmf

Ehetqd 2
Sgd sqddkdrr Bnllnm dudmst]kkx g]c svn qnvr ne sqddr ok]msdc hm 0614 ]mc 0623 sg]s bqd]sdc ] l]kk enq oqnldm]chmf- Ingm G]mbnbj
v]r fhudm odqlhrrhnm sn ok]ms ] qnv ne khld sqddr hm eqnms ne ghr gntrd nm sgd e]q rhcd ne sgd Bnllnm hm 0643- Sgd bdmsdq ne sgd
Bnllnm v]r jdos nodm enq lhkhs]qx dwdqbhrdr ]mc fq]yhmf- : Oqnrodbshud Uhdv ne OYqs ne sgd Bnllnm &Bgqhrsh]m Pdlhbj) 0657(- 08/1
dmfq]uhmf ax Rhcmdx K- Rlhsg ]esdq Pdlhbj�r 0657 v]sdqbnknq- Hl]fd bntqsdrx ne sgd Lhqh]l ]mc Hq] C- V]kk]bg Chuhrhnm ne ?qs) Oqhmsr
]mc Ognsnfq]ogr9 Oqhms Bnkkdbshnm) Sgd Mdv Wnqj Otakhb Khaq]qx- Pdsqhdudc eqnl gsso9..chfhs]kbnkkdbshnmr-mxok-nqf.hsdlr.40/c36c8
,6]c8,]2c8,d/3/,d//]07/53]88-
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EXHIBIT 67 
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PLACE

Boston Common
Boston National Historical Park, Boston African American National Historic Site

View of the Water Celebration, on Boston Common, October 25th 1848.
Lithograph by P. Hyman and David Bigelow. Public Domain.

 Quick Facts

 National Park Service  MENU

LOCATION:  148 Tremont St., Boston, MA

SIGNIFICANCE:  

Considered the oldest public park in the United States, Boston Common played an important role in the

history of conservation, landscape architecture, military and political history, and recreation in

Massachusetts.

DESIGNATION:  National Historic Landmark; Freedom Trail Site

MANAGED BY:  City of Boston Parks & Recreation
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Considered the oldest public park in the United States, Boston Common played an important role in the

history of conservation, landscape architecture, military and political history, and recreation in Massachusetts.

The Common and the adjoining Public Garden are among the greatest amenities and most visited outdoor

public spaces in Boston. The history of the Common's use by the city illuminates the conservation movement

in Massachusetts and mirrors similar models carried out by American conservationists throughout the nation.

In 1634, the townspeople of Boston voted to tax each household six schillings for the purchase of William

Blackstone's farm to be used as a community common. The newly established Common served a

combination of public, military, agricultural, and recreational purposes. In the 1600s and 1700s, companies

from Boston and surrounding communities performed military training on the Common. During the winter of

1775 and 1776, British soldiers installed artillery entrenchments on the Common, and a garrison of 1,700

soldiers remained encamped there. Other early public uses of the Common included public hangings and

whippings. The Common also served agricultural purposes. The Common was a pasture for cattle from the

time of its creation through the early decades of the 1800s. As an early example of "utilitarian" conservation,

regulations protected the land from overgrazing by restricting the number of cattle each family could graze on

the Common.

There were also indications the Common was a place for recreation as early as the 1660s. John Josselyn

wrote about men and women of Boston enjoying evening strolls on the Common: "On the South there is a

small, but pleasant Common where the Gallants a little before Sun-set walk with their Marmalet-Madams…till

the nine a clock Bell rings them home to their respective habitations, when presently the Constables walk their

rounds to see good orders kept, and to take up loose people."

Children enjoyed the Common, too, wading in the Frog Pond in summer, and skating and sledding in the

winter. Gradually recreational activities began to dominate the Common. The changes in land use mirrored

changes in landscape design. The first wide, tree-lined mall added along Tremont Street in 1722 is one

reflection of these changes. As the city grew, livestock grazing was further and further restricted, with cows

forbidden altogether in 1830 and pasture fences removed in 1836.

In the 1800s as the Urban Parks Movement gained momentum, the Common began to acquire monuments,

fountains, and artwork. Erected in 1897, the most famous of these memorials honors Colonel Robert Gould

Shaw and the 54th Massachusetts Infantry, a celebrated regiment of free Black soldiers who fought in the

American Civil War. Distinguished sculptor Augustus St. Gaudens was the designer and McKim, Mead, and

White were the architects of the memorial. The 50-acre Common today is remarkably intact, due to the

continued vigilance of local citizens. In the 1890s, a proposal to build a trolley line across the Common caused

great public opposition that forced the examination of other transportation options, and in 1895, Boston

installed the first subway in the United States. The first subway station, the Tremont Street Subway, still exists

today bordering the Common along Tremont Street.

Since its inception, activities held on the Common stretched beyond relaxation and recreation to include public

assembly. George Washington, John Adams, and General Lafayette celebrated our nation's independence in

this space. In the 1800s, abolitionists strove to abolish slavery and the United States Army recruited soldiers

to fight in the Civil War. During the fight for the 19th Amendment, women suffragists drew crowds at open-air
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meetings and rallies. In the 1900s, Charles Lindbergh spoke to crowds on the Common about the future of

commercial aviation. Anti-Vietnam and Civil Rights rallies, including one led by Martin Luther King Jr., took

place on the Common. Today, Bostonians still gather on the Common to protest grievances and promote new

ideas.

Used, enjoyed, and largely protected by generations, the Boston Common exemplifies the spirit of public

conservation in Massachusetts and the trend in American cities to preserve nature within growing urban

areas. Today visitors can enjoy ball fields, a tot lot, and the Frog Pond where the public skates in winter and

children frolic in the summer. Other additions to the Common over time include a large underground parking

garage and tennis courts. Despite these changes, the Common still retains its original function for the people

of Boston: a relaxing open space in a congested city. Boston Common is one of the nine parks that are part of

the Emerald Necklace, a 1,100-acre chain of parks linked by parkways.

Boston Common was added to the National Register of Historic Places on July 12, 1972. Read the full

nomination at the National Archives (learn more about the National Register of Historic Places program).

It was designated a National Historic Landmark on February 27, 1987 (learn more about the National Historic

Landmark program).

You can learn more about Boston Common in the Teaching with Historic Places lesson plan, The Emerald
Necklace: Boston's Green Connection.

To discover more Massachusetts history and culture, visit the Massachusetts Conservation Travel Itinerary
website.

Arnold Arboretum 
PLACE

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
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Series: Stories of Massachusetts Conservation 
ARTICLE

Boston Public Garden 
PLACE

Fruitlands Museum Historic District 
PLACE
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Revere Beach Reservation Historic District 
PLACE

Massachusetts: William Monroe Trotter House 
PLACE

boston national historical park  boston african american national historic site  

massachusetts  national register of historic places  national historic landmark district  

 TAGS
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reference number 72000144  listed 07/12/1972  designated 02/27/1987  

massachusetts conservation  conservation history  boston  massachusetts history

conservation  conservation and recreation  

discover our shared heritage travel itineraries  heritage travel itineraries  

national historic landmark  nhl  freedom trail  suffrage map  siege of boston

Last updated: January 8, 2023

Was this page helpful?

Yes 

No 
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Subscribe (/newsgroup/lists/?p=subscribe&id=1) to the Parks History email newsletter to
receive notification of new thematic pages as they are published.

The Earliest New York City Parks
The Department of Parks & Recreation has a long history of serving the public with clean and safe
spaces to relax and recreate, but parks and open spaces existed in New York long before the first
"Department of Public Parks" was established in 1870. The earliest parks date to the Dutch and
Colonial era, and parks before 1856 were maintained by the Mayor's office and street
commissioner. But as the city grew and open space diminished, it became important to reserve
open space for the city's citizenry. In 1856, a new era of park planning emerged when the Board
of Commissioners of Central Park was established to build that great landmark. The Board also
built parks in Harlem (Jackie Robinson, Marcus Garvey, Morningside and St. Nicholas Parks), and
in 1870, a Parks Department similar to what we have today was established to oversee all parks
in the city; that there was an entire city department for parks shows the importance of parks in the
late 19th century.

European Roots

The concept of the village green was common in Europe for centuries, and Europeans settlers
frequently built early American towns around a town green or commons area. When the Dutch
and later the English settled at the southern tip of Manhattan in the 17th century, a communal
pasture existed south of Collect Pond known as the "Vlackte" or "Flats" that was also used for
executions and the burial of paupers and slaves — a portion of this spot survives as City Hall
Park. In the early years of the Dutch West India Company enterprise in New Amsterdam, the area
now known as Bowling Green served as a market place and parade ground. The site survives
today, in continuous use for almost 400 years.

On April 27, 1686, Governor Thomas Dongan issued an early city charter that enumerated the
responsibilities of the Colonial government. The Dongan Charter of the City of New York officially
put all "waste, vacant, unpatented and unappropriated lands" for the first time in municipal care,
under the jurisdiction of the Common Council. These "unappropriated lands" included the outdoor
marketplaces and public commons that later became the first city parks. In addition to Bowling
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Green and City Hall Park, the Battery, at the southern tip of Manhattan, served as an open area
for the batteries of cannon that gave the park its name. The City's ownership of all these parks is
traced back to the Dongan Charter.

Gathering Grounds

These early parks were centers of early New York life. Bowling Green sits at the beginning of
Heere Staat, or High Street —now Broadway — the important trade route that extended north
through Manhattan and the Bronx. Broadway also runs by City Hall Park's western boundary. In
1765, New Yorkers protested the Stamp Act at City Hall Park, and a year later the first "Liberty
Pole," a commemorative mast topped by a vane featuring the word "liberty," was built by pro–
independence New Yorkers (a replica dating to 1921 now stands between City Hall and
Broadway, near its original location).

During the American Revolution (1776–1783) the British controlled New York and used a debtor's
prison on the site to hold Revolutionary prisoners of war, executing 250 of them on gallows
located behind barracks there. When the Declaration of Independence was read in City Hall Park
on July 9, 1776, a raucous crowd proceeded down Broadway to Bowling Green Park and toppled
the statue of George III, hacking it to pieces to be recast as musket balls. City Hall Park was
improved with trees and grass after 1784, and by 1803 the popular commons and gathering place
was referred to as "The Park."

New Yorkers continued to use City Hall Park for gatherings and events throughout the 19th
century, including public meetings after the declaration of the Mexican–American War in 1846,
and a call to volunteers in 1862 to enlist in the Civil War (1861–1865). U.S. Presidents
(/sub_about/parks_history/presidents_in_parks/index.php) Andrew Jackson, Andrew Johnson,
Benjamin Harrison and Jimmy Carter all visited City Hall during their presidencies. And after
President Lincoln was assassinated, his funeral procession for New York residents originated at
City Hall.
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An Important Base

Located at the southern tip of Manhattan with ready access to the harbor and the Hudson River,
Battery Park is where the history of New York City began. The area's strategic location was
recognized by Native Americans and Dutch settlers, who called it Capske Hook (from Kapsee, an
Indian term for rocky ledge). Near this point, the colonists of the Dutch West India Company
began the settlement of New Amsterdam in 1625. Both the Dutch and English used the site for
military installations to defend the island in New York's early years. Battery Park's promenade and
view of the harbor made it a popular place for New Yorkers to visit in the early 18th century, and,
over time, the harbor was filled in to give parkgoers more room. (In 2005, work on the new South
Ferry subway station uncovered evidence of 18th century sea walls that will be preserved in some
capacity.) George Washington mentioned frequent walks "round the Battery" in the diaries he kept
during his time in New York at the beginning of the new republic.

In the 19th century, the circular fort known as Castle Clinton was converted to a setting for
countless receptions, demonstrations, and performances. U.S. Presidents were feted at "Castle
Garden," among them John Tyler, James K. Polk, Franklin Pierce, and Andrew Jackson (as well
as his vice president Martin Van Buren, who would go on to become president). The Marquis de
Lafayette was welcomed there in 1824 and Hungarian patriot Lajos Kossuth visited in 1851.
Inventor Samuel F.B. Morse demonstrated his "wireless telegraph" at Castle Garden in 1842.
From 1855 to 1890, the building was used as the federal immigration center for the east coast,
processing approximately eight million immigrants.

Bowling Green Park became more of an "official" park — perhaps the first city park — when it was
established by the Common Council on March 12, 1733 (2008 marks its 355th anniversary).
Bowling Green was an early public-private partnership — it was leased at an annual rent of one
peppercorn to John Chambers, Peter Bayard, and Peter Jay, who were responsible for improving
the park with grass, trees, and a wooden fence "for the Beauty and Ornament of the Said Street
as well as for the Recreation & Delight of the Inhabitants of this City." A gilded lead statue of
George III, commissioned by grateful New York City merchants after the repeal of the Stamp Act,
was the first statue in a city park when it was erected in the center of Bowling Green Park in 1770.
In 1771, a wrought iron fence was erected around the irregular oval of the Bowling Green to
protect the park and its royal monument; the fence survives and is a designated New York City
Landmark.
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Transformed Space

Many open spaces we now know as parks were originally used for other purposes. Property along
Minetta Brook in Greenwich Village was acquired by the city in 1797 for a potter's field. In 1823,
the cemetery was closed, and the area was declared a public square known as Washington
Parade Ground, or Washington Square. Bryant Park was once a reservoir until it opened officially
in 1847. And Madison Square Park was officially opened in 1847, only after the demolition of the
state arsenal (constructed there in 1806) was completed. Another early Manhattan park, Beach
Street Park at the intersection of Beach, Walker, and Chapel (now West Broadway), was
purchased by the city in 1810. Jackson Square Park is another one of New York City's oldest
parks. The park is situated along Greenwich Avenue, the oldest known road in Greenwich Village.
This plaza consists of two parcels of land, each with a distinct origin and history of uses.
Elsewhere in Manhattan, Coenties Slip (Vietnam Veterans Plaza) first served as boat slip, and
then open space after it was filled in 1835.

Buying and Building
Stuyvesant Square, which opened as a public park in 1850, has a
direct link to New York's early history. In 1836, Peter Gerard
Stuyvesant and his wife Helen Rutherford reserved four acres of
the family farm and sold it for five dollars to the City of New York
as a public park. The Stuyvesant family farm dated to the 1660s
when Stuyvesant's relative Peter Stuyvesant — the last Dutch
Director–General of the colony of New Netherland — established
it in the wilderness beyond the village on the tip of the island.
Today, Stuyvesant Square is nestled in the middle of busy
Manhattan, open space for the entire history of the city, and
visitors to the site experience a direct link to the island's past.
(New Netherland Director–General Stuyvesant is commemorated
at the site with a bronze sculpture.)

The first public space acquired by the City specifically for use as a
public park was Duane Park, located at Hudson and Duane
Streets in Manhattan. Trinity Church sold the triangle of land to the
City for five dollars in 1797, on the condition that it be fenced and
landscaped "as promotive of health and recreation."
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The Commissioners' Plan of 1811, which mapped out the streets of Manhattan, designated
several spots as open space, including Union Square, Tompkins Square Park, Madison Square
Park and Marcus Garvey Parks; in general, early plans allotted more space for these sites than
what was finally built. Also, some parks that once existed were eventually eliminated. One, an
ornate and elegant square known as Hudson Square or St. John's Park, appeared on Manhattan
maps as early as 1797 and existed at what is now the southern exit of the Holland Tunnel until the
City sold the land to Cornelius Vanderbilt, who built the Hudson River Railroad Freight Depot there
in 1867.

The Village of Brooklyn was incorporated as a city in 1834, which gave it increased powers to lay
out squares and parks. The first park in Brooklyn was "City Park," now known as Commodore
Barry Park, established in 1836. By 1839, a board of commissioners had presented a city plan
with 11 planned parks and squares including Washington (Fort Greene) and Tompkins (Von King)
Parks. Although not a city park, the Green–Wood Cemetery, which opened in 1840, provided the
public 478 landscaped acres and 20 miles of pedestrian paths. The cemetery introduced the
public to the amenities of the landscaped "pleasure ground," and led in part to the creation of
Prospect Park. Carroll Park in Carroll Gardens is another early Brooklyn site; its origins date to the
1840s when it was established as a private community garden after much of the neighborhood
(which now comprises the Carroll Gardens Historical District) was laid out by surveyor Richard
Butt. The land was acquired for use as a public park by the City of Brooklyn in 1853.

Fort Greene Park had been the site of military installations from the days of the Revolutionary
War. After the War of 1812, locals enjoyed visiting the grounds of the old fort for recreation and
relaxation. Fort Greene Park was established by the City of Brooklyn in 1847, successfully
concluding a long struggle led by Walt Whitman, editor of the Brooklyn Eagle, for more parks in
Brooklyn. Tompkins Park, originally named for New York Governor and U.S. Vice President Daniel
D. Tompkins, was acquired by the City of Brooklyn in 1857.

The population of Brooklyn had risen from 48,000 in 1840 to almost 280,000 in 1859. For years,
Brooklynites had wanted more parks to relieve what Walt Whitman had described as the
"swarmingness of the population." In 1859, the State Legislature appointed a Brooklyn Board of
Park Commissioners who, a year later, proposed a site for Prospect Park. In 1865, Olmsted and
Vaux were hired to design the park and supervise its construction. Partly because Olmsted and
Vaux were able to define the park's size, shape, and location more completely in this second
major commission, Prospect Park has often been cited as the purest example of their art.

In Queens, the oldest parks are Daniel Carter Beard Memorial Square (known as Flushing Park
until 1942), which was acquired by the town of Flushing in 1875, and Wayanda Park, which was
acquired by the town of Jamaica in 1844. Wayanda Park, named for the Native American word for
"The Place of Happy Hearts," was once used as a burial ground or potter's field.

The first public space acquired by the City specifically for use as a public park was Duane Park,
located at Hudson and Duane Streets in Manhattan. Trinity Church sold the triangle of land to the
City for five dollars in 1797, on the condition that it be fenced and landscaped "as promotive of
health and recreation." The Commissioners' Plan of 1811, which mapped out the streets of
Manhattan, designated several spots as open space, including Union Square, Tompkins Square
Park, Madison Square Park and Marcus Garvey Park; in general, early plans allotted more space
for these sites than what was finally built. Also, some parks that once existed were eventually
eliminated. One, an ornate and elegant square known as Hudson Square or St. John's Park,
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appeared on Manhattan maps as early as 1797 and existed at what is now the southern exit of
the Holland Tunnel until the City sold the land to Cornelius Vanderbilt, who built the Hudson River
Railroad Freight Depot there in 1867.

The Village of Brooklyn was incorporated as a city in 1834, which gave it increased powers to lay
out squares and parks. The first park in Brooklyn was "City Park," now known as Commodore
Barry Park, established in 1836. By 1839, a board of commissioners had presented a city plan
with 11 planned parks and squares including Washington (Fort Greene) and Tompkins (Von King)
Parks. Although not a city park, the Green–Wood Cemetery, which opened in 1840, provided the
public 478 landscaped acres and 20 miles of pedestrian paths. The cemetery introduced the
public to the amenities of the landscaped "pleasure ground," and led in part to the creation of
Prospect Park. Carroll Park in Carroll Gardens is another early Brooklyn site; its origins date to the
1840s when it was established as a private community garden after much of the neighborhood
(which now comprises the Carroll Gardens Historical District) was laid out by surveyor Richard
Butt. The land was acquired for use as a public park by the City of Brooklyn in 1853.

Fort Greene Park had been the site of military installations from the days of the Revolutionary
War. After the War of 1812, locals enjoyed visiting the grounds of the old fort for recreation and
relaxation. Fort Greene Park was established by the City of Brooklyn in 1847, successfully
concluding a long struggle led by Walt Whitman, editor of the Brooklyn Eagle, for more parks in
Brooklyn. Tompkins Park, originally named for New York Governor and U.S. Vice President Daniel
D. Tompkins, was acquired by the City of Brooklyn in 1857.

The population of Brooklyn had risen from 48,000 in 1840 to almost 280,000 in 1859. For years,
Brooklynites had wanted more parks to relieve what Walt Whitman had described as the
"swarmingness of the population." In 1859, the State Legislature appointed a Brooklyn Board of
Park Commissioners who, a year later, proposed a site for Prospect Park. In 1865, Olmsted and
Vaux were hired to design the park and supervise its construction. Partly because Olmsted and
Vaux were able to define the park's size, shape, and location more completely in this second
major commission, Prospect Park has often been cited as the purest example of their art.

In Queens, the oldest parks are Daniel Carter Beard Memorial Square (known as Flushing Park
until 1942), which was acquired by the town of Flushing in 1875, and Wayanda Park, which was
acquired by the town of Jamaica in 1844. Wayanda Park, named for the Native American word for
"The Place of Happy Hearts," was once used as a burial ground or potter's field.
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The Bronx Brooklyn Manhattan Queens Staten Island

Bronx Park, 1888
(/sub_your_park/historical_signs/hs_historical_sign.php?
id=8772)

Claremont Park, 1888
(/sub_your_park/historical_signs/hs_historical_sign.php?
id=6292)

Crotona Park, 1888
(/sub_your_park/historical_signs/hs_historical_sign.php?
id=11153)

St. Mary's Park, 1888
(/sub_your_park/historical_signs/hs_historical_sign.php?
id=233)

Van Cortlandt Park, 1888
(/sub_your_park/historical_signs/hs_historical_sign.php?
id=8177)

Pelham Bay Park, 1888
(/sub_your_park/historical_signs/hs_historical_sign.php?
id=11648)

The oldest park on Staten Island is Veterans Park in Port Richmond, which was laid out in 1836
as Port Richmond Park when Port Richmond's village streets were mapped and the site
designated as the village green.

The earliest parks in the Bronx are more recent, owing to the borough's later development. The
Bronx parks are important, however, in that they comprise a total park system, as opposed to the
haphazard way parks took shape in early Manhattan. In 1881, John Mullaly (honored by Mullaly
Park in the Bronx), formed the city's first open–space advocacy organization, the New York Park
Association, to advocate for the acquisition of nearly 4,000 acres above the Harlem River. The
Association helped secure State legislation in 1883 to establish six large parks and three broad
parkways. On December 12, 1888, Bronx, Claremont, Crotona, St. Mary's, Van Cortlandt and
Pelham Bay Parks, as well as Crotona, Mosholu and Bronx-Pelham Parkways, were vested to the
City of New York, quintupling the City's green space overnight.

Related Information
Before They Were Parks (/sub_about/parks_history/before_parks.html) Online Historic Tour
(/sub_about/parks_history/historic_tour/historic_tour.html) Presidents in Parks
(/sub_about/parks_history/presidents_in_parks/index.php)
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Photographed By Larry Gertner, January 2009

1. Duane Park Marker

HMdb.org THE HISTORICAL
MARKER DATABASE “Bite-Size Bits of Local, National, and Global History”

Tribeca in Manhattan in New York County, New York — The American Northeast (Mid-Atlantic)

Duane Park

Origins

Inscription. 

Duane Park

Origins

Duane Park was the first open space acquired by the

City of New York specifically for use as a public park. It

is located on Duane Street, which was named for

James Duane, New York’s first mayor (1784-89) after

the American Revolution.

The park is the last remnant of Greensward of the

Annetje Jans farm granted in 1636 by Governor

Woulter van Twiller to Roeloff and Annetje Jans. After

the death of Roeloff Jans, his widow married the

Reverend Everardus Bogardus, second minister of the

Dutch Church of New Amsterdam, and the farm

became known as the Dominie’s Bouwery, of the

Minister’s Farm.

It was sold in 1670 to the English governor, Sir Francis

Lovelace, but was later confiscated by the Duke of

York and deeded in 1795 to Trinity Church.

This triangle was purchased from Trinity Church by the City of New York in 1797 for the sum of

five dollars, to be used as a park for the public

Gardens planted and maintained by Friends of Duane Park

To find out about us or to volunteer, visit www.duanepark.org

Topics. This historical marker is listed in these topic lists: Colonial Era • Parks &

Recreational Areas. A significant historical year for this entry is 1636.

Jan. 8, 2024
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Click or scan to see
this page online

m=113982

Location. 40° 43.031′ N, 74° 0.563′ W. Marker is in Manhattan, New York,

in New York County. It is in Tribeca. Marker is at the intersection of Duane

Street and Duane Street when traveling north on Duane Street. The park is at

a triangle bounded by Hudson, Duane and Staples Streets. Touch for map.

Marker is in this post office area: New York NY 10013, United States of

America. Touch for directions.

Other nearby markers. At least 8 other markers are within walking distance of this

marker. A different marker also named Duane Park (here, next to this marker); James Bogardus

Viewing Garden (about 400 feet away, measured in a direct line); Headquarters (about 400 feet

away); James Bogardus Triangle (about 500 feet away); New York Mercantile Exchange (about

600 feet away); 31 Harrison Street (about 700 feet away); Icarus (about 700 feet away); Finn

Square (approx. 0.2 miles away). Touch for a list and map of all markers in Manhattan.

Photographed By Larry Gertner, November 2009

2. Duane Park from Staple Street

Photographed By Larry Gertner, November 2009

3. New Yorkp City Parks & Recreation
Department marker

Standard style marker at NYC parks.

Credits. This page was last revised on January 31, 2023. It was originally submitted on

February 11, 2018, by Larry Gertner of New York, New York. This page has been viewed 187

times since then and 5 times this year. Photos: 1, 2, 3. submitted on February 11, 2018, by Larry

Gertner of New York, New York. • Bill Pfingsten was the editor who published this page.

Copyright © 2006–2024, Some rights reserved.
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A B O U T  T H E

MUSEUM

About Us

The South Carolina Lowcountry has always been home to a cast of eclectic,
unconventional characters - scholars, scientists, scribes, and socialites, revolutionaries
and world travelers, collectors, curators. They have been lovers of the established and
experimental, the rare, beautiful, odd and unusual. Our history is a blend of beauty and
pain, grace and war, great storms and calm seas.

We are a melting pot of cultures and customs, remade with each changing tide. We are
writers of a never-ending story that asks life's most essential question: Who are we?

The search for the answer is our reason for being. So, we dig into attics and archives. We
pore over ancient artifacts, journals, and albums. We study, document, preserve, interpret,
and share.

We do it for the electric joy of discovery. The stories and humanity revealed. But perhaps
even more, we do it for what it inspires within us. The thoughts that ask us to rethink our
past and our place in the world. The thoughts that spark a conversation not just about
who we were, but who we are - and who we can be.

We are all a story. And our story starts here.

Convert web pages and HTML files to PDF in your applications with the Pdfcrowd HTML to PDF API Printed with Pdfcrowd.com
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Mission Statement

To educate Charleston area residents and visitors about the natural and cultural history of
the South Carolina Lowcountry through collections, exhibitions, preservation,
conservation, research and related programming.

History

Founded in 1773 and commonly regarded as “America’s First Museum,” The Charleston
Museum is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, accredited by the American Alliance of
Museums.

Inspired in part by the creation of the British Museum, the Museum was established by
the Charleston Library Society on the eve of the American Revolution and its early history
was characterized by association with distinguished South Carolinians and scientific
figures including Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, Thomas Heyward, Jr., Reverend John
Bachman and John J. Audubon.

The Museum continued to develop prominent collections of ethnological and zoological
specimens, which Harvard scientist Louis Aggasiz declared in 1852 to be among the finest
in America. Operations were temporarily suspended due to the Civil War, but began again
shortly afterward. Progressively acquired since the late 18th century, the Museum's
collections now represent the most comprehensive assemblage of South Carolina
materials in the nation. Focusing on the South Carolina Lowcountry, modern collecting
emphases include natural history, historical material culture and both documentary and
photographic resources.

Convert web pages and HTML files to PDF in your applications with the Pdfcrowd HTML to PDF API Printed with Pdfcrowd.com
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The Early Days

Becoming Americans
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Natural History

Kidstory
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True to the spirit of its past, PEM is dedicated to
creating a museum experience that celebrates art
and the world in which it was made.

A B O U T

Museum History
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Stay up to date.

The roots of the Peabody Essex Museum date to the 1799 founding of the East India

Marine Society, an organization of Salem ship captains and supercargoes who had

sailed near or beyond either the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn. The society’s

bylaws included a provision for the establishment of a cabinet of “natural and arti�cial

curiosities,” which we would now call a museum. Society members came back to Salem

with a diverse collection of objects from the Paci�c Northwest, Asia, Africa, Oceania,

India and elsewhere. By 1825, the society had moved into its own building, East India

Marine Hall.

In the late 1860s, the Essex Institute re�ned its mission to the collection and

presentation of regional art, history and architecture. In so doing, it transferred its

natural history and ethnological collections to the East India Marine Society’s

descendent organization, the Peabody Academy of Science (the “Peabody”). In turn,

the Peabody, renamed for its benefactor, the philanthropist George Peabody,

transferred its historical collections to the Essex.

In the early 20th century, the Peabody Academy of Science changed its name to the

Peabody Museum of Salem and continued to focus on collecting international art and

culture. Capitalizing on growing interest in early American architecture and historic

preservation, the Essex Institute acquired many important historic houses and was at

the forefront of historical interpretation.

With their physical proximity, closely connected boards and overlapping collections,

the possibility of consolidating the Essex and the Peabody had been discussed over

the years. After in-depth studies showed the bene�ts of such a merger, the

consolidation of these two organizations into the new PEM was con�rmed in July

1992.

True to the spirit of its past, PEM is dedicated to creating a museum experience that

celebrates art and the world in which it was made. By presenting art and culture in

new ways, by linking past and present and by embracing artistic and cultural

achievements worldwide, the museum offers unique opportunities to explore a

multilayered and interconnected world of creative expression. It has the distinction of

being the oldest continuously operating and collecting museum in the United States.
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Enter your email to sign up for our newsletter.
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History - The Peale
thepeale.org/history/

Our History

The Peale is Baltimore’s Community Museum.

Renovations 2017-2022
Historic Garden

A History of Firsts

The Peale was the first museum that was purposefully built in the United States. It was commissioned in
1813 by Rembrandt Peale, a member of the first family of American artists and museum pioneers. Through
the Peale family’s explorations, scientific investigations, and museum displays, they also contributed greatly
to the new nation’s understanding of science, technology, and natural history. Check out a 5-minute history of
the Peale, created by our friends at Baltimore Heritage.

We’re working on more detailed histories of the Peale!
 Please come back soon to check for new information.
 OR, feel free to reach out to us! Email: online@ThePealeCenter.org.

1814-1829

The Founding of the Peale

In 1813, Rembrandt hired Baltimore architect Robert Cary Long to design a museum. Long produced what
was essentially a Federal Period townhouse with a spacious rear gallery extension. Peale’s “Museum and
Gallery of the Fine Arts” opened in August 1814.

Coming Soon
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1830-1875

Baltimore's First City Hall

In April 1830, the Mayor and City Council bought Rembrandt Peale’s former museum property at public
auction. Under the direction of local architect William F. Small, the building was extensively altered to serve
as Baltimore’s first dedicated City Hall.

Coming Soon

1878-1887

Colored School No. 1

In 1878, the Peale underwent its second major renovation, becoming the Male and Female No. 1 Colored
Primary School. Over the next 11 years, the building housed a primary school, grammar school, and the
city’s first “Colored” high school. Learn more on our Smartify tour. 

Learn more

1887-1930
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Shops and Manufacturers

In the late 19th century, the Peale housed private businesses, including an organ factory, sign painting
company, machine shop, and bedspring factory—while continuing to be regularly condemned as unsafe. The
building was nearly demolished.

Coming Soon

A History of Gaslight at The Peale
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Rembrandt Peale Experiments with Gaslight

On November 29, 1814, Rembrandt Peale advertised in the Baltimore Daily Advertiser, an “Evening
Illumination and Peale’s Museum, and GALLERY OF THE FINE ARTS. TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS. In
announcing to the public the commencement of the Evening Illuminations on the plan adopted in
Philadelphia, the proprietor deems it proper to remark that in making no addition to the price of admission,
notwithstanding the increased expense, his renumeration must depend on the numbers whose leisure and
curiosity may thus be gratified . . . Admission to the whole 25 cents.” 

Learn More

1930-1997

Municipal Museum of the City of Baltimore

In 1929, as Baltimore prepared to celebrate the 200  anniversary of its founding, Mayor William F. Broening
announced his support for converting the aging landmark into a municipal museum.  The Municipal Museum
of the City of Baltimore opened to the public in October 1931 and remained open until 1997. It was known as
the Peale Museum.

Coming Soon!

1998-2017

A Vacant Landmark on Holliday Street

th
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During this period, the brick building on Holliday Street remained largely vacant. However, it soon saw new
life again. In 2005, the Friends of the Peale formed to explore various uses for the local historic landmark.
Later merging with another group, in 2012, the Friends created a new organization, the Peale Center for
Baltimore History and Architecture.

Coming Soon

2017-Present

The Peale, Baltimore's Community Museum

Between 2014 and 2018, the Peale raised money to install a new roof, make exterior repairs and begin
restoring the garden. Interior renovations began in 2019, culminating with the completion in 2022 of major
repairs to plasterwork, flooring, woodwork, and the installation of ramps and an elevator. 

Take the Tour

Peale Family

American Artists, Inventors, and Museum Innovators

The Peale family is considered the first family of American artists. The family’s patriarch Charles Willson
Peale (1741-1827) was a prominent 18th-century artist and patriot. Charles’ son Rembrandt was born in
1778 in Bucks County, PA. On August 15, 1814, he opened our museum, which has endured–in one form or
another–until this day.

Coming Soon
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Today, the Peale is a the 501 (c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit corporation that works in partnership with
Baltimore’s Department of General Services, which owns the building. The Peale is Baltimore’s community
museum, a center for Baltimore stories, and a cultural commons helping culture keepers and communities
share their authentic stories of the city both through live performance and online.
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About Us
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New-York Historical Society: Uncovering America's
History

Take a look back at New-York Historical's founding in 1804 and our ongoing mission
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to preserve America's history and uncover untold stories from our collective past.

The New-York Historical Society Museum

Our Museum presents exhibitions on subjects ranging from the

colonial era to the modern day and is home to some of the nation's

beloved historical collections—including Ti�any lamps, Hudson River

School paintings, and Audubon's Birds of America series.

Learn More ›
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Patricia D. Klingenstein Library

New-York Historical’s Patricia D. Klingenstein Library is one of the

oldest, most distinguished research libraries in the United States and

a vital center of research into the history of New York and the nation.

Learn More ›

DiMenna Children’s History Museum

The first history museum in the U.S. designed specifically for

children, we invite families to connect with our past, present, and

future through fun, meaningful exhibitions, collections, and programs.
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Learn More ›

Center for Women's History

The first of its kind in the nation within a major museum, the Center

presents exhibitions, initiatives, and programs that reveal the untold

stories of women who have shaped the American experience.

Learn More ›
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Public Programs

Join us for outstanding talks, conversations, film screenings, and

tours that showcase the nation's most eminent historians, writers,

and thinkers.

Learn More ›

Education

Our education department provides year-round dynamic

programming and curriculum resources for K�12 students and

teachers in New York and beyond.

Learn More ›
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New Wing

The New-York Historical Society announced a major expansion of our

longtime headquarters at 170 Central Park West.

Learn More
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History Responds
Our renowned collecting program that preserves history as it's happening

Learn More

President & CEO
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Louise Mirrer
President & CEO

Louise Mirrer joined the New-York Historical Society as President & CEO in June 2004.
Under her leadership, the institution has reinvigorated its commitment to greater public
understanding of history and its relevance today, the support and encouragement of

historical scholarship, and the education of young people. Mirrer holds a double Ph.D. from
Stanford, a graduate Diploma from Cambridge, and a BA magna cum laude from the
University of Pennsylvania. She is also an Honorary Fellow of Wolfson College, Cambridge. 
…

Read More
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Board of Trustees

OFFICERS

Agnes Hsu-Tang

Chair

Andrew H. Tisch

Executive Committee Chair,

Chair of the Chairman's

Council

John Monsky and Suzanne

F. Peck

Vice Chairs

Louise Mirrer

President & CEO

Russell Pennoyer

Treasurer

Monique Quinn

Assistant Treasurer, Chief

Financial O�cer

Freddy Taveras

Secretary, Executive Vice

President & General

Counsel

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Akhil Reed Amar*

Helen Appel

David Barboza*

Barry Barnett

Norman S. Benzaquen

Judith Roth Berkowitz

David Blight*

Ric Burns*

George Chauncey*

Lois Chiles

Daniel Cohen

Ravenel B. Curry III

Brian Daniels*

Elizabeth B. Dater

Barbara Knowles Debs

Joseph A. DiMenna

Niall Ferguson*
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Buzzy Geduld

Dorothy Tapper Goldman+

Annette Gordon-Reed*

James Grant*

Roger Hertog

Edward R. Hintz

Elie Hirschfeld

Michael Hormel

Agnes Hsu-Tang

Kenneth T. Jackson*

Brian Kane

David M. Kennedy*

Patricia Klingenstein+

Sidney Lapidus

Tarky Lombardi, Jr.

Sally Klingenstein Martell

Peter W. May

Jon Meacham*

Edna Greene Medford*

Louise Mirrer

John Monsky

Jonathan M. Moses

Khalil Gibran Muhammad*

Lawrence Neubauer

Suzanne F. Peck

Russell P. Pennoyer

Joel I. Picket

Robert Odawi Porter

(Seneca)*

Jean Margo Reid

Richard Reiss

Vicki Ruiz*

Thomas A. Saunders III+

Benno Schmidt*+

Bernard L. Schwartz

Michelle Smith+

Michael Solender

Gillian Steel

Sy Sternberg

Andrew H. Tisch

Ernest Tollerson

Bridget van Kralingen

Susan Waterfall

Michael R. Weisberg

Jane Weitzman

Byron R. Wien+

Keith H. Wo�ord

David W. Zalaznick

HONORARY TRUSTEES

William Beekman
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Betsy Cohn

Henry Louis Gates, Jr.

Nancy Newcomb

Eric Wallach

CHAIR EMERITI

Richard Gilder+

Roger Hertog

Nancy Newcomb

Pam B. Schafler

Miner Warner

*Denotes Scholar Trustee

+Deceased

Staff Directory

AUDIO & VISUAL
TECHNOLOGY

Luke Johnson

Director of Audio & Visual

Technology

Jessica Kowal

Audio Visual Manager

Ryan Lentini

AV Content Coordinator

Scott Tamucci

Audio Visual Associate

Perry Wolfman

Lead AV Technician

CENTER FOR WOMEN'S
HISTORY

Sarah Beese

Special Assistant to the

Senior Vice President &

Library Director

Keren Ben-Horin 

Curatorial Scholar in

Women's History

Anna Danziger Halperin

Associate Director, Center

for Women's History

Jeanne Gutierrez

Curatorial Scholar in

Women's History

Nicole Mahoney

Manager of Scholarly

Initiatives

COLLECTIONS
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Kenneth Bé

Museum Conservator

Emily Croll

Director of Collections and

Curatorial A�airs

Nanette Kuehn

Art Handler

Erin McFadden

Associate Registrar for

Traveling Exhibitions

Richard Miller

Manager of Art Handling

Melisa Santiago

Registrar for Exhibitions

Mark Schlemmer

Registrar for Collections

Robert Sorenson

Art Handler

Katharine Staelin

Museum Database

Administrator

Dorothy Teraberry

Registrar for Exhibitions

Andra McKeever

Museum Project Cataloguer

Kai Vierstra

Art Handler

Chelsea Wright

Assistant Registrar

CURATORIAL

Rebeccah Friedman 

Associate Curator for

History Exhibitions

Wendy Ikemoto

Vice President and Chief

Curator

Rebecca Klassen

Curator of Material Culture

Alexandra Krueger

Director of Museum

Administration

Allison Robinson

Associate Curator of

Exhibitions

Debra Schmidt-Bach

Curator of Decorative Arts

and Special Exhibitions

Saray Vazquez

Curatorial Assistant

Lily Wong

Curator of History

Exhibitions

DEVELOPMENT

Matthew Bregman

Senior Vice President for

Development

Trudy Chan

Associate Director of

Special Events
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Holly Greenfield 

Director of Major Gifts

Heather Isiminger

Senior Special Events

Manager 

Donju Min

Manager of Institutional

Giving Operations

Jeanne Nickelsburg

Director of Individual Giving

Barbara Perlov

Director of Institutional

Giving

Taylor Peterson

Capital Campaign Manager

Juliet Pizano

Special Events Assistant

Carol Radel

Database Manager

Karen Roshevsky

Director of Special Events

Kimberly Snow

Membership Coordinator

Carita Zimmerman 

Institutional Giving

Manager

DIMENNA CHILDREN'S
HISTORY MUSEUM

Jessica Bryant

Coordinator of Family

Programs

Shana Fung

Assistant Director, DiMenna

Children's History Museum

Marco Hermosillo

Family Programs Associate

Cheyney McKnight

Manager of Living History

Meagan Raker

Early Childhood Associate

Alice Stevenson

Vice President & Director of

the DiMenna Children's

History Museum

EDUCATION

Kelly Aliano

Manager of Education

Special Projects

Leah Charles-Edouard

Associate Director of

School Programs

Rachel Coons

Coordinator of Teen

Programs

Molly Depippo

Manager of Professional

Learning
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Rachel Ebersole

Manager of Teen Programs

Leslie Hayes

Vice President for

Education

Michael Hearn

Manager of School

Programs

Lycia Kougemitros 

School Programs Associate

Nayeli Leal

Community Outreach

Coordinator

Gabe Pacheco

Tang Academy for

American Democracy

Coordinator

Jenni Rein

Manager of the Tang

Academy for American

Democracy 

Samantha Rijkers

Senior Manager for the

Citizenship Project

Lynn Saltonstall

Manager of Professional

Learning

Allyson Schettino

Director of Curriculum &

Instruction

Elizabeth Scully

School Programs

Coordinator

David Silvernail

Professional Learning

Coordinator

Diane Tinsley

Education Bookkeeper

Kionah Tucker

Education and Internship

Coordinator

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

Stefanie Joseph 

Executive Assistant and

Trustee Liaison

Louise Mirrer

President and Chief

Executive O�cer

EXHIBITIONS

Marcela Gonzalez

Senior Graphic Designer

Kira Hwang

Art Director

Sofia Lin

Associate Designer

Claudia Lynn

Associate Designer
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Forrest Meyer

Senior Exhibition

Preparator

Gerhard Schlanzky

Creative Director &

Director of Exhibitions

Ivan Skrtic

Associate Graphic Designer

Shannon Spicer

Exhibition Preparator

Ivar Theorin

Production Manager

FINANCE

Arlene Barnard

Controller

Sarah Cordova

Payroll Manager

Barbarah Gelin

Accountant

Kiyana Namdar

Accounting Manager

Monique Quinn

Chief Financial O�cer

Rebecca Salamalay

Senior Accounts Payable

Specialist

HUMAN RESOURCES

Frank DiMaiolo

Vice President for Human

Resources

Tanya Hernandez

Human Resources

Coordinator

Shanice Williams

Human Resources Manager

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

Je�rey Burns

Technical Support

Specialist

Armando Lopez

Director of Information

Technology

Nina Nelken

Web Developer

Andrew Picinich

Help Desk Specialist

Asia Sewer

Lead Help Desk Specialist

Shamsudeen Yusif

AWS Cloud Administrator

LEGAL

Christina Bernstein

Administrative Coordinator
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Jessica Glasscock

Rights Clearance Specialist

Freddy Taveras

Executive Vice President &

General Counsel

MARKETING &
COMMUNICATIONS

Brienna Flewelling

Designer

Emily Haight

Director of Social Media

Marybeth Ihle

Director of Public Relations

Kevin Mehler

Website Manager

Kerrie Mitchell

Editorial Director

Seth Newcom

Director of Creative

Production

Kathleen O'Connor

Marketing Manager

Anna Belle Peevey

Digital Media Producer

MUSEUM STORE

Deborah Batcha

Sales Associate

Elizabeth Chen

E�Commerce Coordinator

April Connor 

Sales Associate

Alejandro Diosa

Museum Store Supervisor

Maxine Hirschbein

Sales Associate

Ernestine Louigarde

Sales Associate

Anthony Mulvey-Reyes

Sales Associate

Ione Saroyan

Director of Merchandise

Operations

Jon Weatherman

Supervisor of Merchandise

Operations

OPERATIONS

Rodrigo Catano

Project Construction

Accountant

Bryan Cordova

Maintenance Technician

Tony Cruz

Maintenance Technician
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Leonard Cuiman

Assistant Manager,

Operations

Jose Del Rio

Manager of Maintenance

Rafael Grullon

Maintenance Technician

Carl Jamison

Mail & Supply Coordinator

Yorkiris Jimenez 

Maintenance Technician

Ken Joseph

Assistant Engineer

Raquel Lucero

Housekeeper

Yashiris Moreta

Vice President for

Operations & Capital

Projects

Roy Moskowitz

Project Manager

Victor Perez

Maintenance Technician
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O n July 1, 1731, Benjamin Franklin and a number of his fellow 
members of the Junto drew up “Articles of Agreement” to 
found a library. The Junto was a discussion group of young men 

seeking social, economic, intellectual, and political advancement. When 
they foundered on a point of fact, they needed a printed authority to set-
tle the divergence of opinion. In colonial Pennsylvania at the time there 
were not many books. Standard English reference works were expensive 
and difficult to obtain. Franklin and his friends were mostly mechanics 
of moderate means. None alone could have afforded a representative li-
brary, nor, indeed, many imported books. By pooling their resources in 
pragmatic Franklinian fashion, they could. The contribution of each cre-
ated the book capital of all.

Fifty subscribers invested forty shillings each and promised to pay 
ten shillings a year thereafter to buy books and maintain a shareholder’s 
library. Thus “the Mother of all American Subscription Libraries” was 
established. A seal was decided upon with the device: “Two Books open, 
Each encompass’d with Glory, or Beams of Light, between which water 
streaming from above into an Urn below, thence issues at many Vents 
into lesser Urns, and Motto, circumscribing the whole, Communiter Bona 
profundere Deum est.” This translates freely: “To pour forth benefits for 
the common good is divine.” The silversmith Philip Syng engraved the 
seal. The first list of desiderata to stock the shelves was sent to London 
on March 31, 1732, and by autumn that order, less a few books found to 
be unobtainable, arrived. James Logan, “the best Judge of Books in these 
parts,” had assisted in the choice, and it was a representative one.

Were one to draw up a list of the works most commonly found in co-
lonial American—and probably provincial English—libraries, the early 
selection of the Library Company could serve as a pattern. In the ear-
lier ecclesiastical and collegiate libraries of British America the choice of 
books was imposed from without for theological or educational purpos-
es and reflected the formal learning of donor or teacher. In the Library 
Company the desire for the book stemmed from the prospective reader.
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5 Zoological Gardens of 
the United States

Vernon N. Kisling, Jr. and Rick Barongi

5.1  INTRODUCTION

Prior to the European colonization of North America, there is no information on primitive animal 
collections, although the southwest native American tribes kept and bred tropical parrots obtained 
in trade from the Aztecs of Central America and Incas of South America.1,2 Hard work, frugality, 
simple pleasures, and the need to establish a new society in an overwhelming and threatening wil-
derness characterized America’s colonial period. Colonists did not look favorably upon frivolous 
pursuits and amusements, and this viewpoint applied to the itinerant animal acts that appeared early 
in the eighteenth century. Nevertheless, fascination with wild animals attracted onlookers to these 
early itinerant acts, which featured bears and other native animals. These animals were brought to 
a tavern or village square for show and then the owner would pass around the hat to collect enough 
money to take him and his animals to the next town.3 The intellectual study of America’s indigenous 
wildlife during the colonial period was the domain of visiting European naturalists.4,5

5.2  EIGHTEENTH- AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY MENAGERIES

Exhibiting native species in itinerant animal shows remained common during the eighteenth century, 
but occasionally the native animals were replaced with more fascinating exotic animals from distant 
lands. A lion had the distinction of being the first exotic species exhibited when it was brought to 
Boston, Massachusetts in 1716. This representative of the “dark continent” was housed at the home of 
Captain Arthur Savage before it was moved in 1720 to the home of Martha Adams. Adams advertised 
in the newspaper, welcoming all to visit her lion whenever they wanted. She also had a sign on her 
house that read, “The Lion King of Beasts is to be seen here.” This lion was shipped to the West Indies 
in 1726, but returned in 1727 to be shown in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In 1728, it appeared in New 
York and New Jersey and finally in New London, Connecticut before vanishing from the historian’s 
view. It would be 1791 before another lion made it to American shores.3,6
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Another exotic species reached America soon after the lion arrived in Boston. This was a camel, 
which arrived from Africa and was on display for about four weeks in 1721. Other camels arrived 
in 1739 in Boston and in 1787 in New York. This last occurrence involved a pair of camels that 
were exhibited all over New England, New York and Pennsylvania for about ten years.3,6 Camels 
had actually been imported into Virginia in 1701, but for the purpose of domestication rather than 
exhibition.7 A “ferocious Greenland bear,” the “great white [polar] bear” was brought to Boston in 
1733 and kept on its owner’s property among the hustle and bustle of the Boston wharves. Another 
polar bear made its way to Boston in 1798.3 Several ostriches were shown at Woart’s Tavern, Boston 
in 1794 before leaving for South Carolina, the first documented occurrence of this species.3

These exotic animal arrivals were few and far between. Most exotic animal shipments during 
the eighteenth century went to British and European menageries. However, American sea captains 
occasionally ventured to transport exotic animals to America, where they hoped to sell these ani-
mals for a high profit. It was then up to the itinerant showmen who purchased these animals to 
keep them alive long enough to recoup their huge investment. To do so, the animals had to travel 
to as many communities as possible, an arduous undertaking at the time. Exotic animals usually 
appeared at one of the major commercial ports in the northeast and then traveled to other major 
cities, such as Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, Maryland. These cities provided the 
largest audiences, but on the way to these cities the animals were exhibited at smaller invervening 
towns. To attract customers, the traveling animal shows were advertised in local newspapers and 
printed flyers. However, these documents were ephemeral and few have survived.

Itinerant animal acts exhibiting several species began to appear in the larger cities during 
the late 1700s and carried over into the early 1800s when traveling menageries and circus 
menageries became popular. A menagerie containing reptiles and birds, in addition to the usual 
mammals, was exhibited in New York in 1781. Another menagerie, consisting of a tiger, orang-
utan, sloth, baboon, buffalo, crocodile, lizards, snakes and other creatures, was exhibited at 
New York in 1789. In 1796, a menagerie of birds, a seal and about 20 other animals appeared in 
New York, followed the next year by another, which consisted of wolves, monkeys, a mongoose, 
numerous small mammals and numerous birds. Although the exact identity of some of these 
animals is not known, some no doubt represented species that were probably making their first 
appearances in the United States.3,8

The tiger promoted in the 1789 menagerie was part of a collection from Africa and Brazil so it 
may, or may not, actually have been a tiger since tigers are not from these regions. Two tigers from 
India did appear at Crombie’s Tavern in Salem, Massachusetts in 1806. These tigers appeared later 
in 1806 in New York, and another tiger arrived in Salem in 1816. Likewise, the orangutan is not 
from the regions advertised. This orangutan, however, was followed by others shown in New York 
in 1828, in Salem in 1831 and in Boston in 1836.

The first elephant to arrive in America was a two-year-old female Captain Jacob Crowninshield 
brought to New York in 1796 aboard his ship America. After exhibition at Beaver Street and 
Broadway in New York, the elephant was sold and taken on tour to Philadelphia (1796), 
Baltimore (1796), Charleston, South Carolina (1796), Philadelphia (1797), New York (1797), 
Providence, Rhode Island (1797), Cambridge, Massachusetts (1797), Salem (1797), Philadelphia 
(1798), Charleston (1798), Boston (1804), Philadelphia (1806), New York (1808), Baltimore 
(1811), Gettysburg, Pennsylvania (1812), New York (1818) and many points in between. While at 
Cambridge in July 1797, the elephant (the elephant because she was the only elephant in America 
and her owner felt no obligation to name her) supposedly attended commencement ceremonies at 
Harvard University3,6 (Figure 5.1).

Captain Crowninshield bought the elephant for $450 and sold it for $10,000, a fortune in 1796. 
The price of admission to see the elephant was 50 cents, so many paying customers were needed to 
recover the investment and maintenance costs. At the time (1790s) there were only two cities with 
more than 25,000 residents and most towns had fewer than 2,500.9 Fortunately for the owner, the 
elephant was immensely popular and stayed healthy for two decades. Many other exhibitors were 
not as fortunate.3
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After the American Revolution, European naturalists returned home, but since their work had 
primarily supported European scientific endeavors, there was little effect because there was no 
American scientific infrastructure to collapse. During the early republic period, American natural-
ists, after initially relying on European resources, began developing their own education programs, 
research support, societies, communication networks and collections. However, financial resources 
and human efforts had to be devoted to endeavors that would allow the newly independent nation 
to survive, and therefore the natural sciences emerged only slowly. American knowledge about 

FIGURE 5.1 Poster dated 1797 advertising the Boston exhibition of the first elephant brought to the United 
States. Facsimile of the original poster. Courtesy of Vernon Kisling.
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natural science improved in the early to mid-1800s as colleges were established, state-sponsored 
survey expeditions increased, journals and publications became more numerous, and the number of 
naturalists grew.10–13

American attitudes during the first half of the 1800s were still a mixture of a practical need to 
survive, a fear of the unknown wilderness and a need to conquer and cultivate that wilderness.14 
Itinerant animal acts continued to make the rounds of the big cities, as well as the new frontier 
towns, traveling the back roads and along the rivers. A lion, elephant and camel made their way to 
the remote frontier town of Natchez, Mississippi in 1806 and 1808 and two trained bears appeared at 
the Mississippi Hotel, Natchez in 1835. These itinerant acts, along with circus acts and other public 
amusements, were on their way to or from New Orleans, Louisiana.15

Other new species were displayed in America for the first time during the antebellum years, 
including a zebra in 1805, a rhinoceros in 1826, a quagga in 1833, a giraffe in 1837 and a hip-
popotamus in 1850.3,16 A one-horned rhinoceros walked onto the stage at Peale’s Museum, New 
York in 1826 and was still being exhibited in New York in 1829. Another rhinoceros appeared at 
Washington Gardens, Boston in 1830 and was on the road from 1831 to 1835. The quagga, a species 
(Equus quagga) that soon became extinct, was an important part of one traveling menagerie in 1833. 
Rufus Welch, Zebedee Macomber and Eisenhart Purdy, the managers of this menagerie, were able 
to obtain this rare animal because they fielded their own expeditions during 1833/34. Three giraffes 
from Cape Town, South Africa were brought to America in 1837 and exhibited for several years. By 
1842, only one survived and was still exhibited. Another was imported in 1839 and shown at Peale’s 
Museum, New York. George Bailey imported a hippopotamus in 1850.

In 1835, a gathering of traveling menagerie owners representing most of the menageries then 
in existence met at the Elephant Hotel in Somers, New York to form the Zoological Institute. The 
institute was formed as a corporation that owned and managed its menageries jointly in a coordi-
nated manner, monopolizing the traveling menagerie business to control expenses. The institute 
was short-lived, however, since it succumbed to the financial crisis of 1837. From the 1830s until the 
Civil War the circus was coming of age, and many exhibited their own menageries, often including 
trained animal acts.17,18

5.3  NINETEENTH-CENTURY ZOOS AND AQUARIUMS

Joel R. Poinsett expressed interest in establishing a zoological garden in the United States during his 
Washington, D.C. address to the National Institution for the Promotion of Science in 1841. Poinsett 
called for a national institution that would include, among other organizations, a zoological garden.19 
His concern was expressed as part of a broader debate on establishing the Smithsonian Institution. 
Poinsett thought the Smithsonian should be modeled after the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, which had 
“an observatory, a museum containing collections of all the productions of nature, a botanic and 
zoological garden, and the necessary apparatus for illustrating every branch of physical science.”19,20 
This suggestion, however, was in the minority and there was little interest in the zoological garden 
idea. The Smithsonian was eventually established in 1846 with a museum of natural history rather 
than a zoological garden.21 The zoological garden idea was not publicly debated again until 1859 in 
Philadelphia, 1870 in Washington and 1872/73 in Boston, but no zoological garden was established 
until 1874.

Until 1800, Philadelphia was the capital of the American republic, as well as its largest city and 
a leading cultural center. It was a city distinctive in its civic pride and its patronage of science. It 
was the location of America’s first scientific society (the American Philosophical Society, 1743), the 
first botanical garden (the Bartram Botanical Garden, 1731) and the second natural history museum 
(the Peale Museum, 1784). The antebellum years found Philadelphia with a number of public parks, 
gardens, museums, circuses, menageries, concerts, theaters and other cultural entertainment.22 And 
with the determined assistance of some dedicated naturalists and civic leaders, Philadelphia would 
eventually find itself with America’s first zoological garden.
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A. Firearms Technology in Great Britain from Early Times 2195

greatly in the eighteenth century, but even the main English highways were not 
safe after dark. Stagecoach guards and travelers carried blunderbusses, or other 
short guns, such as traveling or coaching carbines, or (most often) a pair of ordi-
nary pistols.32 The muzzle of the blunderbuss flared outward slightly, like a bell. 
This made it easier to load while bouncing in stagecoach, or on a swaying ship.33 
One military use was by sailors to repel boarders.34 In the American Revolution, 
Americans found it most useful for “street control, sentry duty and as personal 
officer weapons.”35

For centuries England had been a backwater for firearms manufacture, and 
most firearms, other than basic military matchlocks, were imported. By the early 
eighteenth century, that had changed, and far more handguns were manufactured 
in England than anywhere else.36

British navy blunderbuss made about 1760.

4. Breechloaders and Repeaters

The blunderbuss, the Brown Bess, fowlers, and the vast majority of other 
firearms were muzzleloaders. To load or reload the gun, the user would pour a 

32. George, at 80, 91, 98.
33. Brown, at 143.
34. George, at 59.
35. Neumann, at 20.
36. Harold L. Peterson, Arms and Armor in Colonial America 1526-1783, at 212 (Dover 

2000) (1956) (handguns); Held, at 51 (no one in England could make a good matchlock 
before 1660, or repair one before 1600; before 1620, only “crude military matchlocks” and 
cannons were manufactured in England).
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